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Calcium phosphates (CaPs) have been used extensively as bone replacement materials, sub-
strates for drug release and transfection agents because of their non-cytotoxic nature and chem-
ical similarity to the mineral component of human bone. However, biomolecule attachment to
CaPs usually rely upon adsorption, which can lead to inconsistent coverage and variable re-
lease, and the fate of CaPs upon cellular internalisation is not fully understood. The difficulty
in tracking the particles can be related to the visual similarity to granulation within the cells.
This thesis sought to modify the surface of CaP particles with
(3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS) to enable the engraftment of biomolecules onto
the particle surface and the formation of a cross-linked matrix. The engraftment of a thiol-
reactive fluorescent dye gave visual confirmation that molecules can be bound to the surface
and enabled silicon-substituted hydroxyapatite (SiHA) particle tracking within MC3T3 cells.
Volume and size distribution analysis suggested that internalised particles >1µm, but not en-
capsulated within lysosomes, correlated with observations of cell death. The method was ex-
panded for other CaPs and demonstrated through engraftment of a novel antimicrobial peptide,
which was shown to be more effective at preventing biofilm formation than surface adsorbed
peptide, and the fabrication of a new organic/inorganic composite.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Calcium phosphate (CaP) ceramics such as hydroxyapatite (HA) have been used widely for
the restoration of function in diseased and damaged hard tissue. In addition, they have found
application in a diverse selection of sectors as food additives, adsorbents in chromatography
columns and even as substrates to enable absorption of pollutants from wastewater [1, 2]. Within
the biomedical sector, CaP salts have been used principally because of their similarity to the
mineral component of bone and also since their dissolution products are non-toxic. Relatively
recent work has seen calcium phosphate salts used for the delivery of biological materials into
cells in the form of peptides, polymers and DNA sequences [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. CaP materials
have a critical safety advantage over other vectors such as viruses in that they pose no risk
of pathogenicity due to mutation. Although it is known that CaP-DNA complexes cause no
apparent cytotoxicity, the fate of the particles on internalisation is not yet known [9]. The
difficulty in tracking the particles can be related to their visual similarity to granulation within
the cells [9].
The large crystal lattice of the apatites means that their structure may incorporate numerous
substitutions, which can be used to tailor material chemistry to induce a particular biological
reaction [10, 11, 12, 13]. One main focus of research into the development of new calcium
phosphate based materials has been the substitution of silicon into the hydroxyapatite lattice
(’silicon-substituted hydroxyapatite’, SiHA) to enable additional biomolecule attachment and
their controlled release in vivo [9]. Silicon-substitution is of particular interest since silicon is
well established to be an important factor in the production of new bone matrix and functions
to assist in the production of collagen by osteoblasts [13, 14, 15, 16]. CaP composites have
been used widely as implant materials due to the low toxicity of their ionic components and
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the intimate bond that they are able to form with a wide range of hard and soft tissues. Two
sites in crystalline HA have been proposed with potential to introduce functionalisation; at the
hydroxyl site and the phosphate site [17, 18, 19]. Previous studies have shown that the sur-
face hydroxyl (OH) groups of HA may react with organic isocyanate groups and this has been
exploited for the attachment of polymers such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (PBMA), poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacry-
late) (poly(HEMA)) to the crystal surfaces [20, 21]. In addition, it has been found that sub-
stitution by alkylphosphonates causes calcium phosphate monolith structures to become meso-
porous with high specific surface area [22], which is of course crucial for biological applications
where cell attachment, proliferation, bioresorbability, and tissue/interface regeneration rely on
materials with specific surface areas approaching that of native biomineral. Of these reagents
containing hydroxyl groups, phosphoric acid based reactants are favoured because the P−OH
groups facilitate the adsorption of proteins, as demonstrated for the model protein, bovine serum
albumin [23]. However, the limited availability and reactivity of OH groups can result in low
numbers of biomolecules being grafted on to the HA surface [7, 24]. An alternative strategy
widely reported in the literature involves exploiting Ca2+ ions exposed at the surface of calcium
phosphate (particularly HA) substrates as an attachment site for molecules of interest. For ex-
ample, Lee et al. [7] have reported the thiol modification of HA using 3-mercaptopropionic
acid and Ganesan et al. [8] attached porphyrins to the HA surface as a potential drug car-
rier. Silicon substitution has drawn much attention as a route to surface modification [25] with
organosilanes, particularly those containing amino or thiol terminal groups. For example, pre-
vious work has demonstrated that osteoblast adhesion to HA is increased when functionalised
with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane [26]. Although much attention has been given to the use
of (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS) for the surface modification of silicon oxide
[27, 28, 29], there is scarcely any research on the surface modification of calcium phosphates
with MPTS [9].
Surface modification of ceramics can extend far beyond use as an imaging tool - they also
enable selective attachment of peptides, polymers and drugs along with cross linking capabil-
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ities for the formation of macroscale structures. Most antimicrobial agents are adsorbed on to
ceramic surfaces through dip coating processes, which can lead to inconsistent coverage be-
tween batches and variation in coating stability over time while under physiological conditions.
These drawbacks may hinder achieving a release period of days to weeks which may be re-
quired in some cases. There is a drive in the biomaterials field to develop implant materials
that can also act as platforms for the selective attachment (or patterning) and controlled release
of therapeutic drugs and ensure clinically relevant doses are administered during the healing
process.
This thesis describes a method of surface modification of CaP particles to enable: 1) the
engraftment of a fluorescent dye as a tool for the intracellular tracking of the particles, and 2)
co-delivery of drugs in a localised manner. As such, the thesis is split into two parts as shown
in the diagram in figure 1.1. The first results chapter describes the modification of SiHA with
(3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS) to present thiol groups from the particle surface
and subsequent engraftment of the commercially available thiol-reactive dye, fluorescein-5-
maleimide. The aim is to demonstrate how this surface modification can be used as a tool for
developing a deeper understanding of particle internalisation and fate. The ability to visually
discriminate between internalised material from the natural environment will be shown through
live cell confocal fluorescence microscopy of MC3T3 cells in Chapter 6. Co-labelling of lyso-
somes and estimation of the volume and size of the internalised material through computational
image analysis will provide the first insight into the fate of such materials in live cells. The
second results chapter uses the surface modification method from Chapter 6 to functionlise hy-
droxyapatite (HA) and will demonstrate the surface modification as a foundation technology for
the localised delivery of drugs. This will involve the immobilisation of a novel antimicrobial
agent (developed by the University of Birmingham and the Royal Centre for Defence Medicine,
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham) and a comparison of the ability of the system to resist
biofilm formation against adsorbed peptide. Finally, the same modification chemistry was used
for the fabrication of organic-inorganic composites and explore their potential as degradable
matrices for localised drug delivery. The wider implication of this approach is the ability to
3
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Figure 1.1: Diagram summarising the aims of the work described within this thesis. A method
will be described for the surface modification of SiHA and HA to enable: a) fluorescent tagging





Calcium phosphates (CaPs) have found use as binding agents in the food industry; adsorbents
for chromatography columns and for the adsorption for pollutants in wastewater. Additionally,
they are used within the biomedical industry where they act as the solid component of injectable
cements; scaffolds; and coatings for metal bone implants for the repair or replacements of
diseased or damaged hard tissue. Calcium phosphates can exist in many crystalline forms (as
shown in Table 2.1) with each form exhibiting distinct solubility, thermal stability and density.
The major mineral component of bone is calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite, with additional ion
substitutions which influences the chemical properties of the material. Considerable efforts
have been made to produce bone replacement implants and cements that mimic the structural
proprieties of bone, with tuneable dissolution properties to permit natural tissue regeneration
and integration.
This chapter will focus on the fundamental crystal structure of hydroxyapatite and explain
why this structure enables chemical stability to be maintained while permitting ionic substi-
tutions. The synthesis process of hydroxyapatite by chemical precipitation methods will be
described. Reaction temperature, ionic strength, choice of precursor salts, initial pH and ageing
time all influence the chemical pathway though various intermediate phases before hydroxyap-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hydroxyapatite (HA) is a mineral belonging to the apatite family with the general chemical
formula M5(ZO4)3X, where M represents an alkaline-earth metal such as Ca
2+,Sr2+,Mg2+ or







X is OH–,F–,CO2–3 or Cl
– [31]. Although the chemical formula for HA is Ca5(PO4)3OH, the unit
cell formula Ca10(PO4)6OH2 is more commonly used as HA is typically found as two crystal
units bound together [31]. HA can exist in two crystal forms - monoclinic and hexagonal -
however the monoclinic is easily destabilized by the presence of very low concentrations of
foreign ions (i.e ions other than Ca2+, PO3–4 and OH
– native to the HA structure) and hence it
is the hexagonal form which is of the most practical significance in bioengineering [36, 37].
In the hexagonal form, the ten calcium (Ca) atoms contained in the unit cell are distributed
between two different crystallographic Ca2+ sites, which are referred to as Ca(I) and Ca(II)
herein (Figure 2.1). The four Ca atoms at the Ca(I) positions are strongly bound by six oxygen
atoms with an additional weaker bonding influence from a further three oxygen atoms. As a
result, the Ca(I) ions are tightly confined in columns along the c-axis and exhibit the hexagonal
arrangement in a plane across the c-axis. Disruption of the metal-oxygen interactions at the
Ca(I) sites compromises the entire HA crystal structure and therefore only the substitutions
of Ca for ions smaller than Ca (or possibly slightly larger than Ca at low concentrations) are
permitted at the Ca(I) site. The six Ca(II) atoms are staggered over consecutive planes cutting
the c-axis and are surrounded by seven oxygen atoms - six of them belonging to PO3–4 tetrahedra
and the remaining oxygen coming from an OH group. This arrangement allows for localised
displacements of the Ca(II) atoms without compromising the overall crystal structure and thus
permits cations larger than Ca to be substituted into the Ca(II) site [36].
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the HA structure along the c-axis. The hexagonal form is highlighted
by the black lines connecting the Ca(I) positions (cyan spheres), which are tightly confined
into columns by the surrounding oxygen atoms from the PO3–4 tetrahedra. The Ca(II) positions
(blue spheres) are staggered down the c-axis in interlocking triangles, allowing greater structural
flexibility for the substitution for larger ions. Reproduced with permission from [36]. c© 2009
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
2.2 Formation of hydroxyapatite through precipitation
There is a vast array of methods available for the synthesis of HA, the most widely used meth-
ods include; wet chemical precipitation, hydrothermal processing, sol-gel and mechanical, but
extend to; spray pyrolysis, magnetron sputtering, high temperature decomposition of other cal-
cium phosphate phases, hydrolysis, reverse micro emulsion, ultrasonication, solid-state, super-
critical fluid methods, electrospraying, microwave assessed, sol-gel and surfactant templated
precipitation. The most widely used methods can be roughly divided into high and low tem-
perature methods - high temperature methods involving the annealing of mixed calcium and
phosphate precursor salts at around 1000◦C, while low temperature methods involve the age-
ing of precipitates from dissolved calcium and phosphate salts at supersaturation. Both routes
have complimentary advantages and disadvantages with respect to control over final compo-
sition and physical size and shape of the particles. With high temperature methods, the re-
quired amounts of reactants to maintain stoichiometry can be accurately set, however produc-
ing nanoscopic crystals can be difficult and the high temperatures required can be considered
a downside[31]. Meanwhile, precipitation methods offer greater control over crystal size and
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shape in the nanoscale range through controlled changes in synthesis conditions (eg. temper-
ature, pH; to be discussed later), but the HA product can include other intermediate calcium
phosphate phases from the reaction unless the synthesis conditions are carefully controlled and
the precipitate sufficiently aged in the mother solution.
Figure 2.2 shows the pathways towards crystallisation of a product and the free energy
barriers involved along the way. The thermodynamic route can involve high temperature heating
of the reactants which can directly result in HA as a the final product. However, precipitation
follows a ’kinetic’ route and involves overcoming the free energy barriers for the formation of
intermediate CaP phases en route to HA which is the most stable and sparingly soluble phase
over a wide range of pH values. The precipitation of HA from supersaturated solutions can
be roughly divided into the following stages [31]: (i) homogeneous nucleation of CaP clusters
[38, 39, 40]; (ii) aggregation of clusters to amorphous CaP [38, 39, 40, 41]; (iii) aggregation of
amorphous particles into chain-like structures [39, 41, 42, 43]; (iv) growth of these structures
[39, 40]; (v) secondary precipitation and phase transformation [39, 40, 43].
Several physicochemical mechanisms have been proposed as models to explain the stages
of HA formation including; repeated dissolution/recrystallisation between intermediate phases,
diffusion/surface mediated processes and, a transformation from intermediate phases purely
through rearrangement of ions within the precipitate ending at HA (solid-solid transformation).
An in-depth discussion of the history and reasoning behind each of these mechanisms and their
claims to being exclusively involved in the HA formation process is beyond the scope of this
section. In fact our latest understanding of HA formation reactions suggests that all three of
these mechanisms play a part in the formation process, with arguably one mechanism dominant
at certain stages of the formation process.
Under the Ostwald-Lussac rule, the least stable (most soluble) phase will have the highest
nucleation rate when the supersaturation limit is exceeded at a particular pH and ionic concen-
tration. Consequently, amorphous calcium phosphate is usually the first phase to form in the
process and consists of randomly packed CaP clusters. This phase has a low structural order and
therefore has the lowest interfacial energy (defined as the work required to increase the surface
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area of a material by one unit area) compared to any of the crystalline CaPs. The amorphous
phase then undergoes transformation through a series of different CaP phases before reaching a
stable HA phase - this series of transformations is called the kinetic pathway. From this point
a synthesis reaction can follow a number of kinetic pathways (each differing in the order of
precipitation of the phases) and is dependent on the user defined pH, ionic strength, tempera-
ture and Ca:P ratio. Furthermore, the reaction can switch kinetic pathway in response to slight
changes in the experimental conditions during the synthesis process.
Figure 2.2: The thermodynamic (pathway A) and kinetic (pathway B) crystallisation pathways
from an initial calcium and phosphate ion solution to a final crystalline mineral phase. The
pathway a reaction may follow depends on the free energy of activation ∆G associated with the
nucleation (n), growth (g), and phase transformation (t) processes. Reproduced with permission
from [44]. c© 2003 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.
Typically, the transformation order of the amorphous phase to HA should follow Octacal-
cium phosphate (OCP) to Dicalcium Phosphate Dihydrate (DCPD) to HAP at pH < 6.70 and
switches to DCPD to OCP to HA at pH > 6.70. The pH can actually influence the Ca:P ratio
of the amorphous phase (so before any crystalline phases appear at all) and can be anywhere
between 1.00 (low pH) and 1.50 (at high pH)[45], but will eventually tend towards 1.67 to form
HA. This shifting of the Ca:P ratio occurs through release of phosphate species back into the
bulk solution and hence the process is accelerated by increasing the pH of the reaction. Indeed
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the evolution of the precipitation process induces pH changes of its own. The nucleation of CaP
clusters and random packing to form of amorphous CaP particles is accompanied by a small
decrease in the pH of the reaction solution as the higher alkalinity Ca ions, which dominate
over the acidity of the HPO3–4 ions, are incorporated into the phase (figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Plot of measured pH over time during CaP precipitation and formation of HA
showing the three characteristic pH trends (left). Random packing of amorphous CaP clusters
to form an amorphous CaP particle (middle) and eventual rearrangement to form the HA crystal
structure. Reproduced with permission from [46] c© 2006 Elsevier Ltd. and [38] c© 1980
Elsevier Ltd.
The onset of HA formation incurs a more significant pH drop in the solution as the free
OH– ions are incorporated into the crystal structure. The time between mixing of the reactants
and the onset of HA formation is called the induction time (or the nucleation lag time [31]).
Gradual stabilisation of the phase occurs as the exchange of ions between the solid and the
bulk solution decreases and hence the rate of pH change also decreases. Levelling of the pH
over time can in principle signify complete stabilisation of precipitated phase, but in reality the
phase is still undergoing transformation by restructuring of the ions within the solid phase to
form a stable crystal structure. Most precipitation methods maintain a high pH of 9.00-10.00
by drop wise addition of an alkaline solution in order to provide enough free OH– ions for HA
formation. Meanwhile, keeping the pH under strongly alkaline conditions ensures the balance





4 and H3PO4 species which would make precipitation less favourable [31].
Ionic strength of the initial reaction solution also plays a role as ions can screen the charge of
other ions within the solution or that of CaP particle surface itself. Increasing the concentration
of the electrolyte compresses the diffuse layer of counter ions around that are attracted the HA
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particle surface increase the propensity for the particles to agglomerate (see Chapter 4.2.4 for a
more in-depth discussion of the ’electric double layer’ of ions around a charged particle surface
and the relation to particle-particle interactions.).
The effect of Ca:P molar ratio on HA formation is partly related to the different activation
energies of Ca2+ and PO3–4 and intimately linked with the effects of altering the reaction pH.
As described in section 2.1 the HA is formed around the hexagonal arrangement of Ca2+ ions
strongly held in place by the phosphates which give the crystal its stability. The structure is
therefore sensitive to pH changes through protonation of the phosphate groups as mentioned
earlier. This could be due to the weaker hydration attraction of HxPO
x–3
4 to the protons compared
to the attraction of Ca2+ to OH– and therefore a higher activation energy is associated to the Ca2+
ions in the reaction solution. This an important factor when the growth rate of a particular CaP
phase is limited by the availability of one of the ions. The extensive adsorption of HPO3–4 ions
on the particle surface relative to Ca2+ can shift the Ca:P ratio of the bulk solution heavily in
favour of calcium, while the ionic composition of the precipitate remains roughly stoichiometric
[45]. Other phases in addition to HA can form from the bulk solution and exist in stable forms
in the final product depending on the stoichiometric ratio of Ca2+ and HxPO
x–3
4 [31].
2.3 Ionic substitutions into CaP structures.
The major mineral component of hard tissues is calcium-deficient HA (CDHA), which incor-
porates an array of ionic substitutions into the structure including; CO2–3 (3-5%wt), Na
+ (0.5-
1%wt), K+ (0.03-0.07%wt), Mg2+ (0.2-1.2%wt), K+ (0.03-0.07%wt), Sr2+ (0.03-0.05%wt), Cl–
(0.1-0.4%wt) and F– (0.01-0.07) with further contributions from Zn, Fe, Cr, Co, Mn and Si ions
in the ppm scale [31, 36]. In fact, pathological calcifications such as urinary calculi [33], mitral
valve [47] and breast cancer calcifications [48] have also been found to made of ion-substituted
calcium phosphates. The complex composition of these structures reflects the composition of
the surrounding serum environment where the mineralisation process takes place. Furthermore,
in the case of hard tissues, these ions serve biological roles that include acting as a buffer in the
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bloodstream [49] to modulation of osteoblast and osteoclast activity of proliferation [50, 51].
The flexibility in the chemical structure of hydroxyapatite to allow incorporation of foreign ions
combined with the stability of the overall crystal structure at physiological pH may explain why
bones function as highly effective ion storage areas. There is a drive towards exploiting these
biologically relevant ions through their incorporation into ceramic implants/implant coatings
and cements in order to enhance the regeneration of tissue around the implant and promote os-
seointegration [36, 50, 52]. This section will consider the ion substitutes most prominent in the
biomaterials literature, summarise their mechanism of incorporation into CaPs and the result-
ing changes to the physicochemical properties of the bulk material, and link these changes to
reported observations from in vitro and in vivo models.
2.3.1 Silicon/anionic silicon compounds
Silicon (Si) (or compounds of) plays a well established role in the biomineralisation process
with the earliest reports coming from electron microscopy images of young rat tibiae, showing
localisation of silicon at active calcification sites [53]. It has been established to be an important
factor in the production of new bone matrix and functions to assist in the production of collagen
by osteoblasts [13, 14, 15, 16]. Further animal studies showing that Si deficiency can result in
reduced bone mass, reduction in collagen in cartilage and physical bone deformities [54, 55].
Aqueous Si at concentrations 0-1.4ppm has been shown to increase collagen type-1 synthesis
in human osteoblasts while 0.1-100ppm Si over 48 hours has been shown to increase osteoblast
proliferation and differentiation [56]. The measured abundance of silicon in the extracellular
matrix (200-500ppm) compared to bone (approximately 100ppm) led to the suggestion that Si
acts a biological cross linker in connective tissues thus contributing to their ordered structure
and mechanical resilience [57]. The essential metabolic role of Si in bone formation at the fun-
damental scale has attracted much attention as a route to enhancing the bioactivity of CaP-based
implant materials.
Most studies have synthesised HA, mixed apatite/amorphous CaP and Si-TCP materials
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using aqueous precipitation with tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), silicon tetraacetate or nano-
particulate silica as the Si source. SiO4–4 substitutes PO
4–
3 , but this is a non-isoelectronic process
and therefore a second charge compensation process must take place in order to avoid the po-
tentially large energy cost of the substitution. The charge compensation could take the form of
an oxygen or anion vacancy or an excess of Ca (for two Si ion substitutions) and/or an excess
of H - the dominating mechanism determined by the thermodynamic conditions during the syn-
thesis process [14, 36]. Cosubstitution with CO2–3 can also compensate for the charge deficit.
Si incorporation has been reported to be up to 5%wt, but a few studies have suggested that the
upper limit of substitution is may be closer to 1.5-1.6%wt as any excess above this has been re-
ported to polymerise on the surface of the apatite [58, 59]. Regardless, silicon content between
0.1%wt and 1%wt has been shown to be sufficient to enhance the bioactive response to such
materials [36]. Increasing levels of Si-substitution into the apatite lattice has been reported to
inhibit crystal growth, decrease crystallite size and increase solubility[14, 36, 60]. Qui et al.
(2012) performed an extensive study of this and their X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Transmis-
sion Electron Microscopy (TEM) data is presented in figure 2.4. The effect on the solubility and
bioactivity of the apatite has been suggested to be due to increased numbers of defects around
grain boundaries where dissolution has been reported to begin [36]. The phase composition
of the final Si substituted product is highly dependent of the initial Ca:(P+Si) ratio, %wt of
Si addition and, most notably, the sintering temperature [14], but a single phase SiHA can be
obtained by ensuring the Ca:(P+Si) ratio is maintained at 1.67 (as in the case of stoichiometric
HA) with up to 1.6%wt Si with maximum sintering temperature of 950 ◦C [61].
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Figure 2. A comparison of the XRD patterns between sintered 1.6% Si-HA and 2% Si-HA.
Figure 3. XRD patterns of the heat-treated low Si doping Si-HA samples sintered at different temperatures.
peaks of silicocarnotite (Ca5(PO4)2SiO4, ICDD PDF card 40–
393) in the pattern, indicating that such calcium phosphate
silicate exists in the sintered 2% Si-HA as an impurity phase,
which is in accordance with what was reported in previous
studies that silicocarnotite appears with high Si content and
high temperature treatment [31, 36]. The characteristic peaks
of silicocarnotite differed from HA, α-TCP and β-TCP in
positions marked with squares.
To deeply analyze the sintering property of low Si doping
(Si%6 1.6 wt%) Si-HA possessing the HA phase in respect to
the phase composition, XRD patterns of these samples sintered
at different temperatures are shown in figure 3, within the
region of characteristic XRD peaks of HA. For each sample,
diffraction peaks become narrower and intensities become
higher as the sintering temperature rises, indicating that the
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 5. TEM micrographs of low Si doping Si-HA samples. (a): pure HA; (b): 0.4% Si-HA; (c): 0.8% Si-HA; (d): 1.2% Si-HA; (e): 1.6%
Si-HA.
Table 3. Quality assessment of the Rietveld refinement.
Pure HA 0.4% Si-HA 0.8% Si-HA 1.2% Si-HA 1.6% Si-HA
Rwp 4.39% 4.49% 4.33% 4.35% 4.14%
χ 2 2.35 2.41 2.30 2.36 2.19
phases, which cannot be refined using the HA crystal structure
model. Moreover, such amorphous phases are unable to
provide enough structural information for the fine structure
analysis by the Rietveld refinement. Therefore, the slow-
scanning XRD data of the as-prepared pure HA and Si-HA
with Si doping percentage from 0.4 to 1.6 wt% were refined
in this work.
3.5.1. Goodness-of-fit assessment. Table 3 lists the qualities
of the Rietveld refinement of each sample. All the Rwp values
are below 4.5% and the reduced χ2 values are less than
2.5, which meets the requirements of a good refinement.
Furthermore, according to the whole-profile fitting results
shown in figure 6, the observation data and the calculation
data fit very well.
3.5.2. Lattice parameters refinement. The refined lattice
parameters of the pure HA and Si-HA are listed in table 4. With
the increase of Si doping percentage, the length of the a axis
keeps increasing, while the length of the c axis firstly increases
and then becomes stable. The cell volume always increases
and the density accordingly decreases with the increasing Si
doping percentage.
3.5.3. Anisotropic features of particle sizes and microstrains.
The anisotropic features of the pure HA and Si-HA particle
sizes and microstrains were calculated and the results are listed
in table 5, in which the average measured values are listed
as well. Both the calculated length (P||) and the calculated
width (P⊥) of the particles decrease with the increase of Si
doping percentage, which corresponds to the measured particle
lengths (PL) and widths (PW) obtained from TEM images and
typical observations shown in figure 5. For each sample, the
microstrain in the direction parallel to the c axis (S||) is smaller
than the one in the direction perpendicular to the c axis (S⊥).
The 1.6% Si-HA possesses higher microstrain values than
other samples in both directions, indicating that a significant
change was produced during the crystal growth.
3.5.4. Volume change of the tetrahedra in crystal lattice. For
the Si-HA, the most significant feature within the crystal
lattice differed from the pure HA is the replacement of
PO43− tetrahedra by SiO44− tetrahedra. Since the bond length
of Si–O (1.61 A˚) is greater than that of P–O (1.55 A˚) [22],
the volume of the tetrahedra in the crystal lattice will be
changed due to the Si doping in terms of statistics. In the
current work, the coordinate of each atom in the crystal lattice




Figure 2.4: TEM images (top) of Si doped HA samples from the work of Qui et al. (2012)
showing how increasing %wt Si content decreases crystal size and crystallinity - (a): pure
HA; (b): 0.4%wt SiHA; (c): 0.8%wt SiHA; (d): 1.2 wt SiHA; (e): 1.6%wt SiHA. The XRD
p tt rns (below) show the effect of %wt Si content and intering temperatur , highlighting the
reduction in crystallinity and onset of thermal decomposition. TEM im ge and XRD patterns
reproduced with permission from [61]. c© 2012 IOP Publishing Ltd.
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The known effects of aqueous Si on bone remodelling processes have been reported to ex-
tend to SiHA and Si-substituted TCP (SiTCP) materials with reports of increased osteoblast-like
cell activity and dissolution compared to HA controls both in vitro [60] and in vivo [62, 63, 64].
In particular, Thian et al. (2006) developed SiHA coatings of up to 4.9%wt Si using magnetron
sputtering and reported increased growth of human osteoblast-like cells exhibiting well formed
actin stress fibers with evidence of extracellular matrix formation in vitro (figure 2.5). The ef-
fects Si ions on bone healing appears to be highly dose dependent with some reports claiming
rapid bone mineralisation with 4.9%wt Si, but 2.2%wt being optimal to avoid rapid dissolution
of the implant [13]. As little as 0.8%wt Si incorporation has been shown to have a positive effect
on healing [62, 65]. However an ’optimum’ dose cannot be defined as, to date, there is a lack of
dose-dependent studies involving a range of common ceramic materials. Lai et al. (2002) in-
vestigated the fate of the Si once released from the implant material over 7 months from time of
implantation and concluded that the Si localises only in the bone region surrounding the implant
with no increase in Si levels found in the major organs and that it is mainly excreted through
urine at a rate of 1.8mg/day [66]. The work of Porter et al. (2004) found that dissolution and
reprecipitation of SiHA differs between in vivo and in vitro condition [67]. While their findings
did agree in principle that Si ions are not released over a large distance from the implant, it also
highlights the need for careful comparison of results between in vitro models attempting assess
the role of Si ions in effects observed in in vivo experiments.
Although in vivo studies have shown evidence of resorption, one has to consider the possi-
ble effects on the implant in load bearing areas [68] together with the compounds in synovial
fluid promoting osteoclastogenesis [69]. The extent and manner of the influence of Si doped
materials on the remodelling process may need to be reassessed in such cases. It is still not clear
whether the widely reported effects of silicon doped ceramics are due to: i) release of Si incor-
porated into the apatite or ii) changes in the apatite micro-architecture and surface chemistry as
a result of silicon incorporation. The influence of the material surface roughness, which itself
may well vary as a function of %wt Si addition, on the reported osteoclast effects is also not
fully understood. The work Gomi et al. highlighted the need for further work in this area as they
16
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Figure 6 Images of human osteoblast-like (HOB) cells on heat-treated SiHA thin coating. (a) Actin cytoskeletons (stained green) and cell nuclei (stained
blue) of HOBs by day 1: 0.8 wt.% Si; (b) Monolayer of cells attaching and spreading across the surface by day 2: 0.8 wt.% Si; (c) Evidence of extracellular
matrix synthesis by day 2: 4.9 wt.% Si; (d) Formation of multilayer of cells by day 16: 0.8 wt.% Si.
4. Conclusions
A novel method for synthesising thin coatings of SiHA
has been demonstrated. Thin coatings (∼1 µm thick)
of SiHA were produced by the magnetron co-sputtering
technique. The as-deposited coatings were amorphous,
with varying Si content up to 4.9 wt.%. Nanocrystalline,
single-phase SiHA thin coatings that retained their HA
crystallographic structure, were achieved following heat-
treatment at 600◦C for 3 h. In addition, the unit cell pa-
rameters (both a- and c-axes) increased and the crystallite
size decreased, with increasing Si addition. The in vitro
cellular response indicated an increase in the growth of
HOB cells on these coatings, along with the formation
of extracellular matrix. Furthermore, immunofluorescent
staining revealed that the cytoskeletons on SiHA showed
clear evidence of well-formed actin stress fibres. All these
observations confirmed the enhanced bioactivity and bio-
functionality of SiHA thin coatings.
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Figure 2.5: Light and confocal fluorescence microscopy images from the work of Thian et
al. (2006) of human primary osteoblast-like cells on SiHA coatings produced by magnetron
co-sputtering [60]. The cells exhibited well defined actin stress fibers (a, green) and evidence
of cell stacking (d) which correlated with the increased cell growth. Evidence of extracellular
matrix deposition was also seen during the study (c). Figure reproduced with permission from
[60]. c© 2006 Springer Science.
showed the nature of the osteoclast response was modulated by surface roughness of undoped
HA. Higher numbers of TRAP+ (Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase-positive) cells were found
on rough HA surfaces, but more resorption lacunae wer found on smooth HA surfaces [70].
Th re is some evidence to suggest that effec s may be due to direct chemical interaction with
the Si rather than through changes to the apatite structure as studies on Si doped (0.5%mol) alu-
mina implants have also showed osseous remodelling [71]. Although this interpretation agrees
with the previously mentioned studies using aqueous Si compounds which showed enhanced
bone formation, Bohner argued that the solubility of Si substituted HA is still similar to HA,
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which is very low at physiological conditions, and therefore the biological response could not
be purely down to release of the Si ions from the lattice [72]. This raised the alternative view
that the Si may actually exist to some extent as a soluble compound within the HA [58, 73, 74].
Si has been exploited in Bioglass (Na-Ca-P-Si), Pseudowollastonite (CaSiO3), Si-TCP for
higher dissolution rates and SiHA. Si-substituted CaPs currently manufactured commercially
include a single phase SiHA called ACTIFUSETM by Apatech Ltd. and a multiphase Si-
stabilised product primarily consisting of Si-α-TCP called SkeliteTM by Millennium Biologix
Corporation. These products come in the form of either a microporous scaffold or granules
designed for filling defects in non-load bearing bones.
2.3.2 Strontium
Strontium (Sr) has been administered in the form of the strontium ranelate in the treatment of
osteoporosis. Sr acts by stimulating Ca2+ receptors resulting in differentiation of pre-osteoblasts
to osteoblasts (thus promoting bone deposition) while reducing the bone resorption rate through
inhibition of osteoclast resorption activity and osteoclast differentiation [36, 75, 76]. Sr has an
ionic radius of approximately 0.12nm (slightly larger than the 0.099nm ionic radius of Ca) and
thus in principle Sr preferentially replaces calcium at the C(II) site with substitution at C(I) pos-
sible at very low strontium concentrations [36]. The most notable effects of Sr substitution on
HA occur at low concentrations and include reduced crystallinity and disruption of crystal struc-
ture. This has been attributed to the modest preference for substitution at the C(I) rather than
C(II) site at low concentrations where metal-oxygen interactions responsible for the integrity
of the crystal structure are most sensitive. The disruption of the crystal structure corresponds
with the known higher solubility of SrHA leading to increased Ca2+ release from SrHA into
Hank’s synthetic fluids compared to stoichiometric HA [77] and reduced precipitation of CaP
in synthetic body fluids with increasing concentrations of Sr2+. At higher concentrations, the
HA crystal morphology changes from needle-like to rectangular plate shapes, increase in crystal
size and crystallinity at high ion concentrations [12].
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2.3.3 Magnesium
Magnesium (Mg) plays a key role in bone growth by modulating osteoblast and osteoclast ac-
tivity with magnesium levels in biological apatites decreasing as the calcification process pro-
gresses [36]. Although the smaller ionic radius of magnesium (0.065nm) compared to calcium
(0.099nm) could permit substitution in either Ca positions, there is a preference for the Ca(II)
position which is possibly due to the greater flexibility of the anion geometry at the this posi-
tion [36]. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) studies agree with Ca(II) site substitution up to
10% Mg [78]. Magnesium addition has a marked inhibitory effect on the nucleation and growth
of HA crystals causing a reduction in crystallinity [79], while stabilising the more acidic CaP
intermediate phases during synthesis [80].
The stabilising effect has been exploited in the formation of Mg-substituted biphasic HA/β-
TCP, where the TCP component has been reported to remain stable at sintering temperatures of
up to 1400 ◦C [80, 49]. The work of Kalita et al. (2007) showed a moderate increase in sin-
tered density of Mg-substituted HA (MgHA) at 1300 ◦C [81]. Incorporation levels have been
limited to 5.7%wt with excess Mg reported to be in the form of an additional amorphous phase
[36] or adsorbed on to the HA surface [79]. The effects of free magnesium ions on early bone
formation have been exploited through the production of MgHA (5.7%wt Mg) granules as bone
defect fillers. Rabbit femoral defect models filled with MgHA granules showed osteoconduc-
tivity and resorption consistent with increased solubility of the material [82]. Interpretation of
the dissolution properties of such implant studies must consider the potential influence of any
co-substituted carbonates from the synthesis process on the solubility of the implant material.
While there are no specific studies which isolate the role of Mg ions in adjusting material dis-
solution properties, there is evidence that Mg ion association with CaPs may influence surface
structure in way that implies increased solubility. High resolution TEM studies of MgHA syn-
thesised under controlled nitrogen atmosphere by Ren et al. (2010) revealed the creation of
multiple grain boundaries with increasing Mg content (figure 2.6) [83].
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apatite should not affect the decomposition temperature of HA to
b-TCP.
4.6. Determination of lattice parameter by Rietveld refinement
The Rietveld refinement method provided reliable measure-
ments of the lattice parameter changes in apatite with Mg sub-
stitution. The observed, calculated and difference patterns from
the refinements are shown in Fig. 9. The measured results of
lattice parameters a and c, and the cell volume are summarized
in Table 2. Both lattice parameters a and c and the unit cell
volume decreased in the samples which were synthesized in
the solutions with increasing amounts of Mg ions, up to
!10 mol.%.
Fig. 7. TEM images of HA samples with various Mg contents. Pure HA: (a) bright field and (b) HRTEM with FFT. Mg5HA: (c) bright field and (d) HRTEM. Mg10HA: (e) bright
field and (f) HRTEM. Mg15HA: (g) bright field and (h) HRTEM.





Figure 2.6: High resolution TEM images of HA with varying mole% amounts of magnesium
incorporation by Ren et al. (2010). The MgHA materials were synthesised under a nitrogen
atmosphere to minimise the co-substitution of carbonate ions resulti g from expos r to air.
Increased number of grain boundari s were observed from 10%molMg incorporation upwards
which suggests the structure w uld be more vulnerable to dissolution compared to HA. Figure
amended and reproduced with permission from [83]. c© 2010 Elsevier Ltd.
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2.3.4 Zinc
Zinc (Zn) has an important role in many biological functions within the body including: nucleic
acid metabolism, aiding the maintenance of membrane structure and, acting as a cofactor in
enzyme mediated processes such as protein synthesis [36, 84]. Zn also promotes bone formation
by inhibiting osteoclast differentiation and enhancing osteoblast activity [36].
Zn-substituted HA (ZnHA) has been obtained largely by ion exchange synthesis in aqueous
solutions [85, 86, 83, 87] and hydrolysis of Zn-salts with α-TCP [88] resulting in Zn contents of
1.20-2.7%wt. The smaller ionic radius of Zn (0.075nm compared to 0.099nm Ca) can result in
a reduction in the lattice parameters of the apatite[86]. Zn inhibits the crystal growth of the ap-
atite, reportedly though adsorption onto active growth sites which may explain why (Ca+Zn)/P
ratio and hence stoichiometry is not preserved [87, 79, 36]. Whether substitution actually takes
place is not fully clear. There is much debate over the mechanism of Zn incorporation into
HA. Some theoretical studies remark that ion substitution is not energetically favoured and that
Zn occupation at Ca vacancies (particularly at the C(II) site) is probable with significant lo-
cal structural distortion. Contrarily, Tang et al reported that Zn ions may favour the C(II), but
also reasoned that Zn ions could be entrapped and act as a defect site given the fast crystallisa-
tion kinetics of precipitation [89]. Ion adsorption experiments have shown significantly higher
amounts of Zn ions were found to associate with HA - beyond what would be physically pos-
sible by substitution alone. One such study by Fuierer et al. (2004) showed that Zn ions were
more potent at arresting crystal growth than Mg ions [79]. Two possible explanations include
the formation of zinc-phosphate complexes at the surface and the ability of the surface bound
Zn species to undergo hydrolysis and potentially block multiple active growth sites [79]. As
with other ion substitutions which result in significant reduction in crystallinity, determination
of Zn substitution by XRD and Rietveld refinement is complicated by the broadening of the
diffraction peaks.
Attempts have been made to translate the biological properties of Zn ions to mainly HA-




Manganese (Mn) influences the regulation of bone remodelling by driving organic matrix syn-
thesis and endochondral osteogenesis. Mn is also implicated in the activation of integrin recep-
tors which mediate cellular interactions with the exctracellular matrix and ligands involved in
cell adhesion [91]. Mn deficiency has been shown to result in a reduction in bone thickness and
length [36].
Mn2+ ions in solution inhibits HA crystallisation with high concentrations adsorbing on to
the HA surface, causing a dramatic decrease in the the crystal growth rate [36]. At low concen-
trations (<2%wt), Mn incorporation does not affect the lattice parameters appreciably, but does
reduce the thermal stability of the material as evidenced by the partial transformation of MnHA
(with carbonate content less than 2%wt) to β-TCP at 600 ◦C [92]. Morphology of MnHA
strongly depends on the Mn ion concentration. Electron microscopy studies on Mn2+ and CO2–3
substituted HA showed that crystals have a plate or large needle-like morphology at low Mn
(0.73%wt) and high carbonate (3.6%wt) concentrations and small needle-like morphologies
with high Mn (1.23%wt) and low carbonate (2.1%wt) concentrations [36]. Other works have
reported Mn plate and fiber morphologies in addition to the needle-like phase although its un-
clear as the precise role of Mn in dictating particle morphology use chemical precipitation routes
[91]. Specifically, Mayer et al. (2008) correlated the plate shaped and needle-like particles to
low Mn-doping (0.71%wt) and smaller needle-like particles at higher (1.23%wt) Mn-doping
[92].
Mn-doped carbonated apatite coatings have deposited on Ti implants and shown to enhance
osteoblast proliferation and differentiation [93].
2.3.6 Carbonate
Carbonate forms approximately 7-8%wt of the chemical composition of human bone [33] - the
highest contribution to ion substitution in adult human calcified tissues. Carbonate ion (CO2–3 )
substitution can occur at two different sites within the apatite the lattice. The first involves
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the substitution of two OH– for every one carbonate ion, termed ’A-Type substitution’, and
can be achieved through heating stoichiometric HA in a CO2 atmosphere at 1000
◦C for 15-
145 hours or through soaking the material in an aqueous CO2 saturated solution for a period of
months. The second route involves the substitution of PO3–4 (B-type substitution) and is typically
achieved through precipitation from aqueous solutions of calcium and phosphate precursor salts
along with sodium or ammonium carbonate at elevated pH and while under a controlled inert
atmosphere (e.g. Argon or Nitrogen). Carbonate substitution can occur purely by performing
the precipitation reaction in an open vessel exposed to air whereby carbon dioxide can readily
dissolve into the aqueous solution at room temperature to form carbonic acid. This highlights
the importance of a controlled inert atmosphere when attempting to control the %wt CO2 in-
corporated into the apatite. It must be noted that A-type substitute does not exclusively occur
through annealing. Perhaps the best evidence of this is the presence of A-type carbonate substi-
tution in bone at 3-8%wt. Additionally, precipitation reactions have produced apatites with both
A and B-type substitutions (AB-type). Co-substitution with another ion is required to compen-
sate for the charge imbalance created by the substitution of the trivalent PO3–4 or monovalent
OH– for the divalent (CO2–3 ). In the example stated above of a pure B-type substitution using
sodium carbonate, it is the Na2+ ions which act as the co-substituted ion.
Increasing %wt of carbonate in the material results in increased material solubility, reduced
crystal growth rate and reduction in the sintering temperature where HA decomposes into β-
TCP [36, 94]. Carbonated apatite shown to have enhanced bioactivity in vitro owing to increased
solubility [31, 95]. Although, in vivo studies of carbonated CaP implants appear to show in-
creased rates of implant dissolution, they indicate that this may not be due purely to changes
in material solubility. Spencer et al. (2008) reported increased collagen synthesis by human
osteoblasts on both fresh carbonated HA and on carbonated HA subjected to osteoclast activity,
although the effect was observed at an earlier time point in the latter case [96]. The suggestion
from these results was that osteoclasts condition the surface and influence subsequent osteoblast
response [96]. Further speculation included the surface chemistry of carbonated HA enhanc-
ing protein adsorption [96]. Increased solubility has been reported at substitutions as low as
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1.2-2%wt [95] with 9%wt reported to result in rapid implant dissolution [97]. This may not be
ideal in restoring some level of load bearing capability on the implant post-surgery as quickly
as possible as rapid dissolution may not allow for adequate supporting tissue formation.
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CHAPTER 3
CHEMICAL MODIFICATION OF CALCIUM
PHOSPHATES
3.1 The motivation for modifying CaP surface chemistry prop-
erties
The body’s response to any implant involves two conflicting and complex biological processes,
which have been reviewed extensively [98]. The body acts to seal off the implant from the rest
of body by rapidly forming blood clots on the material surface, which ultimately leads to the
formation of a wall of fibrous tissue around the implant surface [25, 99]. Meanwhile, the body
attempts to regenerate bone through the migration of progenitor cells into the region which dif-
ferentiate into osteoblast cells before secreting and mineralising collagen to form new bone.
The rejection and regeneration processes compete with one another as the rapid formation of fi-
brous tissue can hinder the migration of progenitor cells into the bone site, which in turn inhibits
the integration of the implant with the surrounding natural tissue [100]. This is particularly an
issue with metal implants in which the material is considered wholly foreign to the body. The
structural nature of bone-implant interface is critical to the mechanical stability of the implant.
Intimate bone-implant contact ensures good implant stability with respect to the surrounding
bone which aids restoration of limb function. On the other hand, a fibrous tissue layer between
the bone and implant acts as a mechanical weak point leading to micromotion and premature
aseptic loosening of the implant [25]. The modification of material chemistry aims to minimise
the effect of the body’s response to foreign materials while simultaneously promoting tissue
regeneration in the damaged or diseased bone site.
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The chemical similarity of hydroxyapatite-coated or -based implants to the surrounding hard
tissue (and therefore not recognised as ’foreign’ in principle) has made them the subject of in-
tensive research as a bone replacement materials [101, 100]. Synthetic hydroxapatite has been
shown to accelerate osteoblast precursor differentiation [102] and promote osteoblast adhesion
and migration. CaPs such as TCP and HA-TCP biphasic systems offer tuneable resorption
characteristics [103] with the degradation products, Ca2+ and PO3–4 , already found at concen-
trations of 90-110mgL−1 and 73-125mgL−1 respectively in the bloodstream [50, 101]. These
findings are perhaps form the main rationale that such materials would permit fast fixation of
the implant with minimal fibrous tissue ingression [25, 99]. This clinical outcome has multiple
benefits to the patient including reduced recovery time before regaining load bearing mobility,
prevention of bone atrophy and collectively leading to improved quality of life [25]. These
benefits are coupled with reduced hospitalisation time and costs to the state/patient. In fact,
benefits extend to non-load bearing applications such as bone fixation screws and plates where
their degradation over time removes the need for their painful and costly retrieval. Biomineral-
isation of, along with cellular attachment to, the implant occurs through a passivation later of
adsorbed ions and other biomolecules rather than though direct contact with the material sur-
face itself [17, 104, 105]. Therefore, much research has been directed toward controlling the
chemical composition of the calcium phosphate surface in order to: promote the osteogenic cell
recruitment and adhesion; modulate cell signalling pathways implicated in bone remodelling
and; minimising the risk of infection through attachment of antimicrobial agents. Chemical
modification is also being employed to strengthen ceramic implants and coatings, which to date
have been too brittle to be used as the major material component of load bearing implants.
Their common aim is to enhance the bone regeneration properties of calcium phosphates and
accelerate bone healing with numerous strategies proposed to achieving this goal.
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3.2 Methods for the surface modification of calcium phos-
phates
Chemical modification methods in the literature can be roughly divided into two approaches
as shown in figure 3.1. The first approach is through adsorption of biomolecules onto the
CaP surface, which relies upon non-specific electrostatic interaction with the surface ions of
the CaP. The second approach involves grafting an organic molecule through covalent bonding
with a particular surface ion or chemical group of the CaP surface. e.g. OH–. Co-precipitation
method (in which the biomolecule is integrated with the CaP during CaP synthesis) has been
extensively used, but the precise nature of the attachment with the CaP is not clear and therefore
will be discussed separately. What is common throughout the literature is that the vast majority
of these approaches are low temperature wet chemical methods. They receive intense interest
because of the their ability to precisely control surface morphology at the nanometer scale along
with the composition; the reaction conditions are suitable for the incorporation of organic and






























Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing the two main strategies used to attach biomolecules
(e.g. functionalisation agents, antibiotics, growth factors) to calcium phosphate (CaP) nano-
/micro-particles and large surfaces. Adsorption an be subdivided into two subcategories - de-
position on to preformed CaP materials (A) or co-precipitation of the CaP material with the
biomolecule (B). These methods are favoured for their simplicity, but precise coating is not
always repeatable and CaP morphology and size can be influenced by co-precipitation. Immo-
bilisation involves the grafting of an organic molecule to the CaP surface, which then facili-
tates selective binding of the desired biomolecule. The key advantages include: control over
biomolecule coverage, robust biomolecule attachment and the potential to control biomolecule
orientation.
3.2.1 Direct biomolecule attachment to CaP surface by adsorption
Direct attachment methods involve those which the deposited biomolecules rely upon non-
specific electrostatic interaction with the surface ions of CaPs. Dip coating and electrospray
techniques are perhaps the most widely used methods of adsorbing molecules on surfaces par-
ticularly for providing antibiotic coatings [106], but their main drawback is burst release of the
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drug. Burst release occurs when a variable amount of the biomolecule is uncontrollably lib-
erated (usually over the period of minutes to a few hours) from the surface due to the weak
binding nature between the substrate and the biomolecules themselves. The electrostatic bind-
ing between a biomolecule in direct contact with the surface may well appear robust, but the
strength of this attractive force decays rapidly from the surface ( 1/r2) and hence multilayers
of biomolecules may not remain bound to the surface. Mechanical agitation of the substrate
and even changes in the ionic strength and pH of the surrounding liquid environment can liber-
ate adsorbed biomolecules. The uncontrolled loss over a such a short period of time does not
lend the method well to applications involving antibiotic release where high doses are initially
required post-surgery before a lower prolonged dose needs to be maintained.
In an attempt to reduce the rate of loss during burst release, secondary layers of material
have been deposited over the adsorbed antibiotic in order to act as a ’kinetic barrier’. Here, the
diffusion rate of the adsorbed drug is reduced by the relative low solubility of the secondary ma-
terial in the surrounding liquid which increase its degradation time. Alternatively, the porosity
and pore interconnectivity of the kinetic barrier material can be controlled in order to increase
the path length and therefore the elution time of the biomolecules between the substrate and
the surrounding medium. Lipid layers have been successfully used to increase the release pe-
riod from 24 hours to 72 hours in vitro [106]. It is important to note that the use of secondary
layers as kinetic barriers can only reduce the peak burst release amount and offer a degree of
control over the burst release period - often not independently. Therefore, assessment as to
whether this really offers ’controlled release’ would depend on the drug delivery application.
The effect of the degradation products of the kinetic barrier material on the structure and func-
tion of the biomolecules must also be considered. For example, the acid degradation products
of poly(lactic-co-glycolic)acid (PLGA) may denature encapsulated proteins [107] with rate of
change of pH in the local area around the implant dependent on the choice of inorganic filler
[108].
An alternative approach to reducing the loss or degradation of adsorbed biomolecules is
to integrate them within a gel form of CaP. In these case, the the carrier material itself acts
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as kinetic barrier while offering increase surface area for attachment. Barralet et al. showed
reduced rate of short term release of ovine albumin from carbonated HA gels compared to
microcystalline HA in both phosphate buffered saline and double-distiled water. They also
showed that the albumin could remain within the gel under physiological conditions undegraded
for up to a year [109]
Perhaps the best exploitation of adsorption has been for the attachment of polyphosphonates
such as clondronate [110] and alendronate - two examples of a class of drugs known to be the
gold standard in controlling bone remodelling rates through inhibition of osteoclastic activity.
Polyphosphonates have a very high affinity for CaP substrates, which offer the potential for
highly localised delivery to bone defect sites. This is of great interest clinically as current oral
and systemic administration routes of bisphosphonates ultimately yield a poor bioavailability of
the drug at the bone site and often are accompanied by unpleasant side affects to the patient.
3.2.2 Co-precipitation with (and delayed addition) of biomolecules
Co-precipitation methods involve the addition of the biomolecule of interest into the CaP syn-
thesis reaction such that CaP precipitation and attachment of the biomolecule occurs simul-
taneously. The commonly reported advantage is that combining the two processes into one
reaction negates the need for further chemical processing or intermediate washing steps and
therefore creates a simple, very low cost and fast attachment method. These features to-
gether with the already discussed desirable non-cytotoxic nature of CaPs has resulted in co-
precipitation methods being used extensively for the attachment of DNA for cell transfection
[6, 101, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116] and siRNA for gene silencing [3].
Sokolova et al. (2006) constructed a core-triple shell CaP-siRNA complex (CaP(core)-
siRNA/CaP/siRNA(shells)) and showed higher gene silencing efficiency (46%) over one the
main commercially available transfection reagents, PolyFect R© (10%) [3]. Triple shell configu-
ration reportedly offered increased maximum loading mass of genetic material to the CaP vector
and a degree of protection from the cellular environment. The authors correctly highlight the im-
portance of future investigation of the protective effect of the CaP shells on the oligonucelotides
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before the technology can be used for DNA transfection. This is because, unlike siRNA, DNA
requires delivery into the nucleus and the vector would potentially need to withstand enzymatic
degradation along the way. Further work by the same group revealed the triple shell system
was robust against lysosomal degradation with transfection efficiencies roughly on par with
PolyFect R© [115] in T-HUVEC cells. Further attempts have been made to increase the stability
of CaP-DNA complexes by introducing porphyrin[8] coatings and poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI)
shells with the later reported to raise transfection efficiency in T24, HeLa and NIH-3T3 cells
[6, 116].
Despite the reported successes with co-precipitation techniques, there does not seem to be
a clear understanding of the physicochemical characteristics of co-precipitated CaP-DNA sys-
tems or the key parameters underlying their action. Few works demonstrate the effect of the
DNA addition during CaP synthesis on the ultimate CaP particle size, morphology and com-
position. Neither is there a complete understanding of how the CaP-DNA complex interacts
with the cell at the molecular level in order to explain why CaP-DNA transfection efficiency
is better or worse than commercial transfection reagents across different cell lines. Pedraza et
al. (2008) highlighted this issue when they showed that CaCl2 was considerably more effective
than Ca(NO3)2 and other divalent metal salts at binding free DNA to the CaP particle surface
[117] (separate particle synthesis and DNA complexing processes). This finding showed that
the role of excess calcium involved not only condensing the DNA, but to condense the DNA in a
manner which maintains biological function (also reported by [118]). This precise role was ele-
gantly demonstrated by the significant increase in GFP expression when using CaCl2 over other
divalent metal salts. With this effect being calcium salt concentration dependent, it is clear that
optimal CaP-DNA complexing is a precise process itself. It has been suggested that cationic
particles bind to components of cell membrane responsible for Ca2+-mediates anchoring the the
extracellular matrix[119] and therefore the final particle composition and dissolution properties
may also be key[120]. It is still not clear whether CaP composition and CaP-DNA binding can
be controlled independently enough using a co-precipitation technique.
The method has also been used to increase CaP colloidal stability and for drug delivery.
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Andres et al. (2006) functionalised brushite particles with carboxyl groups by the delayed
addition of 2-carboxyethylphosphonic acid (CEPA) to the synthesis reaction [121]. Addition
of CEPA (and phosphates in general) to the CaP synthesis reaction resulted in chelation of the
surface Ca2+ ions and arrested further crystal growth on the particles. The organic carboxylic
acid presented on the particle surface increased the electrostatic repulsion between the particles
and therefore improved colloidal stability. The carboxyl groups presented on the surface could
potentially be used an attachment site for proteins or drugs [121]. Co-precipitation has been
used for the integration of anticancer supramolecular drugs with calcium and phosphate salts
shown to facilitate higher drug loading in HeLa cells compared to exposure to the drug alone
[122]. However, still no explanation of the chemical interaction and what degree of control over
the particle size, morphology and dissolution properties when adding the drug during synthesis.
The most promising uses of co-precipitation methods for bioengineering applications fo-
cus on the modification/optimisation of CaP surface chemistry in preparation for subsequent
biomolecule attachment rather than direct attachment in one step. Examples typically include
the addition of organic molecules to create additional attachment sites on the particle surface
and to influence particle shape, size and reactivity. Lee et al. used 3-mercaptopropionic acid
during the hydrothermal synthesis of HA to provide carboxylate groups at the particle surface.
The authors suggested that the nature of the binding was ionic and demonstrated its potential
in the biomedical/tissue engineering fields by immobilising ethylene glycol methacrylate phos-
phate (EGMP) (figure 3.2) on the particle surface. The potential behind such a modification







Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the carboxyl functionalisation and subsequent ethylene glycol
methacrylate phosphate (EGMP) engraftment process (a), developed by Lee et al. (2007). (b)
shows the colloidal stability of HA-SH, PolyEGMP-HA-1 and PolyEGMP-HA-2 (left to right)
after each functionalisation step. TEM images of the HA particles at various stages of the
process (c). Reproduced with permission from[7]. c© 2007 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Amino acids including glycine, alanine, serine, lysine and arginine have used to form posi-
tively charged CaP nano rods [123]. The effect of amino acid addition on particle size and mor-
phology was investigated and found that increased side-chain residue size and hydrophobicity
resulted in a decrease in the aspect ratio of the HA nano crystals along the c-axis. Interest-
ingly, asparagine affects both the crystal c- and a-axis while aspartic acid did not destabilise the
nanoscrystals at all. It was suggested that these interactions preferentially occurred on crystal
planes parallel to the c-axis and that hierarchal structures could be formed through cross link-
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ing. The high Ca2+ binding affinity of poly(aspartic acid) and poly(glutamic acid) have been
further exploited to enhance both the adsorption rate and total loading capacity of of peptides
on HA surfaces [124]. CaPs expressing C−C groups on the surface have been formed by HA
co-precipitation with methacrylic acid, 4-pentenoic acid, and vinyl phosphonic acid [125]. The
choice of acid was reported to have a marked effect on HA surface topography ranging from
angular block-like shapes to fine needle structures (figure 3.3). It has been proposed that cortical
bone substitutes could be formed through polymerisation of methacrylate polymer with these
C−C functionalised CaPs [125].
Figure 3.3: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (top row) of HA synthesised in the
presence of methacrylic acid (a), 4-pentenoic acid (b), and vinyl phosphonic acid (c). Corre-
sponding TEM images of the HA crystals are shown in the bottom row. From the work of Haque
et al. (2007). Reproduced with permission from [125]. c© 2007 American Chemical Society.
3.2.3 Immobilisation of biomolecules on functionalised CaP surfaces
In this class functionalisation methods, organic molecules or polymers are attached the particle
surface and present a functional group. This functional group can then be used for the selective
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attachment of the desired biomolecule or designed purely to alter the physicochemical charac-
teristics of the surface enhance, for example, cellular attachment or colloidal stability. Usually,
the CaP materials are prepared in separate process prior to functionalisation. The key advantage
to this approach is the opportunity to control the morphology, size and, in principle, the bulk
composition of the CaP material with minimal interference from the functionalisation process.
Or at the very least, the separated processes allows for any changes in CaP physico-chemical
properties to be traced back to either the synthesis or functionlisation process and thus aid in
their optimisation. This benefit in turn permits functionalisation of not only CaP nano- or micro
particles, but also CaP sheets, blocks and CaP coated structures.
Most of the applications of this functionalisation approach appear to focus on developing
CaP-based bone implant materials. Organophosphonic acids (RP(O)(OH)2) have been used to
improve surface adsorption and wettabiltity properties of HA with a view to producing tailored
HA-based fillers and biomaterials. For example, D’Andrea et al. modified HA with n-Alkyl-
and n-Fluoroalkylphosphonic acids through covalent P-O-P bonding, which proved to be ro-
bust against extensive washing, exposure to solvents and ultrasonic agitation [126]. Qui et al.
attached L-lactic acid (LLA) to the surface of HA particles via ionic Ca2+-RCOO– bonding,
which acted as an attachment site for L-lactide in the presence of a catalyst [24]. Polymerisa-
tion of the lactides (PLLA) resulted in the formation of HA/PLLA composite materials with a
tensile strength of 67 MPa and Young’s Modulus of 2.1 GPa [24]. The improved mechanical
properties compared to their previous work on HA/PLLA composites was attributed to the high
LLA grafting ratios, which increased the dispersion of HA through the PLLA matrix yielding a
more homogenous bulk structure as shown in figure 3.4.
A similar observation was made by Lee et al. using poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) as the
functional agent in PCL/HA composites as shown in figure 3.5 [127, 17]. Here, the improved
mechanical strength over unmodified HA was due to enhanced adhesion between organicinor-
ganic phases [127]. It’s most likely that the improved strength relates to the colloidal stability
allowing good dispersion of the HA throughout the material and increased the overall material
specific surface area. The composite material also showed improved NIH-3T3 cell adhesion
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PLA matrix occurs. Debonding in particle-filled glassy
polymers is well-known to produce yield points and increase
ductility.
The maximal elongation (44%) at the break of the l-HA3/
PLLA composite occurred at the 15 wt % content of l-HA3,
and the maximal elongation (14%) at the break of the p-HA/
PLLA composites occurred at 10 wt % of p-HA, whereas
the elongation of the n-HA/PLLA composite decreased with
the increase of n-HA content.
The crystallization degree (Xc) and melting point (Tm) of
neat PLLA and the composites were measured by DSC. They
are listed in Table 1.
The blend of PLLA with modified HA had little affect on
its Tm, whereas Xc of PLLA increased from 46.1% for neat
PLLA to 51.2, 54.6, 64.7, and 54.2% for composites n-HA/
PLLA, l-HA2/PLLA, l-HA3/PLLA, and p-HA2/PLLA, re-
spectively (Table 1). This was because the HA fillers in the
composites played the role of nucleating agent for the
crystallization of PLLA, and this was one of the reasons why
the mechanical properties of the composites were well-
enhanced as shown in Figure 5. It should be pointed out
that the melting point and the crystallization degree of neat
PLLA used in this experiment were lower than those of the
pure PLLA (Tm, 175-180 °C and crystallization degree,
65%) described in the literature31 because of the presence
of a little amount of PDLA (7-9 wt %) in the neat PLLA.
During the preparation of the composites, l-HA and p-HA
particles could be easily dispersed in the melted PLLA by
the solvent-mixing method or melt-blending method, whereas
the n-HA powders would be agglomerated and were difficult
to disperse even by the solvent-mixing method. This
phenomenon could be observed evidently by the naked eyes.
The fracture surfaces of the n-HA/PLLA, l-HA2/PLLA,
l-HA3/PLLA, and p-HA/PLLA composites were observed
by ESEM (Figure 8). From the micrographs, the modified
HA particles (l-HA2, p-HA; Figure 8b,c) could disperse more
uniformly in the PLLA matrix than pure HA (Figure 8a).
More agglomerated and aggregated particles of diameter 20
µm could be found in n-HA composites. This also explained
why the mechanical properties of the modified composites
were enhanced more than those of the n-HA composites.
EDS measurement (Figure 9) of the Ca distribution also
showed that the modified HA particles (Figure 9b,c) dis-
persed more uniformly in the PLLA matrix than pure HA
(Figure 9a).
The improvement in tensile properties of l-HA/PLLA and
p-HA/PLLA could be attributed to the enhancement of the
interaction and adhesion between the HA fillers and the
Figure 8. ESEM micrographs of the n-HA (30 wt %)/PLLA composite (a), l-HA3 (30 wt %)/PLA composite (b), and p-HA (30 wt %)/PLA composite
(c).
Figure 9. Ca elemental distribution in the fracture surface determined by EDS for the n-HA (20 wt %)/PLLA composite (a); l-HA3 (30 wt %)/
PLLA composite (b), and p-HA (30 wt %)/PLLA composite (c). (bar ) 10 µm.)
Table 1. Thermal and Crystalline Properties of PLLA, l-HA/PLLA,
and p-HA/PLLA
composites
PLLA n-HA/PLLA l-HA2/PLLA l-HA3/PLLA p-HA/PLLA
filler content
(wt %)
0 15 15 15 15
Tm (°C) 166.8 165.0 166.3 165.4 166.5
Xc (%) 46.1 51.2 54.6 64.7 54.2
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several weeks. However, the suspension made from the
nongrafted HA particles was completely precipitated from
the solvent only in a few minutes without stirring.
3.4. Properties of Composites. The relationship between
the filler content and the tensile properties of the composites
was illustrated in Figure 5. l-HA2/PLLA, l-HA3/PLLA, and
p-HA/PLLA composites showed high tensile strength around
57-67 MPa and a high tensile modulus around 1.8-2.8 GPa
over the filler content range of 5-25 wt %, while the tensile
strength (42-59 MPa) of n-HA/PLLA composites decreased
monotonically with increasing n-HA content in the same
filler content range and the tensile modulus (1.6-1.8 GPa)
increased before 5 wt % of n-HA content and then decreased
afterward as shown in Figure 5.
p-HA/PLLA composites showed more enhancement of
tensile strength and modulus in comparison with l-HA3/
PLLA composites (Figure 5), while l-HA3/PLLA composites
exhibit better ductility (Figures 6 and 7). The stress-strain
curves of pure PLLA, l-HA3/PLLA, and p-HA/PLLA com-
posites are shown in Figure 6. The stress-strain behavior
of pure PLLA (Figure 6a) was characteristic of brittle
materials, all specimens breaking at a point shortly after the
yield. l-HA3/PLLA composites exhibit ductile-like behavior
which has an elastic region at low displacement and followed
by nonlinear behavior prior to the yield point and then
plastically deforms at a constant load before fracturing
(Figure 6b). The elongation at break of the l-HA3/PLLA
composite containing 15 wt % l-HA3 is 44%, in comparison
with 12.4% of the p-HA/PLLA composites and 6.5% of the
n-HA/PLLA composites containing15 wt % n-HA. The
ductile behavior of l-HA3/PLLA composites can be explained
as follows: The debonding between l-HA particles and the
Figure 4. (a) TEM micrograph of n-HA; (b) TEM micrograph of l-HA2;
(c) ESEM micrograph of p-HA.
Figure 5. Dependence of tensile properties on filler content for the
n-HA/PLLA (9), l-HA2/PLLA (b), l-HA3/PLLA (2), and p-HA/PLLA (1)
composites; (a) tensile strength; (b) tensile modulus.
Figure 6. Typical load-elongation curves of pure PLLA (a) and the
l-HA3 (15 wt %)/PLLA (b) and p-HA (15 wt %)/PLLA (c) composites.
Figure 7. Dependence of elongation at the break on filler content
for the l-HA3/PLLA (9), p-HA/PLLA (2), and n-HA/PLLA (1) com-
posites.









Figure 3.4: Functionalisation on nanocrystaline (n-H ) HA with L-lactic acid (L-HA) and
polymerisation of lactides to poly-l-lactides to form HA/PLLA composite materials by Qui et
al (2005). The functionalisation e hanced HA dispers on throughout th PLLA as seen in the
EDS images (bottom), resulting in a more homogenous bulk structure (ESEM images, top) and
increased tensile strength and modules (right). Scale bar of the EDS images (bottom row) =
10µm. Reproduced with permission from [24]. c© 2005 American Chemical Society.
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and proliferation compared to HA controls, which was attributed to the swelling of the PCL
phase in culture media partially exposing the HA substrate.
CaPs stability in non-aqueous solvents has been enhanced through esterification of the HA
surface using dodecyl alcohol, which is important for further attachment to many bioactive
polymers [128]. Similar studies have been carried out with hexyl, octyl, and decyl phosphate in
acetone and water [129, 130] where surface structure and morphology was maintained after the
reactions. Surface charge of HA has been modulated by modification with 12-aminododecanoic
acid (positive) and dodecanedioic acid (negative), without changing the crystal structure, in or-
der to control cellular internalisation [131]. Interestingly, the esterification of HA has been used
a precursor for the formation of a silica layer around the particle surface [132]. Borum et al.
(2003) formed silica layers using tetraethylorthosilicate ranging 5-75%wt. Silica coating re-
sulted in increased specific area from 50m2g (bare HA) to 138m2g, increased colloidal stability
and resistance against 1M HCl. Closer inspection of the particle surface using SEM revealed
the silica layer existed as packed silica clusters rather than a homogenous layer, which may ex-
plain the increased specific surface area. To date, the use of a secondary silica layer on CaP has
not been used a platform for further biomolecule attachment in a bioengineering context, but
the concept of assembling clusters on a CaP surface may provide a route to altering the material
topography.
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Figure 3.5: Formation of poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL)-hydroxyapattite (HA) composite materi-
als (a) by Lee et al. (2007). Protein adsorption and NIH-3T3 cell attachment, (b), increased
with PCL modified HA content and attributed to increasing specific surface area swelling of




The most widely used silane coupling agents are classed as organosilanes consisting of an
organic component and three hydrolysable subcomponents bound to a central silicon atom
(R(Si)R’3) as can be seen in the bond diagram at the top of figure 3.6. The hydrolysable groups
can take the form of methoxy, ethoxy or acetoxy groups; while R represents a non-hydrolysable
alkyl, aryl, aromatic, organofunctional or a combination of any of these. Possession of both
organic and inorganic properties permit these molecules to react and bind with polymers, min-
erals and metals [133]s. As result, silane coupling agents have been used for: the dispersion
of coating and paint pigments [134]; adjustment of the wettability of gold [135], silica [135],
aluminium [136] and silver [137] surfaces; and modification of glass fibers, paints and elas-
tomers [138]. Some interest has grown in applying silane coupling to biomaterials engineering
as, for example, amino and carboxyl terminated silanes offer the potential to bind ceramics to
biopolymers and biological matter.
Silane modification of surfaces generally involves a four stage process consisting of: i) hy-
drolysis of the silane coupling agent, ii) condensation of hydrolysed silane to form oligomers,
iii) hydrogen bonding with the substrate, and iv) conversion of hydrogen bonds to covalent
bonds through dehydration of the sample. The reaction is outlined in the diagram at the bottom
of figure 3.6. Hydrolysis degrades the methoxy or ethoxy groups to release methanol or ethanol
respectively and leave OH groups behind on the silane agent. In this state, the molecules can
form oligomers by condensation of two of the OH groups of multiple molecules to form Si-O-Si
bonds. Meanwhile, the third hydrolysed alkoxy group orients itself with OH groups presented
on the substrate surface and interface through hydrogen bonding [133]. This interaction can
be then be converted to covalent bonding through a heating or curing process at temperatures
ranging 50 ◦C-120 ◦C for a few hours. In reality, the hydrolysis and condensation processes can
progress simultaneously, but at rates depending on the reaction pH. Very generally speaking, hy-
drolysis is typically carried out under acid conditions (pH 3-6) while condensation is favoured
under basic conditions (pH 7-9). Optimal pH, along with the required reaction times, is depen-
dent on the choice of coupling agent, surface chemistry of the substrate and the availability of
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Figure 3.6: Information on a range of commercially available silanes (in this case, Xiameter R©
silanes sold by Dow Corning Corporation). The basic structure consists of three alkoxy groups
bound to a central Si atom, which in turn is bound to alkyl or aryl chain. ’R’ is functional group
(e.g. amino, mercapto, epoxy) capable of binding to a range of materials (such as urethanes ,
organic rubbers or acrylics). Tables and figures reproduced from [139]. c© 2013 Dow Corning
Corp.
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water for hydrolysis (in some cases, moisture from air on surfaces is enough while other silanes
require addition of water). Silanes can therefore be viewed a ’Lego building brick’ approach
to constructing a diverse range of functionalised surfaces requiring only standard laboratory
apparatus operating at room temperature.
Amine, acetyl, and carboxyl modification of CaPs has been performed causing a shift in
the overall surface charge to neutral or negative, which has proven important to modulating
cellular attachment to surfaces and internalisation in nano particle form [140]. Carboxyl and
hydroxy terminated silanes have been reported to promote the nucleation and growth of calcium
phosphate on silane monolayers [141]. The grafting of organic polymers has also been achieved
using hexamethylene diisocyanate as a coupling agent to enable attachment of Polyethylene
glycol (molecular weight = 1500) [142]. Silane modification has also been employed to improve
the dispersion of inorganic fillers and reinforce the filler-polymer interface for a range of CaP
filler-polymer combinations including Ca(CO3) and polypropylene [143, 144, 145].
One of the major examples of the use of silane modification in a biomaterials/bioengineering
context is for the engraftment of Arginylglycylaspartic acid (RGD) peptide onto HA (RGD
peptides are implicated in cellular attachment to surfaces) and enhance osseointegration of the
material [146, 147]. Durrieu et al. (2004) achieved RGD grafting via a three step process
(figure 3.7) i) 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) functionalisation of the apatite surface,
ii) further attachment of a hetero-crosslinker N-sucinimidyl-3-maleimidopropionate (SMP) and
finally, iii) attachment of cell-adhesive peptides (cyclo and linear) through maleimide-thiol co-
valent binding. Although the approach is somewhat extensive, the concept behind the modifica-
tion permitted controlled highly repeatable monolayer functionalisation, resulting in increased
osteoprogenitor cell attachment and proliferation after just 3 hours in culture. The method was
later extended for use with nanocrystalline HA and amorphous CaP [147].
There are some reports that the CaP particle morphology has an effect on the attachment of
silanes to the particle surface. Vasiliev et al. showed that hexagonal HA particles of increasing
aspect ratio resulted in lower silane attachment and spherical HA particles displayed the lowest
silane attachment of all [148]. This is an important finding as it highlighted that not all crystal
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Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of the three step process for the immobilisation of Arginyl-
glycylaspartic acid (RGD) peptide on to HA surfaces by Durrieu et al. (2004). The method
consisted of: i) 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) functionalisation of the apatite surface,
ii) further attachment of a hetero-crosslinker N-sucinimidyl-3-maleimidopropionate (SMP) and
finally, iii) attachment of cell-adhesive peptides (cyclo and linear) through maleimide-thiol co-
valent binding. Diagram reproduced with permission from [146]. c© 2004 Kluwer Academic
Publishers.
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planes of HA are equally reactive which needs to be factored into estimation of loaded drug
concentration. Therefore, particle morphology and size would need to be optimised to enable
drug loading to the desired concentration while maintaining their ability to be internalised by
cells. Another report on polymer-clay nanocomposites facilitated by two methacryloxy-based
silanes indicated that some silanes may have had a preference to bind to edge-defects in the clay
structure over the clay particle surface, although it could not be determined for sure if this was
exclusively due to varying reactivity of the mineral structure or partially due to steric effects






The development of any calcium phosphate based material for a given tissue engineering appli-
cation requires characterisation of its chemical composition and structural properties. This is to
aid in the understanding how the material may response while under similar conditions to those
in which it is required to function. This is particularly important for materials based around
calcium phosphates which can assume a variety of crystal forms (exhibiting different chemical
properties) in response to changes in pH or ionic composition of the surrounding environment
as explored in Chapter 2. Biological response to these materials can be highly dependent on
shape, size and chemical composition and therefore methods of visualising changes in cell mor-
phology and established tests for specific cell responses (e.g. apoptosis) are required to verify
the suitability as a biomaterial. This chapter will explain the theory behind, typical experi-
mental setup, and capability of the methods used in this work to characterise the chemically
modified calcium phosphates. The techniques are divided between three sections - i) those en-
abling determination of physical size, shape and composition of the material; ii) those capable
of identifying chemical functional groups (arguably at levels below the limit of detection of
chemical methods outlined in section in (i); and methods for visualising or testing the cellular
response to the materials developed within this work.
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One of the key demands of materials science is to determine the chemical composition and
structure of materials in order to confirm it’s purity and understand material properties and per-
formance. While chemical elements bond together to form compounds, the compounds can
crystallise into a variety of crystal structures (or phases). Perhaps the most pertinent example is
the bonding of calcium, phosphorus and oxygen units to form the compound calcium phosphate,
which can assume one of several crystal structures to form distinct materials such as hydrox-
yapatite and brushite. Conversion between two phases of the same compound can occur as a
product of a chemical reaction or through thermal treatment and as a result, differentiating these
phases through elemental analysis alone can prove difficult. Powder X-ray diffraction provides
a powerful tool for characterising materials through their constituent crystal structures.
X-rays are electromagnetic waves in the wavelength range of 0.01-10nm. A crystal is a
three-dimensional array of atoms located at fixed positions, formed by the periodic repetition
of a basic motif in space along three non-coplanar vectors [150]. The atoms which make up
the crystal are often visualised as lying in a set of planes with interplanar spacing, d. The long-
range order of these planes and the fact that X-ray wavelengths are comparable to chemical
bond lengths led to the discovery that crystals can act as diffraction gratings when irradiated by
monochromatic X-rays (Von Laue, 1912). William Henry Bragg and William Laurence Bragg
later simplified the Von Laue’s theory by considering the diffracted X-rays as being reflected
from parallel planes of atoms. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of Bragg’s interpretation
where the X-rays from the source at points A and D are in phase.
X-ray A→ B → C is reflected at point B, but X-ray D → E → F travels an extra distance























Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the Bragg condition for the diffraction of two
monochromatic in phase X-rays, A → B → C and D → E → F , from two successive
parallel crystal planes with interplanar spacing d. The path length difference, GE+EH, between
the waves is related to the plane spacing d and reflected X-rays constructively interfere when
the path length difference equals an integer number of wavelengths, resulting in the detection of
the reflected beam with intensity I at the precise angle θ. When the Bragg condition is broken,
the reflected waves destructively interfere and little or no signal is detected over those range of
angles.
occur, the X-rays must be in phase at points B and H and therefore the following condition is
enforced:
nλ = GE + EH (4.1)
meaning that the path difference must be equal an integral number of wavelengths of the incident
X-ray. Meanwhile, the path length difference either side of the line normal to the crystal planes





















and finally, by substituting equation 4.1 into equation 4.4, we obtain the Bragg condition X-ray
reflection from successive parallel planes in a crystal:
nλ = 2d sin(θ) (4.5)
When this condition is met, X-rays diffract off planes through the crystal in phase and construc-
tively interfere before reaching the detector where the intensity is recorded. When the condition
is not met, the wavelets are slightly out of phase (and become more and more out of phase
across the many crystal planes) and destructively interfere. The resulting diffraction pattern
serves as a unique ’finger-print’ of the crystalline composition of the sample. Given that both λ
and d are fixed, it is θ - the angle of X-ray incidence/reflection - that is varied when analysing
the intensity of reflected beam. Experimentally, this is achieved by rotating the X-ray source
and detector symmetrically about a line normal to the sample with a typical setup shown in fig-
ure 4.2. In this example, the X-ray source is fixed while the sample and detector are mounted on
two independent circular goniometers which rotate at a 1:2 angular ratio respectively. During
the measurement, the sample powder spins about an axis normal to the plane of the sample to
ensure that crystallites in all possible orientations are exposed to the incident X-ray beam.
Usually, a graph of intensity against 2θ is plotted where each peak on the diffraction pattern
allowing calculation of d-spacings within the crystal lattice, mean crystallite size and identifi-
cation of deformities in the structure. Identification of the different phases of a given compound
is achieved by comparison of the acquired pattern with patterns from a database such as the
JCPDS database.






where τ is the mean size of the crystalline domains (less than or equal to the grain size), K









Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of a X-ray powder diffractometer in reflection mode, whereby
the sample and X-ray detector rotate independently on two circular goniometers relative the
X-ray source. The sample and detector rotate in unison at an angular ratio of 1:2 respectively
in order to simulate the symmetric movement of the source and detector as shown in figure 4.1.
The scintillator detector records the intensity of the reflected X-rays over a range of angles to
form a diffraction pattern of the sample. Rotation of the sample ensures that the diffraction
pattern represents reflections from all possible crystallite orientations.
and L is the full width at half maximum of the diffraction peaks after correction for instrumental
line broadening.
X-Ray fluorescence (XRF)
XRF is an analytical technique used to determine the chemical composition of solids, liquids
and powders with the possibility of quantifying the amount of particle elements or compounds
in the sample through careful calibration with known standards.
X-rays can interact with matter in three different ways: i) Absorption and subsequent flu-
orescence, ii) Compton (or inelastic) scattering and iii) Rayleigh (or elastic) scattering. The
contribution of fluorescence and scattering effects within the X-ray interaction with the mate-
rial depends on the thickness, density and composition of the sample along with the energy of
the incident X-rays. The top part of the figure 4.3 shows the interaction of an X-ray with a
Bromine atom. The electrons of the Bromine are arranged in the shells K, L, M, N with the
energy E of the electrons in each shell ordered such that EN>EM>EL>EK . An incident X-
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ray can expel an electron with one of these to produce a ’hole’ with the example in figure 4.3
showing the loss of an electron from the K-shell. However, the atom is energetically unstable in
this state and the hole in must be filled through the transfer of an electron from a higher energy
L- or M-shell. The surplus energy from the transition, defined by the difference between EL
and EK is emitted in the form of an X-ray photon which can be detected as an ’emission line’
on a plot of intensity against photon energy. Each atom has specific energy levels and multiple
electron transitions can occur upon interaction with X-rays and hence the set of emission lines
act as a fingerprint for each element in a sample. Measuring the energy of the emitted fluores-
cence allows the user to determine which elements are present and is hence termed qualitative
analysis. Measurement of the intensity of the emission at given energies, along with suitable
calibration samples with known amounts of elements of interest, allows quantification of the
amount of each element identified in the sample.
Typical lab-based XRF instruments employ an X-ray tube as the X-ray source with a rhodium,
indium, gallium or tungsten cathode. The energy/wavelength of the beam incident on the sam-
ple can be tuned either via a series of interchangeable X-ray filters or by reflecting the beam
off a diffraction grating which rotates precisely with respect to the sample such that only the
fraction of the beam of the desired energy/wavelength is incident on the sample (as shown
in figure 4.3). The detection mechanism can either be based on an energy-dispersive or a
wavelength-dispersive principle, with the latter being able to detect a slightly wider range of
elements in terms of atomic number along with offering higher resolution and better detection
limits. The work undertaken in this thesis employed a wavelength-dispersive system that con-
sisted of: a set of collimators to collect the emitted X-ray photons, a set of diffraction crystals
(or ’analyser’ crystals) and two interchangeable detectors including a scintillation detector (gen-
eral elemental range Na to U) and a proportional detector (for light elements such as Si). The
analyser crystals work in the same way as described in the section 4.1.1, but in this case Bragg’s
diffraction condition is exploited by using perfect crystals of known lattice spacing d to reflect
X-rays with wavelengths of interest towards the detectors which rotate through the diffracted










Figure 4.3: Illustration of X-ray interaction with a Bromine atom (top, amended from[151])
along with a schematic of the basic components of a Wavelength-Dispersive X-Ray Fluores-
cence (WDXRF) instrument (bottom). X-rays can knock an electron out of a shell causing an
electron from a higher energy shell to fill the hole. The surplus energy from the transition is
released as X-ray photon and is element specific. The energy of the incident beam from an
X-ray tube is controlled by the use of a diffraction grating or filter before exposing the sample.
The emitted photons are dispersed by reflecting the emission off a series of analyser diffraction
crystals, which directs the wavelength of interest towards the scintillation detector.
to allow the instrument to disperse a wide range of emission wavelengths and thus enable de-
tection of range of elements - typically Na to U, but some instruments claim to able to detect
elements as light as Be.
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4.1.2 Determination of particle size and shape
Laser-diffraction
Laser diffraction based particle sizing instruments enable the size distribution of a powder to
be determined within the size range of 0.1µm-2000µm. The technique involves measuring the
angular variation of light scattered from a particle to build a diffraction pattern and exploiting
the well established Mie solution to the diffraction of electromagnetic waves, which predicts
the diffraction pattern of a semi-opaque spherical or cylindrical particle of a given volume, to
estimate the size of the original particle.
A typical experimental setup is shown in figure 4.4 where a powdered sample is dispersed in
a solvent and injected into the glass flow cell of the sizing instrument. A collimated laser beam
strikes and is scattered by each particle through an angle measured relative to the direction of
the incident light. Generally, the smaller the particle, the larger the range of the scattering angles
although the Mie solution also accounts for the partial absorption or transmission of the incident
laser light. A set of multi-channel detecters (similar to a single row of pixels in a CCD chip)
are positioned around the flow cell to measure the intensity of the scattered light over a range
of angles. A computer then reconstructs the diffraction pattern of the particle and builds an
optical model using this pattern and the user defined refractive indices of the particle material
and solvent along with the absorption coefficient of the material if necessary. The optical model
is inverted to obtain the volume of the particle from which the particle radius is then estimated.
The volume/size of around 106 particles can be estimated in 1 second and the use of a flow
cell enables the size distribution of a typical sample to be acquired in 1 minute without the
need for calibration. Hence, laser diffraction particle sizing has established itself as a high-
throughput technique capable of measuring a wide dynamic range of particle sizes.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Transmission electron microscopy is an imaging technique allowing the shape and surface struc-




















Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram showing the basic components of a laser-diffraction particle siz-
ing instrument. Particles dispersed in a solvent are pumped through a flow cell and pass through
the path of a collimated laser beam which is orthogonal to the direction of flow. Large parti-
cles scatter the incident light through small angles while small particles will scatter the incident
light through large angles. The scattered light is detected by a set of multi-channel detectors
positioned around the flow cell and hence a scatter pattern is acquired. Using the acquired
diffraction pattern and the user defined refractive indices of the particle material and solvent, a
computer optical model based around the Mie solution is produced and used to estimate the vol-
ume of the particle. The final result is then presented as the radius of a sphere or radius/length
of a cylinder of equivalent volume. This is a high throughput technique capable to analysing
thousands of particles between 0.1-2000µm.
resolution. The essential components of such an instrument is shown in the Figure 4.5. A tung-
sten filament gun is employed an electron source, which is heated to a sufficient temperature to
cause the release of electrons from the filament. A set of ion optics shapes and collimates the
electrons to form a beam, which is then accelerated towards the sample by a potential difference
of 5-200kV to form a spot approximately 5nm-2µm in size on the sample surface. Samples are
mounted on a copper TEM grid typically by pipetting a small amount of the material dispersed
in a solvent on to the surface of the grid. The transmitted part of the electron beam is then col-
lected and focused on to the CCD detector via another set of ion optics. The physical principle
behind image contrast in TEM depends on the mode of operation, but the most common mode
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(and the mode used to observe the shape of HA crystals) is called ’bright-field’ mode. In this
mode, the electrons can be treated under classical physics principles as being occluded or ab-
sorbed by the sample. Image contrast is then obtained because fewer electrons are transmitted
through thicker regions (or regions containing elements of higher atomic number) compared to
thinner regions (or regions containing elements of low atomic number) which appear as dark
and bright regions on the image respectively. The image formed at the detector can then be












Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the basic internal components of a transmission electron mi-
croscope overlaid on a photograph of a real TEM instrument, a Tecnai T20. The electrons emit-
ted from an electron gun are focused on to the sample by a set of electrostatic ion lenses. The
transmitted component of the incident electron beam is collated by another set of electrostatic
lenses and focused on to a CCD detector. The attenuation of the electron beam by the sample
(and hence the intensity of the transmitted beam) is dependent on both the atomic number of the
constituent elements of the sample and the sample thickness. Amended and reproduced with
permission from Miriam Dowle, University of Birmingham, UK. c© 2013 Miriam Dowle.
The power of TEM resides in its ability to overcome the diffraction limits imposed on light
microscopy systems. A generalised approximation of the Abbe diffraction limit states that the
size of the smallest sample feature resolvable using an optical system is approximately equal
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to half the wavelength of the light. The De Broglie wavelength of electrons is 1.23nm (assum-
ing kinetic energy of 1eV and rest mass 0.511MeV) which is between two and three orders of
magnitude smaller than the wavelengths typically used in light microscopy (eg. 532nm green
laser line). It then becomes clear that TEM can resolve features in the pm-nm range and hence
achieve atomic scale resolution, which cannot currently be achieved with light microscopy tech-
niques.
4.2 Identification of chemical functional groups and their ef-
fect on surface chemistry
4.2.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
Fourier transform Infrared spectroscopy is a non-destructive high-throughput method used for
the identification chemical functional groups present in a sample. Infrared (IR) generally refers
to wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum between 700nm-1000µm, however the most
relevant wavelengths are between 2.5µm-25µm which can be absorbed by molecules and cause
stretching, twisting and rocking modes of their chemical bonds. The frequency of light required
to resonate with such modes are highly dependent on the constituent elements of a molecule,
the nature of the bonding between those elements along with their geometry within the overall
structure. A broadband IR beam incident on a sample may resonate with multiple modes of
several different chemical bonds creating a spectrum of well-defined absorption peaks unique
to the molecule.
Modern FTIR instruments are based around a broadband infrared source, a Michelson-
Morley interferometer and an infrared detector as shown in figure 4.6. Powdered samples are
usually combined at 1-3%wt with an IR invisible binding agent such as potassium bromide to
form a thin and optically clear pellet. It is also possible to perform measurements on liquid
samples with a suitable attachment to instrument which then operates in reflection mode.































Figure 4.6: Schematic diagram of the basic components of FTIR instrument. A broadband beam
of infrared (IR) light is directed into an interferometer - a beam splitter with half of the beam
reflecting off a fixed mirror and the other half reflecting from a movable mirror. The beams
recombine and undergo constructive and destructive interference at various frequencies in the
spectrum, which varies according to mirror position. When the beam passes through the sample,
certain frequencies of the IR spectrum are absorbed due for resonance with stretch, twisting and
rocking modes of the chemical bonds that make up the sample. These appear as sharp and well
defined absorption peaks on a plot of % transmitted intensity against wavenumber.
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beam is reflected off a fixed mirror and while the other 50% reflects back off mirror mounted
on a movable stage. The mirror moves over the range of a few mm and causes constructive
and destructive interference of the waves when the two beams recombine at the beamsplitter.
At this stage only certain frequencies of the original IR beam remain in the spectrum and this
selection of frequencies is modulated by the position of the mirror. Note, that this is in stark
contrast to other absorption spectrum techniques such as UV-Vis, where a measurement is taken
at one specific frequency of light before sequentially scanning through a range of wavelengths
to obtain the final spectrum. The beam is then represented as an interferogram, showing how
the intensity of the light changes with time, and passes through the sample. The emerging beam
is then detected at the IR detector and the interferogram is converted to and intensity against
frequency plot through a mathematical operation called a Fourier Transform. Fast oscillation
of the mirror enables the acquisition of interferograms over the entire IR spectrum in a short
period of time (typically 1 minute as for fairly high spectral resolution measurements). The
data is usually presented as a plot of % absorbance or % transmission of the incident beam
energy at a given wavenumber (=1 divided by the wavelength in cm.). Although moisture
absorbs significantly in the IR region of the spectrum, careful drying and preparation of sample
powders and reagents can allow for detection of functional groups to very high sensitivity.
4.2.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is another form of bond vibration spectroscopy involving the polarization
of a molecule upon irradiation with visible, near infrared or near ultraviolet light and subse-
quent inelastic scattering of that light causing a measured frequency shift which represents the
vibrational modes of the molecule. This is in contrast to the mechanism of FTIR, which is relies
on the absorption of the light and depends on the dipole moment of the molecule. This allows
Raman to analyse transitions in molecules that are inaccessible to FTIR (such as those exhibited
by centrosymmetric molecules) and therefore Raman and FTIR can be considered complemen-
tary techniques for characterising the chemical structure of samples [152]. Raman spectroscopy
has found use in chemistry, molecular identification of disease in tissues and even for revealing
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the chemical structure of soils from Mars [153]. The most recent hardware developments to Ra-
man system have enabled imaging of samples with chemical contrast at high spatial resolutions
[152].
Commercial Raman spectroscopy instruments are based around an optical microscope, as


















Virtual energy states 
Figure 4.7: Schematic diagram of the three Raman scattering processes compared to IR (left)
and a schematic diagram of a typical Raman spectroscopy system built around an optical mi-
croscope (right, adapted from [152]. c© 2010 Springer-Verlag).
The incident light excites the molecules in the sample to a ’virtual energy state’ - a notional
state usually considered when a system is not supplied with enough energy to be excited to a
discrete energy level as would happen during an absorption/fluorescence process. The molecule
relaxes from the virtual state to a different rotational or vibrational state, emitting a photon in
the process. The difference in energy between the initial and final state leads to a frequency
shift of the emitted light relative to the incident light. If the final state of the molecule is more
energetic than the initial state, then the emitted light is shifted to the lower frequency and known
as Stokes scattering. If the final state of the molecule is less energetic than the initial state, then
the emitted light has a higher frequency and considered as Anti-Stokes scattering. The light
scattered from the illuminated sample area is collected by the objective lens and sent to the
spectrometer. The degree of polarisation about an axis along the vibrational mode of interest
determines the intensity of the Raman scattering of that mode. A plot of Raman intensity against
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frequency- or wavenumber- shift is produced where the pattern of Raman peaks represents the
rotational and vibrational modes of the molecules in the sample. Optical filters are employed
to remove the Rayleigh scattered (elastically scattered) light which would otherwise dominate
over the weak Raman signal. Most systems also use a pinhole in front of the detector to suppress
fluorescence generated in the sample, which can be in worst cases up 106 times more intense
than the Raman signal [152].
4.2.3 UV-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectroscopy and colourimetric as-
says
Colorimetric assays are now common place for the quantification of a particular chemical com-
pound or ion in solution through a known chemical reaction with a reagent to form a product
which ’reports’ the presence of the compound of interest. The chemical product often has a
known absorption/fluorescence profile which varies predictably with its concentration in so-
lution and hence the concentration of the compound of interest can be inferred. The absorp-
tion measurements themselves are performed on a spectrophotometer capable of measuring the
absorption and emission over the ultraviolet (250-400nm) and visible (400nm-700nm) wave-
lengths which is why the instrument/technique is often called ’UV-vis spectroscopy’. The mea-
surement process exploits the Beer-Lambert Law, which states that the absorbance of light by
an absorbing medium is directly proportional to the concentration of the absorbing medium
and the path length of the light passing through that medium. In a spectrophotometer, the path
length is fixed by using a cuvette of known dimensions to contain the liquid and the intensity
of the incident and transmitted light is measured. Through comparison with absorbance mea-
surements of standards of known concentrations of the compound of interest, the concentration
of the unknown sample can be determined. There are various assays available for quantifying
chemical functional groups such as thiols, amines and carboxyl groups. In addition, the cal-
cium/phosphate ion content of solutions can be determined and can be applied to estimating the
composition of CaP-based powders and studying the release of ions from such materials during
degradation studies.
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The presence of Ca2+ ions in solution can be determined by reacting with Arsenazo III (2,2-
[1,8-Dihydroxy-3,6-disulphonaphthylene-2,7-bisazo]-bisbenzenear-sonic acid) under slightly al-
kaline conditions to form a purple coloured complex. The absorbance of the complex is mea-
sured at 650nm (or measured bichromatically at 660nm and 700nm to calculate an ’absorbance
increase’[154]) and is proportional to the calcium concentration [155]. This relationship is lin-
ear in the Ca2+ concentration range of 4.0 to 18.0mg/dL and therefore sample dilution may be
required to ensure accurate measurements[154]. The Arsenazo III assay can be extended to
estimate the Ca2+ ion content of a powder by fully dissolving the sample in nitric acid and re-
suspending a small volume of the sample solution in water before adjusting to a slightly alkaline
pH.
Phosphate mass in solution can be quantified in by mixing with ammonium vanadomolyb-
date at slightly acidic pH and following a similar protocol to that described above for calcium
ions. In this case, the absorbance is measured at 720nm and compared to appropriate phosphate
controls.
Thiol concentration can be estimated by using Ellman’s reagent 5,5-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic
acid) (DTNB). This compound binds to the free sulphydryl group of the thiol to form the yellow-
coloured product 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid (TNB). The absorbance of the assay solution at
412nm is measured and is proportional to the concentration of free sulphydryl groups in the
sample as will be explained further in section 6.1.2. Tryptophan salts dissolved in solution are
typically used as the mass calibration standard. The number of the thiols present in the sample
can be under estimated if a proportion of the thiols were oxidised to the addition of the Ell-
man’s reagent, but can be easily reduced by addition of dithiolthreitol (DTT) before repeating
the measurement process.
4.2.4 Zeta potential measurements
Colloidal systems comprising of one phase (e.g. solid CaP nano crystals) dispersed in another
phase (e.g. liquid water) have high interfacial energy and thus ultimately unstable. As result,
the dispersed phase will have a tendency to flocculate, coalesce or sediment from the solvent
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over a period of time in order to minimise the interface area and the total potential energy of
the system [156]. How fast this process happens depends on the electrical characteristics of the
particle surface and that of the immediate surrounding media the particles are dispersed in [156].
A net surface charge develops on the particle surface through a variety mechanisms including
the simple presence of the constituent ions of the material to dissociation of functional groups
at the surface and adsorption of ions from the solution. The net surface charge influences the
distribution of ions in the immediate suspension medium close to the particle surface such that
counter ions preferentially localise at the surface of the particle to create an electrical double
layer as shown in figure 4.8. The electrical double layer consists of two parts: i) the Stern layer,
containing the counter ions which are strongly bound or specifically adsorbed to the particle
surface and; ii) the Diffuse layer, where the ions are less strongly bound to the particle surface
and their distribution determined by electrostatic forces and thermal motion within the entire
system [156, 157]. The potential of this double layer decays with distance from the particle
surface where a zero value is considered to exist within the bulk dispersion medium. As the
particle moves under the influence of gravity or through an applied electric field, the most
closely bound ions from the Stern and Diffuse layers move with the particle and shear against
the ions left behind in the bulk medium. The notional plane that exists where shear occurs is
called the slipping plane, the potential at which is called the zeta potential.
The magnitude of the zeta potential can indicate the stability of the colloidal system. Large
positive or negative zeta potential values suggest that the particles will tend to strongly repel
each other with minimal risk of flocculation, while low zeta potential values suggest that the
interparticle forces are not strong enough to prevent flocculation.
The zeta potential of a sample can be calculated from the electrophoretic mobility of the
sample placed in an electric field. Figure 4.9 shows the basic components of a zeta-sizing
instrument. The sample powder is dispersed in an electrolyte such as 10mM aqueous KOH
at low concentrations and injected in a glass flow cell. When a voltage is applied across the
electrodes, an electric field is created between them, which imparts a force on the suspended



















Figure 4.8: Illustration of the formation of the Electrical Doublelayer caused by influence of the
particle net surface charge on the local distribution of charges in the electrolyte. Counter ions
are strongly attracted to the particle surface to form the Stern layer which in turn influences the
formation of a second Diffuse layer. The electrical double layer follows the movement of the
particle while shearing against the stationary bulk electrolyte. The potential at this ’Slipping
plane’ represents the zeta potential.
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force acts against the direction of motion due to friction at the shear plane between the diffuse
layer and the bulk solution. The particles move with constant velocity when these forces are in
equilibrium and the velocity is then dependent on the voltage gradient, the dielectric constant
of the medium, the viscosity of the medium and the particle zeta potential [158]. The particle
velocity is determined by measuring the frequency shift of a laser beam scattered by oncoming
or retreating particles relative to a reference beam (the physical principle is called Doppler shift
with its application in this case called Laser Doppler Velocimetry). The velocity is dependent
on the strength of electric field or voltage gradient, the dielectric constant of the medium, the
viscosity of the medium and the zeta potential. Electrophoretic mobility refers to the velocity
of a particle per unit of electric field strength and hence the zeta potential is calculated from the





where UE is the electrophoretic mobility,  is the dielectric constant of the medium, η is
the viscosity of the medium and f(κa) is the Henry function. κ, the Debye length, is taken
to represent the ’thickness’ of the electric double layer, while a is refers to the particle radius.
Hence κa can be taken to represent the ratio of particle radius to electrical double layer thickness
[158]. f(κa) can be taken to be = 1.5 for zeta potential measurements in aqueous media at
moderate (more than 10−3 molar) salt concentrations and = 1.0 for non-aqueous low dielectric
constant media [158].
There are a number of electrokinetic effects that can influence the velocity of the moving
charged particles and have to be accounted for. The most prominent effect - one which affects
any flow of charged particles in an enclosed cell - is electroosmotic flow. The glass walls of the
flow cell carry a surface charge, causing a build up mobile ions at the glass interface in order
to maintain chemical equilibrium with the electrolyte. When the electric field is applied to a
closed cell, this net charge moves along the walls in the direction opposite to the electrophoretic
flow, returns along the centre line of the cell and superimposes on the electrophoretic movement



















Figure 4.9: Schematic diagram of a typical zeta-sizer instrument where zeta potential is de-
termined by measuring the electrophoretic mobility of the charged particles. The particles are
dispersed in an electrolyte and injected into the a glass electrocell. When electric field is applied
across the cell, the charged particles move towards the electrode of opposite charge. The veloc-
ity of the particles is measured by analysing the Doppler shift of a laser scattered by the moving
particles relative to a reference beam and the zeta potential calculated by using the Henry equa-
tion (equation 4.7). However, electroosmotic effects superimpose with the electrophoretic flow
resulting in a parabolic velocity profile. True electrophoretic velocity can be measured at the
’stationary layer’, where the electroosmotic flows cancel (horizontal dotted line), and the pre-
cise location of these layers are determined by taking multiple velocity measurements along the
z-direction of the cell. The vertical dotted line in the z-direction is a line of zero net particle
velocity.
parabolic shape as a result. However, the dotted lines running parallel to the cell wall represent
levels where the two components of the electroosmotic flow (the flow along the wall and flow
returning back along the centre) cancel out and therefore the velocity measured at these levels
represents the true electrophoretic velocity of the particles. The precise location of these lev-
els is determined by taking a series of velocity measurements at different points along a line
perpendicular to the flow (labelled as the z-axis in figure 4.9 and referred to as ’z-positions’ in
materials and methods chapter 5.1.5.
The zeta potential of a particulate system can thus be considered as an index of particle
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stability based on the surface charge properties of the particle. The measurement process typ-
ically takes 5 minutes and does not require calibration since the measurement is based on first
principles.
4.3 Characterising biological response to calcium phosphate-
based materials
4.3.1 Live/Dead assay
The Live/Dead R© assay (and variations thereof from other life science suppliers) is a fast and
easy to prepare method for visually identifying individual live and dead cells. The assay in-
volves exposing a population of the cells to two compounds: Calcein AM, which is cleaved by
esterases in the cytoplasm of living cells to produce green fluorescence and; ethidium homodimer-
1, which labels the nucleic acids of membrane compromised cells to produce red fluorescence.
The cell population is then observed under an epi-fluorecence microscope where the live (green
coloured) and dead (red coloured) cells can be identified.
4.3.2 Confocal fluorescence microscopy
Confocal fluorescence microscopy is a powerful extension to conventional epi-fluorescence mi-
croscopy. It’s ability to ’optically’ section cells treated with organelle specific fluorescent dyes,
enables internal structure to be revealed at high spatial resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio.
The basic set up of a confocal microscope is shown in figure 4.10, but the key features are (i)
the use of a point light excitation and (ii) a pinhole placed in front of the detector.
A point light source (solid blue line) is created by focusing a laser beam onto a pinhole. Af-
ter collimation, the excitation light is reflected off a dichroic mirror and focused by the objective
lens to illuminate a diffraction limited area of the focal plane of the sample (rather than entire
field of view as with widefield or epi-fluorescence microscopy). However, the excitation light
that converges to and diverges from this area can also excite fluorophores above and below the
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Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram showing the basic components of a confocal microscope.
Imaging a point light source on to the sample excites a diffraction limited region of the fo-
cal plane, but this region is extended in the z-axis both above and below the focal plane. The
objective lens collects fluorescence from these planes, but out of focus light is suppressed by
pinhole, which is placed in the conjugate plane of the objective in front of the detector. Only the
collimated fluorescence from the focal plane passes through the pinhole and on to the detector
(red solid line). fluorescence from below (dashed red line) and above (dotted red line) the focal
plane are not focused on to the pinhole and are mostly blocked.
focal plane and thus extends the excitation region in the z-axis to create an excitation volume.
The fluorescence generated within the excitation volume is collected by the same objective lens
and transmitted through the dichroic mirror. To suppress the out of focus fluorescence before it
reaches the detector, a spatial pinhole is positioned in front of the detector in the conjugate plane
to the objective lens. In figure 4.10 it can seen that fluorescence from the focal plane is colli-
mated at the back aperture of the objective lens and brought to focus on the pinhole. Light from
below the focal plane (dashed red line) converges from the back aperture of the objective and is
rapidly brought to focus in front of the pinhole before it diverges and is mostly blocked. Light
from above the focal plane (dotted red line) diverges from the back aperture of the objectives
and is brought to focus behind the pinhole and therefore is also mostly blocked. In practice, the
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focal plane is a section of finite thickness which is approximately proportional to the diameter
of the detection pin hole which is adjustable on confocal microscopes. In essence, the wider
the pinhole, the thicker the image slice through the object. Confocal fluorescence images are
generated by rastering the excitation light over the sample and recording the fluorescence signal
at each spatial point. The position of the focal plane within the sample can be varied by chang-
ing the distance (along z-axis) between the objective lens and the sample surface. 2D images
acquired at different points along the z-axis can reconstructed to form a 3D fluorescence image
of the sample.
The spatial resolution of commercial systems can theoretically reach approximately 139nm
laterally and 528nm axially (assuming objective NA=1.4 and a 488nm laser line as the excitation
source). Images can be acquired at 1 frame per second as standard, but specialist systems can




ROUTINE MATERIALS AND METHODS
5.1 Routine characterisation methods
This section describes the materials and methods used for the structural and chemical charac-
terisation of the starting CaP material prior to chemical functionalisation and processing exper-
iments detailed in this thesis and hence were considered ’routine’ procedures.
5.1.1 X-ray Diffractometry (XRD)
Prior to XRD analysis, samples were dried overnight 65◦C. After drying, the samples were
ground using a marble mortar and pestle before distributing 200mg of the ground sample pow-
der over a 10mm diameter circular area of 25mm Magic R© tape (Scotch Magic Tape, 3M, France)
which was in turn folded over the sample and attached to the sample holder. XRD patterns were
acquired using a Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer (Bruker ASX Gmbh, Karlsruhe, Germany)
using the copper Kα line λ=1.5406nm at 40kV and 30mA. Each data set was collected from 2θ
= 5◦ to 60◦ at a step rate of 0.05◦/s. The sample was rotated about its axis during the entire
measurement to minimise the influence of preferential crystal orientation. Baseline correct of
the diffraction patterns was implemented using the Bruker DIFFRAC.SUITE software (Bruker
ASX Gmbh, Karlsruhe, Germany).
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5.1.2 X-ray Fluorescence (XRF)
Samples were dried and powdered as described for XRD analysis. For loose powder samples,
1g of powder sample was evenly distributed over 2µm thick Mylar film held taut over a loose
powder sample holder. For pelleted samples, sample powder and wax were mixed to a 1:5 mass
ratio (typically 0.5g of ground sample powder to 2.5g of wax) and compacting into a pellet
using a 13mm evacuuable pellet press kit (Specac Ltd., Kent, UK) with an applied load of 2
tons held for 15 seconds. The samples were analysed using a Bruker S8 Tiger (Bruker ASX
Gmbh, Karlsruhe, Germany) with a measurement time of 18 minutes per sample.
5.1.3 Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy
1g of sample and 1g of potassium bromide (KBr) (FT-IR grade, 221864, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd.,
Dorset, UK) were ground separately using a mortar and pestle and heated overnight in oven
at 80◦C to remove moisture. To make one FTIR pellet, 2mg of dried powdered sample was
mixed with 298mg of KBr, transferred to a 13mm evacuuable pellet press set (Specac Ltd.,
Dorset, UK) and pressed with an applied load of 10 tons held for 15 seconds. FTIR spectra
of the sample pellets were acquired with a Nicolette 380 FTIR instrument (ThermoScientific
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), a spectral resolution of 0.4822cm-1 and represented the sum of 64
consecutive scans. A background spectrum was acquired of a pure KBr pellet made by pressing
300mg of dried KBr using the same pressing protocol and FTIR scan parameters as the sample-
KBr pellets.
5.1.4 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra of ground powdered hydroxyapatite samples were acquired using a Renishaw
InVia Raman microscope (Renishaw plc., Gloucestershire, UK) using a 532nm laser line at
10% power delivered to the sample via a x50 Plan-N objective lens with the detection range
set to 400-3600cm-1. The scan time was set to 10 seconds and 5 scans were acquired and




Stock dispersions of hydroxyapatite particles in de-ionised water were prepared to a concentra-
tion of 0.1mg/mL and 10mM potassium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK) as the elec-
trolyte. Adjustments to the pH were performed using 10mM hydrochloric acid (Sigma-Aldrich
Ltd., Dorset, UK) and 100mM potassium hydroxide (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK) at an
ambient temperature of 25◦C. The samples were left to equilibrate overnight before checking
the pH with a Mettler S20 pH meter (Mettler-Toledo Ltd., Leicestershire, UK) and correcting
the pH if necessary prior to analysis. Zeta potential analysis was performed using a Beckman
& Coulter Delsa Nano C zeta-sizer (Beckman & Coulter, High Wycombe, UK) with a high
concentration flow cell. The cell and electrodes were cleaned by repeatedly flushing 100mM
potassium chloride through the chamber and measurements were taken while the sample tem-
perature was maintained at 25◦C. Electrophoretic mobility was measured at 9 z-positions, with
10 accumulations at each point, repeated over 3 runs before repeating the whole process with
a fresh sample 3 times. The pH of the remaining sample solution was measured and recorded
again immediately after zeta-potential measurements so that the possible effect of pH changes
on the zeta-potential results could be considered during the analysis of the data.
5.1.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
HA and SiHA in de-ionised water samples were diluted from 10mg/mL to 400µg/mL and a 5
µL drop placed on square mesh-100 copper TEM grids (AGG2100C, Agar Scientific Elektron
Technology UK Ltd., Essex, UK). TEM images were acquired using a JEOL JEM 1200EX
(JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) microscope with a beam energy of 80kV.
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5.1.7 Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
Dissolving of the samples was performed by Richard Williams - 1g of powder was dissolved
in 50mL nitric acid (70%, >99.999% trace metal basis, 225711-475ML, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd.,
Dorset, UK). The sample were diluted using de-ionised Millipore R© water (18MΩ) and analysed
using an Atomic Absorption Spectrometer (Agilent 280FS AA, Agilent Technologies UK Ltd.,
Berkshire, UK). The analysis was performed by Jamie McLeod (Guardian Laboratories (Mid-
lands) Ltd., Unit 1, Rocky Lane Trading Estate, William Henry Street, Aston, Birmingham, B7
5ER.).
5.2 Hydroxyapatite and Silicon-substituted hydroxyapatite
synthesis
5.2.1 Hydroxyapatite (HA)
10 Ca(NO3)2 · 4 H2O + 6 (NH4)2HPO4 + 8 NH4OH −→
Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 + 20 NH4NO3 + 20 H2O
(5.1)
Aqueous solutions of calcium nitrate 1M (Fisher Scientific UK Ltd., Loughborough, UK)
and Diammonium hydrogen phosphate dibasic 0.6M (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK) were
prepared and pH adjusted to 10.00 through drop wise addition of 37-39% ammonium hydroxide
(Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK). The phosphate salt solution was added drop wise to the
calcium salt solution using a burette while stirring and maintaining a pH of 10.00 through further
addition of ammonium hydroxide. After ageing overnight while under stirring, the nano crystals
were washed by five cycles of centrifugation at 4000rpm and resuspension with deionised water
before filtering the suspension using a vacuum Buchner funnel and filter paper (Fisher Scientific
UK Ltd., Loughborough, UK). Typical yield of solid product was approximately 30g, with 1g
resuspended at 1mg per mL in deionised water adjusted to pH 7.00 and the remaining solid
material dried overnight in an oven at 60 ◦C.
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5.2.2 Silicon-substituted hydroxyapatite (SiHA)
To form stoichiometric SiHA, the molar ratio condition Ca:(P+Si) was maintained when prepar-
ing the salt solutions for the reaction.
10 Ca(NO3)2 · 4 H2O + (6− x) (NH4)2HPO4 + x Si(OCOCH3)4 + 8 NH4OH −→
Ca10(PO4)(6−x)(SiO4)x(OH)(2−x) + 20 NH4NO3 + 20 H2O
(5.2)
As such, an aqueous solution of calcium nitrate 1M (Fisher Scientific UK Ltd., Loughbor-
ough, UK) and a separate solution of diammonium hydrogen phosphate dibasic 0.55M (Sigma-
Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK) and 0.05M silicon tetraacetate (95%, 345156, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd.,
Dorset, UK) were prepared and pH adjusted to 10.00 through drop wise addition of 37-39%
ammonium hydroxide (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK). The phosphate-silicon salt solution
was added drop wise to the calcium solution using a burette while stirring and maintaining a pH
of 10.00 through further addition of ammonium hydroxide. After ageing overnight while under
stirring, the nano crystals were washed by five cycles of centrifugation at 4000rpm and resus-
pension with deionised water before filtering the suspension using a vacuum Buchner funnel
and filter paper (Fisher Scientific UK Ltd., Loughborough, UK). Typical yield of solid prod-
uct was approximately 30 grams, with 1 gram resuspended at 1mg per mL in deionised water
adjusted to pH 7.00 and the remaining solid material dried overnight in an oven at 60 ◦C.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS CHAPTER 1: THIOL MODIFICATION
OF SILICON-SUBSTITUTED HYDROXYAPATITE
NANOCRYSTALS
The work in this chapter represents a proof of principle that silicon-substituted hydroxyapatite
(SiHA) could be modified with functional groups (in this case thiol, but could include amine,
carboxylic etc) for the engraftment of biomolecules useful to imaging, drug delivery or to allow
for the general alteration of the surface chemistry of SiHA. The method involves the functionali-
sation of SiHA nano particles with the silane MPTS via covalent bonding, which in turn presents
a thiol functional group from the particle surface. The influence of the modification method on
the physicochemical properties of the material were determined using X-ray diffraction (XRD),
X-ray fluorescence (XRF), Zeta potential (ZP) measurement, and Fourier Transform Infra-red
Spectroscopy (FTIR) with hydroxyapatite (HA) exposed to the modification process used as
a control. The surface modification of the SiHA particles was evaluated by the attachment of
the commercially available fluorescent dye Fluorescein-5-Maleimide, which is capable of se-
lectively binding to thiol groups, and demonstrated by live cell confocal fluorescence imaging
of the particles after internalisation by MC3T3 cells.
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6.1 Materials and Methods:
6.1.1 Thiol modification of SiHA and dye-labelling with
Fluorescein-5-Maleimide
This is a two stage process involving: i) the functionalisation of the SiHA surface with the (3-
mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS) via covalent bonding, which in turn presents a thiol
functional group from the particle surface and, ii) the attachment of the commercially available
thiol reactive probe fluorescein-5-maleimide as shown in figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the thiol functionalisation process of SiHA using MTPS
and the subsequent labelling with fluorescein-5-maleimide (F5M) Reproduced with permission
from [9]. c© 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Surface functionalisation with MPTS
230mg of HA/SiHA in double distilled water was centrifuged at 4000rpm for 10mins and the su-
pernatant removed. The particles were then resuspended in 16.4mL of absolute ethanol filtered
with a 0.22µm pore size syringe filter before adding 100µL of MPTS. The samples were mixed
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using a ThermoMixer (ThermoMixer Comfort, Eppendorf AG., Hamburg, Germany) at 37 ◦C
for 3 hours at 1000rpm and then washed five times with double distilled water by centrifuging
at 4000rpm for 10 minutes.
Labelling with Fluorescein-5-maleimide
A stock solution of 5.2mg Fluorescein-5-Maleimide (F-150, Life Technologies Ltd., Paisley,
UK) in 1mL MgCl2 and CaCl2-free PBS (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK.). 1mL of MPTS
functionalised SiHA/HA (SIHA/HA-MPTS) (containing approximately 6mg of solid material)
was centrifuged at 4000rpm for 10 min (ThermoScientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). The su-
pernatant was removed and the pellet resuspended in 500µL of MgCl2 and CaCl2-free PBS be-
fore adding 470µL of the fluorescein-5-maleimide stock solution and mixed on a ThermoMixer
for 2 hours at 37 ◦C. Finally, the SiHA-MPTS-F5M particles were washed twice with abso-
lute ethanol and five times with double distilled water (both filtered beforehand using a 0.22µm
pore size filter). As a control, SiHA particles, without thiol modification, were mixed with
fluorescein-5-maleimide using the above method.
6.1.2 Quantification of thiol groups
Thiol presentation on the particle surface was quantified based on an assay using 5,5-dithio-
bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), also known as Ellmans Reagent (D8130≥98% BioReagent,
Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK.), which binds to the free -SH groups to form the yellow-
coloured product 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid (TNB). The absorbance of the assay solution is
proportional to the concentration of free -SH groups in the sample.
A Reaction Buffer was prepared consisting of 100mM Na3(PO4) and 1mM EDTA in deionised
water and adjusted to pH 8.00 by drop wise addition of Na(OH). A stock Ellmans reagent solu-
tion was prepared by dissolving 4mg of the Ellman’s reagent powder in 1mL of Reaction Buffer.
50µL of the Ellman’s stock solution was added to 2.50mL of Reaction Buffer in a centrifuge
tube with a separate tube for each sample plus an additional tube for a control sample. 250µL
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of the functionalised HA/SiHA particle dispersion was then added to the tube, mixed using a
vortex mixer and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes to form an assay solution. For
the control, an additional 250µL of reaction buffer was added to the tube instead of HA/SiHA
particle solution. After incubation, 1mL of the assay solution was transferred to a UV cuvette
(14-377-009, Brand Tech Scientific, Fisher Scientific UK Ltd., Loughborough, UK) and the ab-
sorbance measured at 412nm using a spectrophotometer (Cecil CE7500, Buck Scientific, East
Norwalk, CT, USA) zeroed on the control sample. The relationship between molar absorptivity,





where A = measured absorbance and b = path length of the cuvette in centimetres. The
concentration of TNB (and hence concentration of free -SH groups) in the solution in the cu-
vette was then calculated by solving equation 6.1 for c and substituting b=1cm and E = 14,150
M−1cm−1. The number of moles of -SH groups in the assay solution, massay, was then calcu-







where the factor ’2.80mL’ represents the total volume of the assay solution when 250µL of
sample and 50µL of Ellman’s reagent is added to the 2.5mL of reaction buffer and is converted
into litres for consistency. Given that the -SH groups were contributed solely by the 250µL
fraction of the assay solution from the addition of the particles, the final molar concentration of







The dynamic range of the Ellman’s assay using a particular spectrophotometer was deter-
mined by running the assay with samples of known concentration of a cysteine containing salt
(the cysteine residue contains the sulfydryl which DTNB binds to). This also allowed the linear
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relationship in equation 6.1, which theoretically relates the absorbance of a solution containing
TNB-sulfhydrl complexes to the molar concentration of those complexes, to be experimentally
verified.
y	  =	  3.3741x	  +	  0.1305	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Figure 6.2: Calibration graph mapping measured absorbance of solutions with known cysteine
residue concentrations in order to experimentally verify the linearity (or the extend thereof) of
the relation between the absorbance of TNB in solution upon binding to free thiol groups with
thiol concentration (equation 6.1). The relation was found to be linear up to a thiol concentration
of approximately 0.76mM.
As can be seen in figure 6.2, the relationship can be considered linear up to approximately
0.76mM (R2 = 0.93), but absorbance values appeared to saturate at higher cysteine concentra-
tions. Therefore it was deemed that the experimental setup could reliably determine concentra-
tions up 0.76mM without the need for sample dilution. Further calibration curves focused on
the cysteine concentration range 0 - 0.6mM were produced to verify sample measurements.
6.1.3 Determining DNA binding capability of thiol-modified SiHA
A dispersion of 100µg of HA/SiHA particles in MgCl2 and CaCl2-free PBS (D8537, Sigma-
Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK). 100µg of particles in solution was mixed with 10, 20, 50, 80 and 100
µg of DNA (31149, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK) and incubated for 15 minutes at 37 ◦C.
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The particle-DNA solutions were then centrifuged in order to remove the particles and particle-
bound DNA before measuring the absorption of the supernatant at 260nm using a Varian Cary
5000 Spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies UK Limited, Stockport, UK). The absorbance
of the sample was proportional to the amount of unbound DNA and was quantified in terms of
mass through the absorbance-mass calibration curve shown in figure 6.3. The amount of DNA
bound to the particle surface was then determined by subtracting the mass of the unbound DNA
from the amount of DNA added to the particle solution at the start of the experiment.
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  0.0201x	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Figure 6.3: Calibration graph mapping measured absorbance of solutions with known DNA
concentrations in order to quantify the mass of DNA bound to the calcium phosphate particles.
6.1.4 Preparation of MC3T3 cells for live cell imaging
MC3T3 (passage 10) osteoblast precursor cells were cultured in T-75 flasks using DMEM
(D6545, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK) supplemented with (v/v) 10% Foetal Bovine Serum
(A15-105 Mycoplex, PAA, Yeovil, UK), 2.4% Hepes Buffer (H0887, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset,
UK), 2.4% L-Glutamine (G7513, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK.) and 1% Penicillin and
Streptomycin (P4333, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK) - this will be referred to as ’supple-
mented media’ herein. For imaging, the cells were seeded at a density of 3x104 cells per quad-
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rant in a 4-segmented live cell imaging dish (code: 627870, Greiner-Bio One Ltd., Gloucester,
UK) and incubated overnight at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 in the supplemented media. HA and SiHA in
supplemented media was prepared to concentration of 300µg/mL, mixed using a vortex mixer
and sonicated for 5 mins before being kept in a water bath at 37 ◦C until required. After 24
hours, the media was removed and replaced with 1mL of supplemented media containing HA
or SiHA-media solutions at the desired final concentration while gently agitating the dish to
ensure even distribution of the particles across the surface. The media was removed 24 hours
after exposure to the particles, the cells in each quadrant washed three times with 1mL PBS
and replaced with 1mL per quadrant of cell imaging media (A14291DJ, Life Technologies Ltd.,
Paisley, UK). Lysosome labelling of the cells was carried out during the last 30 minutes of
the 24 hour exposure to the labelled particles. A 1mM stock of LysoTracker Red R© (L-7528,
Life Technologies Ltd., Paisley, UK) was diluted in supplemented culture media to a working
concentration of 75nM. 500µL of the working concentration dye solution was added to each
quadrant of the imaging dish containing cells and incubated for 30 minutes at 37 ◦C and 5%
CO2. The cells were then washed prior to imaging as described above.
6.1.5 Live cell confocal fluorescence microscopy
The confocal microscope system consisted of a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 inverted microscope
attached to a Zeiss LSM 710 ConfoCor 3 confocal unit containing a 34-channel spectral de-
tector. A Zeiss EC Plan-Neofluar x63 NA = 1.40 oil objective lens, a 488nm laser diode, a
458nm/488nm beam splitter were employed with the spectral set to divert the fluorescein flu-
orescence between 500nm and 650nm to a photomultiplier tube detector. 1024x1024 12-bit
images were acquired with a 3µs pixel dwell time and 0.1% laser power to minimise photo-
induced damage to the cells. Detector gains were altered within the Zeiss ZEN software and
care was taken to avoid saturation of the image in regions of interest such as the cells under
investigation.
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6.1.6 Live cell fluorescence spectroscopy
A QUASAR 34-channel detector attached to the Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope was set
to detect fluorescence within 5nm bandwidth bins ranging from 494nm-654nm. Confocal im-
ages were acquired at each detection 5nm detection bin before shifting to the next detection
bin sequentially to form a ’lambda-stack’. The emission profile was reconstructed post-image
acquisition by segmenting the pixels belonging to the cell and internalised particles using grey-
level thresholding in ImageJ (version 1.47m, Open Source, Wayne Rasband, National Institutes
of Health, USA) and summing their intensity values. The process was repeated for each image
to produce a bar chart of intensity against binned wavelengths, with each bar labelled with the
central wavelength of the bin.
6.1.7 Live/Dead assay
Cells were seeded on to glass coverslips (VWR International Ltd., Leicestershire, UK) placed
in 6-well plates with 2mL of supplemented cell culture media (as defined in section 6.1.4)
containing 0.6µg/mL of SiHA-MPTS-F5M particles and left in a cell culture incubator at 37 ◦C
and 5% CO2 for 24 hours. Live/Dead assay was performed by removing the media in each well
and replacing with an assay solution comprising of 2mL supplemented media, 7µL of a Calcein
AM (C3100MP, Life Technologies Ltd., Paisley, UK) (1mg/mL in anhydrous DMSO) and 25µL
of Propidium Iodide (1mg/mL). The 6-well plate was then placed in a cell culture incubator at
37 ◦C, 5%wt CO2 for 15 minutes. Images of the live/dead stained cells in the acquired while in
the 6-well plate using an epi-fluorescence microscope.
6.1.8 Computational image analysis of cellular internalisation events
A computer program was developed to process the the confocal fluorescence images in order
to extract the internalised structures and analyse their shape and size (on an image pixel basis)
before summarising the results in the form of size-distributions calibrated to the micron scale.
The image analysis was performed within the numerical computation and visualisation pro-
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gramming language, MATLAB R2011a version 7.12.0.635 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA,
USA). All of the computation work was run on an Apple MacBook Pro with a 2.4GHz Intel
Core i7 processor, 4GB RAM, 128GB Solid-state hard drive and an AMD Radeon HD 6770M
graphics card with 1GB VRAM (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA) running OS X (10.9.1) op-
erating system. With additional information from the image acquisition parameters, the total
mass of the CaP material internalised by the cell was estimated. Specific details of these two
computational methods are given in the following subsections.
Determination of internalised particle/aggregate size-distribution
The confocal image stack in its native .lsm Zeiss file format was imported into ImageJ (version
1.47m, Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, USA., http://imagej.nih.gov/ij.) running
the LSM Toolbox plugin ( c© 2003-2009 Patrick Pirrotte, Je´roˆme Mutterer). The fluorescence
channel of the image stack, showing the fluorescently particles/aggregates in the field of view,
was extracted to a separate image stack and the background removed using grey-level thresh-
olding. The workflow of the program developed in MATLAB to identify and analyse objects
inside the cell(s) is shown in figure 6.4 and consisted of the following steps:
1. The user selects an unlimited series of points around the perimeter of the cell(s) on an
interactive bright field image, which leads to the creation of a polygon approximating the
perimeter of the cell(s).
2. The thresholded fluorescence image corresponding to the brightfield image selected in
(1) was selected. This image was in binary format such that all pixels with a value of
one represented objects of interest to the user and pixel values of zero were classed as
background and ignored. Objects in the image were identified by the program by grouping
all pixels connected in at least one of eight possible geometries in two dimensions (x,y)
- four geometries representing the four unique arrangements that two pixels can be in
contact along their edges and a further four geometries representing contact of the corner
of one pixel to the corner of another pixel. This approach is commonly termed as the
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’8-connected neighbourhood’. The program numbered each detected object and recorded
the co-ordinates of the pixels the forming those objects.
3. Objects located outside of the cell(s) perimeter (defined in step 1 by the polygon) were
removed by employing a logical AND operation between the polygon image and the
image containing all detected objects. The resulting binary image contained the objects
deemed to be located fully and partially within the cell perimeter.
4. Objects located partially within the cell(s) were removed by a another logical AND oper-
ation with the inverse of the polygon image (which therefore highlights all points outside
of the cell). The pixels remaining in the image were matched to the database of detected
objects and removed.
5. The area of each object (in pixels squared) was calculated by summing the number of
pixels assigned to each numbered object and then fitting an ellipse to the shape in order
to determine major and minor axis lengths. In addition, the diameter of a circle with
equivalent area to the object was computed. The estimated lengths were converted from
pixel units to microns by extracting the pixel-micron scale factor from the original .lsm
microscope data file.
6. A histogram of equivalent diameters of internalised objects was computed by binning
the calculated diameters in 0.1µm wide bins with the total number of bins determined
automatically by the program by calculating the upper range limit of sizes.
Estimation of the total volume of internalised CaP particles/aggregates
The volume of each slice through an image object was calculated by multiplying the area ob-
tained using the algorithm outlined in section 6.1.8 by the slice thickness (which can be esti-
mated from the user-defined confocal pinhole diameter recorded in the original .lsm data file).
The total estimated volume of each object was then computed multiplying the volume of each









Figure 6.4: Workflow diagram of the image processing steps 1-4 in section 6.1.8 showing an
image of the result after each step with sub captions where appropriate. Once program identified
each of the coloured objects in the last image, their size and area (in pixel units) were estimated
using shape fitting and converted to µm using the calibration factor in the original data file.
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shown in figure 6.5. This method of mass estimation was based on the following assumptions:
i) that all detected objects in every two-dimensional image slice extended perpendicularly to the
image plane by the same length equal to the inter-slice spacing and, ii) that all objects were solid
and consisted only of the CaP material, which was homogeneously distributed throughout the
volume of the objects. The perhaps more realistic situation of the internalised material being
loosely compacted into discrete masses with air/fluid acting as filler rather than solid masses
was considered, however these ’filler’ regions could not be resolved from preliminary imaging
experiments at a suitable magnification for capturing multiple cells within a field of view at
the best resolution possible. This suggested that filler regions existed, but the average volume
they occupied was insignificant in comparison to the overall size of the internalised object and
therefore the total mass could be roughly considered to be evenly distributed. Furthermore, the
assumption of a solid object simplified the algorithm for estimating the mass of the internalised
objects. An example 3D reconstruction of a confocal image stack is presented as supplementary
movie with this thesis and shows close up views of a population of labelled particles (Filename:





















Figure 6.5: Schematic diagram illustrating how the volume of an object in a confocal mi-
croscopy image z-stack can be estimated. For clarity, this illustrated example uses a 2D cross-
section (y,z) through the object. The total volume of the object can be reconstructed by multi-
plying the volume of each slice by the known slice spacing, z. As can be seen in (3), the true
volume can be over- and under- estimated using this approach. However, decreasing the spac-
ing between each slice and increasing the number of images taken along the z-direction (both
parameters controlled during image acquisition) can reduce these errors.
6.2 Structure and composition analysis
Peaks were identified in the XRD patterns of as-precipitated HA shown in figure 6.6 at around
26 ◦, 32 ◦, 40 ◦ and between 47 − 53 ◦, which appeared to align well with the most intense
peaks from reference data for HA (ICDD PDF card no. 00-009-0432). However, it was ev-
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ident that the broad HA peak at 32 ◦ in figure 6.6 was an envelope of the three most intense
peaks in the reference pattern data and thus imposing a limit on quality of the match between
the measured data and the HA reference. Two shoulder peaks were identified within the main
peak of SiHA, but were still poorly resolved. Furthermore, it is known that the XRD pat-
terns of various apatites could resemble those of as-precipitated HA and therefore an assess-
ment of the chemical/structural changes in sintered samples is required in order to confirm the
phase composition and structure of the original as-precipitated samples. Figure 6.6 shows the
XRD pattern of HA sintered at 650 ◦C for 2 hours. Dominant peaks were identified at 25.83 ◦,
31.81 ◦, 32.20 ◦, 32.88 ◦ and were attributed to the (002), (211), (112) and (300) planes of HA
respectively. Sharper and more intense peaks were observed in sintered HA (HA 650), com-
pared to as-prepared HA, indicating an increase in the crystallinity of the sample. Secondary
phases consisting of α-TCP and β-TCP were not observed in the diffraction patterns of the HA
or SiHA samples when compared to ICDD reference patterns 00-009-0348 and 00-009-0169,
respectively. TCP phases were not detected in HA even after sintering at 900 ◦C, but SiHA
decomposed into a mixture of HA and α-TCP (data not shown).
The TEM images of HA and SiHA shown in figure 6.7 displayed the needle like morphology
commonly reported with wet chemical precipitation methods[7, 31, 160]. Additional phases
such as α-TCP, β-TCP and CaCO3, which normally have a plate-like morphology, were not
observed in either the HA or SiHA samples. The SiHA crystals appeared smaller and their
edges were not as clearly defined compared with HA which may indicate that the SiHA sample
was of lower crystallinity compared to HA. This observation corresponds well with the broad
peaks observed for SiHA in the XRD patterns.
XRF was used to determine the %wt of Ca and P oxides and corresponding mole ratios of
the elements are presented in table 6.1. The Ca:P ratio of the HA sample was 1.64 and com-
pares well with the theoretical Ca:P ratio of HA of 1.67 to within experimental error using this
technique. Ca:P ratio of HA-MPTS (1.95) was higher than expected and may have been due
to CO2–3 ions substituting the PO
3–
4 ions in the crystal structure, thus reducing the phosphorus
content of the sample and hence increasing the Ca:P ratio.
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Calcium Phosphate Silicate Hydroxide, PDF 00−059−0895
Figure 6.6: XRD patterns of as precipitated HA/SiHA along with HA/SiHA sintered at
650 degrees (HA 650/SiHA 650) along with JCPDS card number 00-009-0432 (Hydroxyap-
atite).Intensity values of all samples were normalised to the most intense diffraction peak of
the HA sample. The broad diffraction peaks suggested the samples were made of nanosized
crystals and no other phases of calcium phosphate were detected. Reproduced with permission
from [9]. c© 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 6.7: TEM images of as-precipitated (a) HA and (b) SiHA. Both samples showed the
well reported needle-like morphology, but the crystal edges are not as well defined compared to
those of HA, indicating reduced crystallinity.
Table 6.1: Ca:P ratios determined from XRF data and zeta potential data for HA, HA-MPTS,
SiHA and SiHA-MPTS. Reproduced with permission from [9]. c© 2013 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.





Atomic absorption spectroscopy measurements of the dissolved CaP samples showed that
the silicon ion content of SiHA was 0.47mg/mL and HA was 0.06mg/mL with the solvent
control containing <0.05mg/mL.
Figure 6.8 shows the FTIR spectra of HA, SiHA along with thiol-terminated silane func-
tionalised HA and SiHA (HA-MPTS and SiHA-MPTS respectively). A summary of the peaks
identified from the spectra, along with the chemical bond and mode the peak was assigned
to, is presented in Table 6.2. The characteristic peaks of hydroxyapatite were identified in all
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of the samples including the OH modes (3569cm-1 and 632cm-1, the P-O stretching modes
(1091,1044-1032 and 962cm-1), the O-P-O bending modes (602, 575-561cm-1) and the O-P-
O stretching modes (473, 463-460cm-1) from the PO3–4 groups. The OH stretching mode at
3569cm-1 was partially obscured by the water band between 2500-3800cm-1 as the samples were
not sintered prior to FTIR analysis. Evidence of some B-type carbonate substitution was found
in both HA and SiHA by the presence of peaks located at 1454cm-1, 1423cm-1 and 873cm-1.
A peak assigned to the Si-O vibrational mode of the SiO4–4 ions was detected in the SiHA-
MPTS sample at around 875cm-1. Although the corresponding peak in the SiHA sample was
not as well resolved, another SiO4–4 vibrational mode at 470cm
-1 SiO4–4 was identified. The
translational mode of water associated to HA generally exists between 300cm-1 and 600cm-1,
which would also obscure the peaks within this range related to the presence of SiO4–4 .
Evidence of surface modification was obtained from zeta potential measurements of HA,
SiHA, HA-MPTS and SiHA-MPTS at pH 7.4, shown in table 6.1. The zeta potential of HA and
SiHA was measured to be -1.97mV and -1.66mV, respectively. Most notably, the zeta potential
of SiHA SiHA-MPTS was measured to be -11.66mV.
The presence of thiol groups was confirmed and quantified using an Ellman’s reagent assay.
For SiHA-MPTS, the thiol content was estimated to be 1.60×10−5 moles/mg of solid mate-
rial. DNA binding efficiency experiments showed that 100µg of SiHA-MPTS particles could
completely bind up to 10µg DNA whereas only 85% and 65% of this DNA mass was bound
to 100µg of unfunctionalised SiHA and HA respectively. At higher DNA masses of 50-100µg,
20% of the DNA was bound to SiHA-MPTS while only 1-10% of the DNA was bound to SiHA
and HA.
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Table 6.2: FTIR absorption peaks identified in HA, HA-MPTS, SiHA and SiHA-MPTS along
with references to other works which support the peak assignments. Reproduced with permis-
sion from [9]. c© 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Peak (cm-1) Assignment References
Absorption peaks for hydroxyapatite
3569 stretching mode of OH group [18, 61, 161, 162]
1454 ν4 or ν3 bending mode of CO2–3 groups in A- and
B-type carbonated HA
[18, 161, 163]
1423 B-type CO2–3 stretching mode [161]
1091,1044-1032 triply degenerated asymmetric stretching mode of
P-O bond of the PO4 groups
[18, 61, 161, 164,
165]
962 symmetric stretching mode of the P-O bonds [18, 61, 161, 164,
165]
873 ν4 or ν3 bending mode of CO2–3 groups in carbon-
ated HA
[161]
632 vibrational mode of OH group [61, 161]
602, 575-561 triply degenerated O-P-O bending modes [161]
473, 463-460 double degenerated O-P-O bending modes of the
PO4 groups
[61, 161]
Absorption peaks for silicates in SiHA
880 Si-O vibrational mode of SiO4–4 [164]
875 Si-O vibrational mode of SiO4–4 [61, 163]
470 Si-O-Si vibrational mode of SiO4–4 [163]
Absorption peaks for MPTS
1100 Si-O-C stretching from MPTS [166]
6.3 Demonstration of application: Live cell imaging of SiHA
internalisation by MC3T3 cells using a thiol reactive flu-
orescent probe
Using confocal fluorescence microscopy, unmodified SiHA treated with fluorescein-5-maleimide
showed very weak fluorescence (figure 6.9b) in the regions of the image where particles could
be seen in bright field (figure 6.9a and c). The fluorescence from SiHA modified with MPTS
(SiHA-MPTS) shown in figure 6.9e was brighter than the fluorescence from unmodified SiHA.
Furthermore, the intensity of the fluorescence was even across the vast majority of the structures
shown in figure 6.9d and f and was retained after extensive washing.
The images in Figure 6.11 are combined confocal fluorescence and brightfield images of
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Figure 6.8: FTIR spectra of as-precipitated HA and SiHA along with thiol functionalised HA
and SiHA (HA-MPTS and SiHA-MPTS respectively). Reproduced with permission from [9].
c© 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
cles conjugated to fluorescein-5-maleimide dye (SiHA-MPTS-F5M). In Figure 6.11(c-e), the
SiHA-MPTS-F5M particles appeared to form small aggregates, approximately 500-1000nm in
diameter, which aligned along the cell membrane. These structures could not be removed from
the cell membrane despite repeated washing in PBS, indicating a strong affinity for the cell
membrane. When focusing on an image plane through the middle of the cell (figure 6.11f-j),
bright fluorescence was detected in new locations within the boundary of the cell as shown in
the composite image. Furthermore, fluorescence from the few particles on the coverslip could
no longer be detected at this new focal plane, demonstrating that any detected fluorescence was
not an integration of fluorescence from particles at the bottom of or underneath the cell. The
internalised structures measured approximately 400-500nm in diameter. Live/dead assay results
of the SiHA-MPTS-F5M samples at the same concentration used for the imaging experiment
(figure 6.10) did not show evidence of extensive cell death amongst a population of MC3T3s
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Figure 6.9: Bright field, confocal fluorescence and composite images of SiHA exposed
to fluorescein-5-maleimide (SiHA-F5M) (a,b,c) and MPTS functionalised SiHA particles
conjugated to fluorescein-5-maleimide dye (SiHA-MPTS-F5M) (d,e,f); Specific binding of
fluorescein-5-maleimide to the thiol group of SiHA-MPTS was demonstrated by the even fluo-
rescence across the particulates (d,e,f) and very weak non-specific fluorescence in the samples
not treated with MPTS (a,b,c). Scale bar length represents 20µm. Reproduced with permission
from [9]. c© 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
24 hours after exposure. Internalised particles were observed again while focusing up towards
the top of the cell.
The fluorescence profile of SiHA-MPTS-F5M was obtained during confocal fluorescence
imaging of the particles in order to confirm that the fluorescence signal shown in in figure 6.11
was indeed from the fluorescein dye. The reconstructed emission profile, shown in blue in fig-
ure 6.12 showed a single well-defined peak between 522nm-527nm while the reference spec-
trum for the free dye in solution showed a wide peak centred around 515nm. The shape of both
emission profiles matched well over the whole wavelength range suggesting that the F5M dye
was the dominant source of the fluorescence detected in the confocal images.
Post acquisition image analysis of the particle fluorescence channel enabled the size dis-
tribution of the internalised material to be computed (figure 6.13) and showed that structures
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Figure 6.10: Epi-fluroescence images of live/dead assay performed on MC3T3 cells in media as
a control (left column) and MC3T3 cells exposed to 0.6µg/mL SiHA-MPTS-F5M for 24 hours
(right column). Three images were taken at different locations across the slide for both samples.
Reproduced with permission from [9]. c© 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 6.11: Combined bright field and fluorescence images of MC3T3 cells exposed to
0.6µg/mL SiHA-MPTS-F5M particles. (a) is a low magnification image showing a population
of cells and (b) is a higher magnification image where fluorescence was just visible. Images
(c)-(n) are slices from a confocal z-stack taken at: the coverslip/bottom of the cell plane (c,d,e),
through the middle of the cell (f,g,h,i,j) and at the top of the cell (k,l,m,n). Bright localised
fluorescence was observed within the cell and enabled internalised SiHA to be visually dis-
criminated from the other cellular material of similar morphology and optical contrast as shown
in the bright field images. Scale bars: (a)=20µm, (b)=5µm. Reproduced with permission from
[9]. c© 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 6.12: Fluorescence histogram of the light from particles detected inside MC3T3 cells
during live cell imaging compared to the fluorescence profile of free fluorescein in solution
as measured by UV-vis spectrophotometry. Intensity of both samples was normalised to their
respective maximum intensity values. Both profiles appeared to have the same shape over the
entire wavelength range and the emission maxima differed by only around 10nm, which may
be due to differences in the pH of the environment in both samples.
between 0.3µm and 0.5µm were the most prevalent by number, but the population of cells
analysed also contained structures of the order of a few microns with the largest being around
5µm.
6.4 Cellular processing and fate of internalised material: An
initial semi-quantitative investigation
Further evidence of cellular internalisation of the functionalised material was obtained from
live cell imaging experiments showing colocalisation of the particles with lysosomes labelled
with LysoTracker R© Red. An image from one dataset showing several cells within the field
of view is presented in figure 6.14 where the yellow coloured regions of the image represent
spatial overlap of the green fluorescence detected from the fluorescein-5-maleimide and the red
fluorescence detected from the lysosomes.
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Figure 6.13: Size distribution of internalised SiHA-MPTS-F5M inside MC3T3 cells.
Labelling of the lysosomes enabled the discrimination between material located in the cy-
toplasm of the cell and material which had been encapsulated by lysosomes, which dissolve
foreign material under highly acidic conditions. Figure 6.15 shows two size histograms of i) all
internalised material detected within the cell (blue coloured bars) and, ii) the proportion of that
material that also colocalised with the fluroescently labelled lysosomes (red coloured bars). A
similar trend in the size distribution of internalised material was found to figure 6.13, i.e parti-
cles/aggregates of up to 0.4µm being the most prevalent, but structures of the order of microns
(up to 3µm) also featured across the majority of cells. While the vast majority of the material up
to 1µm was found within the lysosomes, structures above 1.8µm were found to remain exposed
in the cytoplasm of the cells 24 hours post-exposure.
The presence of these larger structures exposed within the cell even after 24 hours despite
evidence in each repeat experiment that lysosomes were capable of processing smaller struc-
tures of the same material, led to the suggestion that there could be a limit to the mass of CaP
that MC3T3 cells could internalise and process. Computational analysis of the volume of mate-
rial within lysosomes and total material within a population of 19 cells (figure 6.16a) generally
showed that no more than 20 cubic µm of material was located within the lysosomes irrespec-
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Figure 6.14: Combined bright field and confocal fluorescence image of a population of MC3T3
cells 24 hours after exposure to SiHA-MPTS-F5M particles (green) with the lysosomes labelled
with LysoTracker R© Red (red). Regions of colocalisation of the particles (or aggregates of) with
the lysosomes is shown in yellow. The particle concentration was 0.6 µg/mL in supplemented
media. The image further demonstrated that the labelling mechanism remains intact after 24
hours within the cellular environment after endocytosis and, up to the time point of this image,
remained active within the acidic environment of the lysosome.
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Proportion of all internalised material colocalising with lysosomes
Figure 6.15: Size distribution of: i) all material detected within the cell membrane (blue bars)
and, ii) the proportion of all material detected within the cell membrane which also colocalised
within the lysosomes. Frequency values represent the sum of all frequency values for each given
size class over all repeat experiments. Each size bin is 0.1µm wide and is represented on the
x-axis by the mid-value (’bin center’). Both size distributions were computed using the same
size bin widths, but the red bars are narrowed compared to the blue bars purely to allow for a
more clear comparison between the two data sets.
tive of the total volume of material in the cells as a whole (which ranged from 20-220 cubic
µm) with the exception of one data point. This may not be surprising given that each cell has
a finite volume. Even at a given volume or small volume range, there was inconsistancy in the
proportion of that material located within the lysosomes. For example, the cells estimated to
contain 20-40 cubic µm of material showed that anywhere between 5-80% (v/v) of that material
was located within the lysosomes.
Four particular cases of interest were highlighted in the scatter diagram (figure 6.16a) and
related to observations of changes in cell behaviour during live imaging, namely; 1: cell mor-
phology appearing rounded rather than elongated, 2: much higher number and convergence of
lysosomes relative to any other experiments and, 3,4: sudden detachment and retraction of part
of the cell from the culture dish. Size histograms of the internalised material for each of these
cases are presented in figure 6.16b. Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show confocal fluorescence images
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for all four cases of interest described above, with orthogonal projections to enable visualisa-
tion of the lysosome-particles interaction in all three dimensions. In the case of changes in
cell morphology (labelled as 1 in figure 6.16b), the majority of all of the material, consisting of
structures between 0.2-3µm, were taken up by the lysosomes. Total encapsulation of the micron
scale material is clearly shown in the highlighted region on the right-hand side of figure 6.17a.
In the second case involving a dramatic increase in lysosome recruitment, no material with
size above 2µm was found within the lysosomes, resulting in 90% of the material remaining
within the cytoplasm. In the cases where partial cell detachment was observed, no structures
larger than 1µm were detected within the lysosomes, which can be clearly seen in figures 6.18c
where little colocalisation (yellow coloured pixels) could be seen across the vast majority of the
labelled material.
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Figure 6.16: A: scatter plot of total volume of internalised material colocalised within lyso-
somes against total volume of material within the cell as a whole. There was no clear rela-
tionship between how much material was transferred to the lysosomes and the total amount of
material within the cell as a whole. Four data points of interest are labelled and numbered in
red and relate to observations of changes in cell morphology/behaviour. B: Size distributions
of material inside the cell (blue bars) and within the lysosomes (red bars) for each of the four
data points of interest labelled in (A). Structures larger than 1-1.5µm not encapsulated within
lysosomes appear to correlate with the observations cell death suggesting an interplay between
total amount and size distribution of CaP internalised on cell fate.
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Figure 6.17: Confocal fluorescence images, with orthogonal (x,z) and (y,z) views, showing
fluroescently labelled SiHA (green) and lysosomes (red) with high resolution insets of colo-
calisation to varying degrees in relation to the cases of: changes in cell morphology (a), and







3: partial cell detachment from plate 









Figure 6.18: Confocal fluorescence images, with orthogonal (x,z) and (y,z) views, showing
fluroescently labelled SiHA (green) and lysosomes (red) with high resolution insets of colocal-




6.5.1 Structure and composition analysis
X-ray diffraction patterns of as-precipitated HA and SiHA along with HA and SiHA sintered
at 650 ◦C (HA-650 and SiHA-650, respectively) were obtained and are shown in figure 6.6.
The broad diffraction peaks of the as-precipitated HA and SiHA samples suggested that they
were of low crystallinity and composed of sub-micron sized crystals, which was expected from
a room temperature precipitation method without thermal treatment[18, 167, 168]. In contrast,
sintering did not increase the crystallinity of SiHA since no change in the sharpness of the
diffraction peaks and little or no change in the peak intensity was observed when compared to
as-precipitated SiHA. These observations are consistent with other works that have explored the
effect of sintering temperature on Si doped HA where the lack of change (or decrease in cases
of Si doping above 2-3%wt) in crystallinity has been attributed to Si incorporation into the HA
crystal lattice[61, 60, 14]. Silicon substitution did not appear to change the angular position or
relative intensity of the peaks when compared to HA and HA-650.
The difficulty in detecting all peaks relating to silicon substitution in the FTIR data of both
the SiHA and SiHA-MPTS samples could have been due to overlapping of the silicon and phos-
phate vibrational modes, which have been noted to happen in the following cases:i) 470cm-1 (Si-
O-Si band) and 472cm-1 (the O-P-O bending modes of the phosphate groups) and ii) 945cm-1
(Si-O symmetric stretching mode) and the weak 962cm-1 (P-O symmetric stretching mode). The
translational mode of water associated to HA generally exists between 300cm-1 and 600cm-1,
which would also obscure the peaks within this range related to the presence of SiO4–4 . How-
ever, Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy of dissolved SiHA (16 mg/mL) confirmed that silicon
ions were indeed a component of the material to a measured ion concentrations of 0.47 mg/mL.
This equated to a measured silicon ion content of approximately 2.93%wt which agreed with
the theoretical silicon ion content of 2.85%wt within experimental error.
With respect to confirming the MPTS modification, the identification of a second Si-O vi-
bration mode for SiHA-MPTS, which as not present in the unmodified SiHA, suggests there
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might have been an additional silicon source in the sample. It was postulated that the source
was elemental silicon from the MPTS modification - namely the Si-O-Si bonds from the bind-
ing of MPTS via the oxygen atom to the SiHA surface. This may explain why the peak was
most prominent in SiHA-MPTS compared to HA-MPTS as the presence of SiO4–4 on the surface
increased the number of potential binding sites for MPTS. Other works have reported difficultly
in detecting -SH groups in silane using IR techniques due to the low absorption coefficient of
these groups [136]. Indeed, the Ellman’s assay for free thiols showed a higher thiol presence
with SiHA-MPTS compared to unmodified SiHA and HA, which appeared to support the earlier
hypothesis of the additional Si-O peak from the FTIR results coming from successful binding of
MPTS. Most notably, the zeta potential of SiHA-MPTS was measured to be -11.66mV and the
change in the zeta potential suggested that this sample exhibited a different surface chemistry to
both SiHA and HA. The result compared well with the work of Shyue et al. which also reported
a decrease in the zeta potential due to the presence of thiols [169]. HA-MPTS did not show the
same change in zeta-potential as SiHA-MPTS, which may further suggests that either none or
significantly less thiol groups were attached to the HA surface in comparison to SiHA-MPTS.
6.5.2 Demonstration of application: Live cell imaging of SiHA internali-
sation by MC3T3 cells using a thiol reactive fluorescent probe
Successful thiol modification was shown by the attachment of the thiol-reactive fluorescent
dye, fluorescein-5-maleimide (F5M), and subsequent imaging using confocal fluorescence mi-
croscopy (figure 6.9). The weak fluorescence shown by the unmodified SiHA sample demon-
strated the effectiveness of the washing procedure in removing non-specifically bound dye
molecules. This contrasts with the brighter fluorescence from the SiHA modified with MPTS
(SiHA-MPTS), which colocalised with the vast majority of the material shown in the bright field
image. The increased fluorescence intensity was attributed to the proportion of dye molecules
bound to the thiols of the SiHA-MPTS, since unbound molecules were expected to be removed
during the washing procedure.
Fluorescence could not be clearly seen in the low magnification image (figure 6.11a), which
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would most likely have been due to the low particle concentration and low numerical aperture
of the objective lens used to acquire the image. However, some fluorescence was detected in
multiple cells at a higher magnification (Figure 6.11b). The live-dead assay data suggested that
SiHA-MPTS-F5M was not cytotoxic at a concentration of 0.6µg/mL over 24 hours (figure 6.10).
However, it should be noted this assay only labels already dead cells (or possibly cells close to
death if the membrane was subject to significant physical damage). The assay is not designed to
show cells undergoing early to advanced stages of cell death and furthermore does not discrim-
inate between apoptosis (”programmed” cell death initiated by the cell in response to particular
changes in the cell environment) or death by physical damage of the cell itself leading to com-
promised cell function. Therefore, while it can be concluded that the labelled particles at the
imaging concentration did not kill a significant number of cells compared to the control and
that the cells were still capable of cellular internalisation after 24 hours, the precise functional
state of the cell cannot be commented upon. The live cell images do, however, show that the 24
hour window is more than adequate for potential tracking of the material across the cell mem-
brane in order to understand their cellular fate. In fact, further trial experiments showed clear
internalisation after around 3 hours.
In situ fluorescence spectroscopy (figure 6.12) confirmed that the detected light fitted the
expected emission profile of a fluorescein based dye and therefore conclude that the detected
signal was dominated by the labelled particles. The internalised structures measured approxi-
mately 400-500nm in diameter and appeared to localise at various points within the cytoplasm
of the MC3T3 cell, but could not determine whether this was the result of either i) individual
particles being internalised and then concentrated within the cell, or ii) the aggregates being
internalised as a whole. However, the localisation and strong intensity of the fluorescence did
indicate that the fluorescent labels were still attached to the particle surface and photoactive
after 24 hours in culture media and post internalisation.
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6.5.3 Cellular processing and fate of internalised material: An initial semi-
quantitative investigation
The demonstration of the ability to label and track SiHA and its potential use in understanding
the internationalisation, cellular processing and fate of such materials was extended through a
limited study on cells with fluorescently labelled lysosomes. Computational processing of the
particle/aggregate fluorescence image channel enabled the size distribution of the material to be
generated, which showed structures up to 1µm were most prevalent by number within the cells,
but sizes of the order of several microns up to 3-4 µm were observed. However, the lysosomes
were generally only found to contain structures of up 2-3µm, leaving the larger sizes within
the overall cell. Lysosomes are generally considered to have a maximum size of 2-3µm which
may explain the upper size limit on colocalisation. No clear relationship was found between
the volume of material transferred to lysosomes and the total material internalised by the cell
as a whole and therefore no ’saturation point’ could be established. The only remark is that,
generally, no more than 20µm3 of material was found within entire lysosome populations of
any of the cells irrespective of the volume of material anywhere else in the cell. This may
indicate a limit to the internalisation capacity of MC3T3 cells vis the lysosome route, although
one must consider that limited sample size of this initial study does not allow for this ’limit’ to
be fully quantified.
Correlation of observations of changes in cell behaviour during the live cell imaging exper-
iments and volume/size quantification of the internalised material within these cells indicated
that cell fate is not dictated by the volume of material internalised alone. While generally the
vast majority of nanoscale structures were found within the lysosomes after 24 hours, it is the
location of particulates larger than 1µm (regardless of the total volume of material) that appears
to be an additional factor. Cases where cell morphology changed from elongated to rounded
correlated with the majority of the entire internalised particulate population (ranging from 0.2-
3µm) colocalising with the lysosomes. With comparatively little solid material left exposed
within the cell, the physical effect on the cell may be a response to the byproduct of lysosomal
degradation of the SiHA. Exposure of HA-based materials to highly acidic conditions, results
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in dissolution of the crystal structure into its constituent ions (or protonated versions thereof)
- a key example being Ca2+ ions. Ca2+ ions are abundant in animal cells and implicated in the
apoptosis signalling pathway [170, 171, 172]. Rounding of the general cell morphology in the
absence of any obvious physical damage could be an indicator of the cell undergoing apoptosis.
Of course, complete dissolution of the apatite, and potentially the labelling chemistry, ends the
ability to track the event further and the experiment design did not permit visualisation of Ca2+
ion release.
Dramatic increase in the number of lysosomes appeared to correlate with particulates larger
than 2µm begin left in the cytoplasm. This could have been merely a time lapse effect - i.e
the large degree of lysosome recruitment and convergence around the largest particulates may
have resulted in their eventual colocalisation over time and simulate the situation observed in
the case of the cell rounding (case 1). Finally, at partial detachment and retraction of cells, no
particulates larger than 1µm were observed colocalised with the lysosomes. These cases of cell
detachment perhaps best showed that the total amount of material internalised by the cell is
still a relevant second variable. Both cases involved cells containing between 105-215 µm3 of
material, with approximately 12% - 3% (v/v) located within lysosomes respectively. However,
there were cases of cells containing approximately 150 µm3 but with 45% of this located within
the lysosomes, yet these cells retained normal elongated morphology and attachment to the
culture plate.
Overall, this initial study has demonstrated the ability to track and quantify size and volume
of SiHA particulates with a view to further understanding their mechanism of uptake and fate.
The preliminary data presented within section 6.4 suggested that cellular response to internal-
isation of such materials is dependent on both the total volume of material within the cell and
the size distribution of that material.
6.5.4 Concluding statement
A method for the modification of SiHA to present thiol groups from the particle surface has
been described. Through engraftment of a fluorescent dye, this modification has been used as a
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tool for the visualisation and tracking of SiHA particles in live cells. Quantification of the total
volume and the size distribution of the internalised material has revealed a size window where
material above >1µm in size not processed by the cell through lysosomal degradation may lead
to the onset of cell death. This result may have wider implications to the understanding of the
effect of wear-debris from ceramic implants on the surrounding tissues and lead to optimisation
of their corrosive and mechanical wear characteristics.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS CHAPTER 2: FORMATION OF
CALCIUM PHOSPHATE-BASED MATRICES
THROUGH SILANE CROSSLINKING
The chapter presents a strategy to the formation of functionalised CaP-based materials on a
bulk scale (millimetres), as opposed to single CaP crystals, by crosslinking MPTS to form a
network that entraps HA powder particles to form a single pliable monolith of the order of
10mm in size. This work involved the development of the silane chemistry described in Chap-
ter 6 by the formation of MPTS polymer chains in solution, which are then condensed around
the HA powder particles through a change in reaction pH. The overall structure is effectively
HA powder dispersed in a gel of MPTS, which collectively herein is referred to as a HA-MPTS
’matrix’. Crosslinking was primarily achieved through Si-O-Si bonding between hydrolysed
MPTS molecules while in principle the -SH groups were left available for the potential attach-
ment of other biomolecules such as fluorescent tags, peptides and therapeutic drugs. Extensive
Raman Spectroscopy analysis investigated the nature of the bonding in the MPTS gel phase
along with the chemical interaction between the cross linked MPTS and the surface of the HA
powder particles. At this stage, the two strategies of CaP functionalisation described in Chap-
ters 6 and 7 enables the formation of a biomaterial on at the macro scale combined with the
ability to incorporate therapeutic molecules through selective attachment. Finally, this tech-
nology of CaP functionalisation and drug attachment was demonstrated by the attachment of
a novel antimicrobial peptide (developed within the University of Birmingham and the Royal
Centre for Defence Medicine, Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham) to a functionalised HA
pellet, which acted as a model ceramic implant surface. The efficacy of this system in minimis-
ing bacteria proliferation and biofilm formation was assessed using surface thiol functionalised
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and non-functionalised pellets and free in solution. Thus, this experiment served to assess the
real potential of the surface modification and cross linking methods as a biomedical technology.
7.1 Materials and Methods
7.1.1 Formation of HA-polymerised MPTS networks
A solution consisting of 3% (v/v) MPTS (95%, 175617, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK),
3% (v/v) Millipore R© water and 94% (v/v/) methanol (No: R40121, Fisher Scientific UK Ltd.,
Loughborough, UK) was prepared to a total volume of 30mL in a chemical resistant plastic
screw cap bottle (note: water added to the methanol before the MPTS). Three bottles were
prepared in total and each one adjusted to a different pH value - pH 4, 7 and 10 by addition of
1M hydrochloric acid or ammonium hydroxide. The solutions were left to hydrolyse overnight
before adding 0.2g of ground HA powder to each reaction bottle and leaving to react overnight
on a shaker plate at 300rpm. The solid product was filtered using a Bu¨chner funnel and washed
three times with absolute methanol and 5 times with Millipore R© water. The confirmation of
silane surface binding, functional group modification and polymerisation in relation to the solid
product was investigated using Raman spectroscopy as described in 5.1.4.
7.1.2 Thiol coating of hydroxyapatite surfaces - towards novel antimicro-
bial coatings
Preparation of hydroxyapatite pellets
Hydroxyapatite (HA) was synthesised according to the method outlined in section 5.2.2. Dried
hydroxyapatite powder was mixed with deionised water (830µL for each gram of HA) to form
a thick paste. Cylindrical pellets were formed by manipulating the paste into the holes (6mm
in diameter and 12mm in height) of a homebuilt PTFE mould (figure 7.1) using a spatula. 1
gram of HA provided enough solid material to make 2 pellets and a total 90 pellets were made.
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During the filling process, the entire mould rig was on a vibrating plate to ensure that the paste
filled the bottom of each hole before applying more paste. The filled mould was then placed
in an oven at 60 ◦C overnight before removing the formed pellets and transferring them to a
furnace for sintering at 1100 ◦C for 6 hours with a temperature ramp rate of 5 ◦C/min. The
pellets designated for surface modification were then cut into thirds across their length so they
could inside the wells of a 96 well-plate. The remainder were kept intact for characterisation






Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram, with components labelled A-F, of the mould used to form cylin-
drical HA pellets measuring 6mm in diameter and 12mm in height. The main body (A) housed
repeating sets of blocks (B,C) which formed an array of equally sized holes when aligned with
the pegs (D). The moulds were held in place by two wedges (E,F).
Determination of pellet porosity by Helium Pycnometry
Bulk density of each pellet was estimated from measurements its dimensions and mass prior to
analysis. The true density of all samples was evaluated using an AccuPyc II 1340 (Micromerit-
ics, U.S.A) helium pycnometer: each sample was subject to ten purges with helium prior to ten
volume measurements. The porosity, p, of each pellet was then estimated using the following
equation:
p = 1− ρsolid
ρbulk
(7.1)
where ρsolid is the density of the solid material component of the pellet and ρbulk is the
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average density of the pellet, which includes the solid CaP and air/liquid within the pores.
By convention, the final value is then expressed as a percentage by multiplying the calculated
porosity by 100.
Thiol coating process
A solution consisting of 2% (v/v) MPTS (95%, 175617, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd., Dorset, UK), 3%
Millpore R© water and 95% (v/v) methanol was prepared to a total volume of 90mL in a chemical
resistant plastic screw cap bottle (note: water added to the methanol before the MPTS). The pH
of the reaction solution was then adjusted slowly to 4.00 by addition of 1M hydrochloric acid
and left to hydrolyse for 4 hours. The hydrolysed MPTS solution was then adjusted to pH 7.00
by addition of ammonium hydroxide before adding the cut HA pellets (prepared as described
in section 7.1.2) and leaving to react overnight while on a flat shaker plate running at 300rpm
(ThermoScientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). No more than 30 pellets were placed in each
reaction bottle in order to ensure adequate separation and coating of the pellets. The pellets
were carefully washed five times in 20% methanol before drying in an oven for 2 hours at
60 ◦C.
7.1.3 Application: Attachment of novel antimicrobial agents
A detailed protocol describing the moieties of the antimicrobial peptide cannot be disclosed
within this thesis due to the commercial sensitivity of the developed peptide. The general ap-
proach used for the attachment of the peptide involved adding a small amount of the peptide
dispersed in a buffer solution to the substrate surface and incubating for a short period of time.
The peptide attached to the thiol-modified surface via an engineered binding moiety on the
peptide and hence was immobilised on the surface. In the case of non-modified surfaces, the
peptide was expected to attach purely by adsorption.
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7.2 Phase composition of the solid CaP component
The broad X-ray diffraction peaks of the as-precipitated material used to form the pellets prior to
sintering (Figure 7.2) enveloped the most intense peaks of the hydroxyapatite reference diffrac-
tion pattern, suggesting that this material consisted mostly of hydroxyapatite (HA) of very low
crystallinity. The major peak for both α and β- Tricalcium phosphate (TCP), which exist 31 ◦
were not detected. From the diffraction pattern of the pellet after sintering at 1100 ◦C for 6
hours, sharp and intense peaks were identified at 25.85 ◦, 28.11 ◦, 28.94 ◦, 31.77 ◦, 32.19 ◦,
32.92 ◦, 39.85 ◦ and several peaks between 46 − 53 ◦. These peaks corresponded to those of
the hydroxyapatite pattern to within +/- 0.05 ◦. The detection of a peak at 30.72 ◦ corresponded
to the main peak of α-TCP, but was approximately 15 times weaker in intensity compared to the
main hydroxyapatite peak at 31.77 ◦. No other peaks in the experimental data could be uniquely
assigned to α-TCP. Peaks at approximately 17 ◦, 22.80 − 23 ◦ and 34 ◦ could belong to either
HA or α-TCP based on their angular position alone due to their broadness in comparison to the
spacing of the peaks in this angular region in the reference patterns. However, the 34 ◦ peak was
determined to belong to HA after considering the lack of an additional α-TCP peak at 34.60 in
the XRD pattern after sintering. The relative intensity of the 34.60 peak to the 34.18 ◦ peak in
the α-TCP reference dataset was calculated to be 0.6. Considering that the experimental peak
at 34 ◦ was detected with an intensity of 89 counts, then the proposed additional α-TCP peak
at 34.60 would theoretically have had an intensity of 0.6*89 = 53 counts. One would expect
that such peak would be clearly distinguishable from the background, but this additional α-TCP
peak was not evident in the diffraction pattern. None of the main β-TCP peaks were identified
in the diffraction patterns. Overall, the diffraction data presented in figure 7.2 suggested that
the powder was initially composed of HA and that the composition remained mostly HA with a
small amount decomposing to α-TCP upon sintering.
Helium pycnometry analysis showed that the unsintered HA pellets had a porosity of 72.55%
(+/- 1.21%) while the sintered HA pellets had a porosity of 58.63% (+/- 0.64%).
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after sintering, 900 degrees
Hydroxyapatite, PDF: 00−009−0432  
alpha−TCP, PDF: 00−009−0348
beta−TCP, PDF: 00−009−0169 
Figure 7.2: X-ray diffraction patterns of crushed pellets before and after sintering along with
reference patterns for hydroxyapatite, α-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) and β-TCP. The diffrac-
tion peaks of the material both before and after sintering, corresponded very well to those of the
hydroxyapatite reference pattern with a small amount of α-TCP detected through the peak just
below 32 ◦C.
7.3 The effect of silane condensation pH on the formation of
HA-MPTS matrices
Upon hydrolysis of the silane under acid conditions (pH 4.00), the reaction pH was increased
to induce condensation of the silane molecules into polymer chains. Raman spectra of the solid
material obtained from the reaction performed at condensation pH values 4.00, 6.00 and 10.00

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 7.1: List of Raman scattering peaks of HA, TCP and MPTS detected from the products
of the condensation reaction at pH 4, 6 and 10 along with a control HA sample not subjected
to the reaction. Raman peaks for MPTS are further attributed specifically to the pure, gelled,
hydrolysed and condensed (to form oligomers) form of the molecule where appropriate. *[ref ]
refers to the same bond identified in studies of a different organosilane.
Peak (cm-1) Assignment References
Raman peaks for HA
330 OH– translational mode [173, 174]
432, 447 double degenerate O-P-O bending mode (ν2) of PO4
group
[161, 174]
592, 610, 620 triple degenerate O-P-O bending mode (ν4) of the PO4
group
[161, 174]
962 symmetric P-O stretching mode (ν1) of the PO4 group [161, 174]
1030, 1047,
1055, 1076
triple degenerate asymmetric P-O stretching mode (ν3)
of PO4 group
[161, 173]
Raman peaks for TCP
408 O-P-O bending mode (ν2) of HPO2–4 group [161]
599, 624 P-O and O-P-O stretching and bending modes (ν4) of the
PO4 group
[161]
949 P-O stretching mode (ν1) of HPO2–4 group [161, 174]
962, 970 symmetric P-O stretching mode (ν1) of the PO4 group [161, 174]
1015, 1040 P-O stretching mode (ν1) of HPO2–4 group [161, 175]
1090 P-O stretching mode (ν3) of HPO2–4 group [161]
Raman peaks for MPTS (pure and gelled forms)
508 S-S stretching mode (gel) [176]
520-523 Si-O-Si (gel) [176]
651 S-C gauche stretching mode (MPTS pure and gel) [177]
694 Si-C trans mode (gel)
725-776 S-C trans stretching mode (pure and gel) [176]
783-840 Si-O-Si (800-811: gela), 795: Si-O-Si dimersb, 830: Si-
O-Si ’network’b
[176]a,[178]b
864 CH2 rocking mode (gel) [176]
922 CH2/CH3 rocking mode (gel
a) [176]a, [177]
1003 C-C trans mode (gel) [176]
1044 C-C gauche mode (pure) [176]
1116 CH2 rocking mode (gel) [176]
1185 CH3 rocking mode (gel) [176]
1244, 1261,
1303, 1344
CH2 twisting modes (gel) [176]
1411, 1430,
1444, 1455
CH2 alkyl chain bending modes [134]
2568 SH stretching mode [179, 177]
2843 CH3 (pure) [176]




The powder was confirmed to be HA by the detection of the characteristic PO mode at
around 962cm-1 along with the weak asymmetric P-O modes at 1030cm-1, 1047cm-1, 1055cm-1
and 1076cm-1 with relative intensities confirmed in other works [161, 173]. TCP was also iden-
tified in the sample by the major P-O stretching mode at 949cm-1 and symmetric P-O stretching
mode at 970cm-1. A second strong P-O peak was identified at 962cm-1, but this peak exists for
both HA and TCP. O-P-O bending modes of HA at 432cm-1 and 447cm-1 were detected, but
the 447cm-1 peak was found to be broader and weaker compared with other reports showing
a moderate intensity [161, 173]. The mostly likely explanation is the merging of this peak to
the 439cm-1 O-P-O bending mode of TCP, given that other major peaks of TCP had already
been identified. Additional peaks corresponding to TCP including the P-O stretching modes at
599cm-1, 624cm-1, 1015cm-1, 1049cm-1 and 1090cm-1 were also identified. The OH– transla-
tional mode common to apatites was detected at 330cm-1, but the second mode usually located
around 3573cm-1 [173] was beyond the range of detection of the experimental setup used for
this work. Carbonates were expected to be present in the starting unsintered material given
the use of a low temperature precipitation synthesis method. Post sintering, the strongest CO2–3
peak at 1070cm-1, but presence of the second major peak at 1076cm-1 could not be ruled out
due to the overlap with the PO4 peak of HA. No A-type CO
2–
3 peak at 1106cm
-1 was identified
in any of the samples. From a qualitative point of view, the weak presence (or complete lack)
of carbonate peaks suggested that most of the carbonate content that may have been present in
the starting material had been removed by the sintering process.
Polymerisation of MPTS to form a gel was most pronounced from the reaction held at pH
10 where Si-O-Si modes were detected at 520cm-1 and between 800-811cm-1 (broad shoulder
peak). The lack Si-OC peaks at 1108cm-1 or 1088cm-1 indicated hydrolysis of the methoxy
groups of the silane in agreement with other studies on silane hydrolysis [177]. This compli-
mented the existence of Si-O-Si MPTS oligomers, as such a bond would only have formed after
the hydrolysis of at least one of the methoxy groups bound to the silicon atom of two MPTS
molecules. The very weak shoulder peak located at 2843cm-1 corresponded to the presence of
CH3 groups and therefore showed that there was a small amount of pure non-hydrolysed MPTS
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remaining in the product of the reaction. Further evidence that of the MPTS existing in gel form
was found by the shifting of the CH2 rocking (864cm
-1 and 1116cm-1) and twisting (1244cm-1,
1261cm-1, 1303cm-1 and 1344cm-1) modes to higher wave shifts as reported by Thompson et
al.[176]. Most interesting was evidence of an additional form of MPTS cross linking via disul-
phide bonding through the identification of the S-S peak at 508cm-1. The S-C gauche peak at
651cm-1 was found to have a higher Raman scattering intensity compared to the wide S-C trans
mode located 725cm-1-776cm-1, which Thompson et al. reported as being consistent with con-
siderable disorder in the propyl chain of the MPTS molecule when in liquid or gel form [176].
Vasiliev et al. reported a doublet peak at 990cm-1)-1003cm-1) corresponding to Si-O-P bond-
ing, which was attributed to chemical bonding between the phosphate bound OH– and the silane
[148]. This bond was not evident in any of Raman spectra presented in figure 7.3. However,
a subtle decrease in the intensity of the OH– group peak was observed without a shift in peak
position.
At pH 6, no Raman peaks corresponding to Si-O-Si or S-S cross linking or varying de-
grees of hydrolysis were identified. The C-C trans mode of MPTS was detected at 1003cm-1-
1004cm-1 and has been reported to specifically correspond to C-C bonds in the gelled form of
MPTS[176]. A broad weak band spanning 2860cm-1 to 2980cm-1 appeared to envelope the
CH2 vibration peak in the same waveshift region as in the case of condensation at pH10. It
was not possible to determine whether the detected MPTS was in pure or hydrolysed (but not
condensed) form from this envelope peak as the peak width was much larger than the typical
1-4cm-1 shifts which distinguish these forms of MPTS. However, the identification of a Si-
OC peak in the 1088cm-1-1095cm-1 region suggest that any MPTS molecules present were not
completely hydrolysed. In contrast to the reaction at pH 10, the OH– peak of these sample has
shifted from 330cm-1 to 333cm-1.
At pH4, the weak and broad envelop of the CH2 peaks was detected between 2860cm
-1 and
2980cm-1. No evidence of Si-O-Si or S-S peaks to suggest cross linking or oligomerisation of
the MPTS to any extent, but a weak SH group peak was detected at 2568cm-1. As in the case
at pH 6, evidence of incomplete hydrolysis of the MPTS present in the final product was found
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by the Si-OC peak in the 1088cm-1-1095cm-1 region. Shifting of the OH– peak from 300cm-1
to 333cm-1 was also observed with no change in intensity relative to the same peak in the HA
control sample.
The solid material extracted from the reactions where the condensation pH was set to 4.00
and 6.00 closed resembled the looseness and consistency of the initial HA powder. In stark
contrast, the product obtained at pH 10.00 was a monolith with the consistency of chewing
gum under gentle agitation with a spatular as shown in the photographs in figure 7.4. The
material deformed plastically, i.e did not return to original dimensions and morphology, in
response to a compressive force (figure 7.4c and could be dissected under moderate force with
a spatula. No expulsion of liquid from the monolith was observed while applied compressive
force and the retained the described mechanical properties even after drying for 24 hours at
37 ◦C. Measurements of the monolith mass while submerged in Millipore water showed that
swelling of up to 10% of initial mass over the first 24-48 hours before returning to within 2%
of initial mass thereafter and maintaining this mass for a period of 2 weeks in solution. No
fragmentation of the monolith in solution was observed during this period in the absence of
any applied force or excessive agitation of the monolith. Moulding of the monolith with a
spatula after the same period resulted in the creation of a few fragments estimated to be 1mm
in diameter.
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Figure 7.4: Top row: A series of images showing a pliable material formed from hydroxyapatite
powder encapsulated within a polymerised MPTS network. The images were extracted from a
video which shows the material being subjected to a ’cutting’ action (a,b), and compression
(c) using a spatula. The full video has been included on a CD which accompanies this thesis.
Filename: HA-MPTS matrix.m4v. Bottom row: Images showing the two components of the
matrix - CaP powder (d) and a MPTS gel, without powder, as a control. The conical shape of
the MPTS gel mirrored the shape of the bottom of the 50mL centrifuge tube.
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7.4 Novel antimicrobial coating of calcium phosphate sur-
faces through thiol modification
Most antibiotic agents are adsorbed on to ceramic surfaces through dip coating processes, which
can lead to inconsistent coverage and coating stability over time while under physiological con-
ditions between batches. There is a drive in the biomaterials field to develop implant materials
that can also act as platforms for controlled release, selective attachment or patterning of thera-
peutic drugs to tissue replacement implants and ensure clinically relevant doses are administered
during the healing process. However, the clinical need for drugs such as antibiotics may last
from several days to a couple of weeks and coatings maybe subject to significant biological or
mechanical degradation within that time. A novel antimicrobial peptide has been developed
by Prof. Ann Logan, Felicity de Cogan (Clinical and Experimental Medicine, University of
Birmingham), Wg Cdr Robert Scott (Royal Centre for Defence Medicine, Queen Elizabeth
Hospital Birmingham), Dr. Anna Peacock (School of Chemistry, University of Birmingham)
with a higher potency than current antibiotics on the market. A collaboration was set up to com-
bine the antimicrobial agent and the process for thiol modification of apatites and demonstrate
covalent attachment of antibiotics to a potential implant material. Fluorescent tagging of the
antimicrobial agent enabled visualisation of the evenness of the coating while viability assays
with a G1 Pseudomomas Aeruginosa bacterial strain verified the potency of the agent. Due to
the commercial sensitivity of the work, details of the chemical structure and mode of action of
the antimicrobial agent will not be disclosed within this thesis.
In this application, HA pellets were coated using the condensation process used in sec-
tion 7.3 with the silane presenting thiol groups from the surface of the pellet, which enabled
the attachment of the antimicrobial agent. Figure 7.5 shows epi-fluorescence images of the
surface of a HA pellet after reaction with the antimicrobial agent both with (figure 7.5a) and
without (figure 7.5b) the thiol coupling provided by the MPTS. The antimicrobial agent used
in this experiment was modified to include a Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) to enable visual
confirmation of it’s presence on the HA surface. Bright green coloured fluorescence from the
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Figure 7.5: Epi-fluorescence microscopy images of calcium phosphate pellets without thiol
modification (a) and with thiol modification (b) and both treated with the antimicrobial agent,
which was fluorescently labelled for this experiment. The lack of fluorescence in (a) demon-
strated that the agent was easily removed by washing when relying on adsorption to the material
surface. The bright and relatively even fluorescence shown in (b) demonstrated a more robust at-
tachment of the agent to the thiol modified material. Both images were obtained with the same
excitation light intensity and camera signal gain. Data collected by Dr. Felicity De Cogan,
School of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, University of Birmingham.
antimicrobial agent was detected over the entire field of view on the functionalised surface com-
pared to the non-functionalised surface indicating that the agent was washed away in the latter
case. Some variation in the intensity of the fluorescence was observed on the functionalised
surface, which can be seen in figure 7.5b, suggesting some degree of spatial variation in the
attachment density on some regions of the pellet.
Bacteria cell viability tests were performed on antimicrobial peptide deposited on thiol func-
tionalised and non-functionalised HA pellets to assess the potency of the systems in preventing
biofilm formation on the pellet surface (figure 7.6). Studies on biofilm formation on the sur-
face of the HA pellets revealed that the free antimicrobial peptide in solution prevented biofilm
compared to the penicillin-streptomycin in solution control and that this level of potency was
maintained when the peptide was immobilised on the HA surface through thiol functionalisa-
tion. On the other hand, removing the thiol linkage between the HA surface and the peptide
resulted in up to a factor four times increase in biofilm formation in terms of cell number.
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Figure 7.6: Bacteria cell (G1 Pseudomomas Aeruginosa) viability test of the novel antimicrobial
agent on thiol functionalised and non-functionalsied HA pellets along with the free peptide. Cell
number represents the number of bacteria remaining after exposure to the antimicrobial peptide
with an untreated control population of bacteria cells as a reference. Treatment groups: ”thiol”
= HA pellet + MPTS functionalisation + peptide, ”nonthiol” = HA pellet + peptide, ”peptide’ =
free peptide in solution, and ”control” = bacteria alone. The antimicrobial peptide attached to a
HA surface via thiol functionalisation almost entirely prevented biofilm formation compared to
the non-functionalised case. Data collected by Dr. Felicity De Cogan, School of Clinical and
Experimental Medicine, University of Birmingham.
7.5 Discussion
7.5.1 Phase and composition of the solid CaP component
X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy results confirmed that the powder used as the solid
phase in the matrix and in the pellets for engraftment of the antimicrobial was mostly com-
posed of HA after sintering at 1100 ◦C, with some TCP as byproduct. Raman spectra of the
sintered HA powder showed traces of carbonate in the material as is common when using a low
temperature precipitation method of synthesis under ambient conditions. Most of this impurity
was expected to have been removed during the sintering process. Carbonates are well known
to modulate the solubility of HA and TCP such that their solubility increases at a given pH
value with carbonate content %wt. Raman spectra of the products from the MPTS condensa-
tion reactions used to form the HA-MPTS matrices showed no obvious change in the chemical
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structure of the HA powder at pH 4, 6 or 10 compared to the sintered HA powder control. Ret-
rospectively, although there may not have been any transformation in the chemical structure of
the solid material, Raman spectroscopy cannot indicate any mass loss of the material due to
dissolution in the absence of careful calibration. Therefore, although the data did not reflect any
unwanted change in the phase composition of the HA powder or pellets, direct loss of the HA
material under the acid conditions cannot be ruled out.
7.5.2 The effect of silane condensation pH on the formation of HA-MPTS
matrices
The pH change induced in the reaction in the transition from hydrolysis to condensation pro-
cesses was found to have an effect on the physical form of the product. Adjustment of the
reaction to pH 10 led to the formation of a monolith which appeared to ’encapsulate’ all of the
loose HA powder initially added to the reaction which was pliable under moderate compressive
and shearing force using a spatula by hand. Raman spectroscopy of the monolith confirmed that
the MPTS molecules had crosslinked via Si-O-Si bonds as shown by the presence of the two
peaks spanning 520cm-1-523cm-1 and 800cm-1-811cm-1. It was clear from the Raman spectra at
pH 10 that not all of the MPTS was completely hydrolysed i.e all three alkoxy groups removed
from the parent MPTS molecule. A small amount of non-hydrolysed MPTS was indicated by
the weak shoulder peak located at 2843cm-1. However, these MPTS molecules would not nec-
essarily have been in their pure form with all three CH3 groups intact and that they could existed
with just or two CH3 groups remaining. A schematic diagram proposing how different stages
of hydrolysis would ultimately contribute to the condensation process is shown in figure 7.7.
Incomplete hydrolysis of MPTS could potentially have a knock on effect on the formation
and final chemical structure of a gel network. Two distinct scenarios can be hypothesised - i)
that hydrolysis was incomplete on all three CH3 groups of the molecule and therefore was not
bonded at all within the cross linked network or, ii) these cases of incomplete hydrolysis were
sparse across the entire population of MPTS molecules such that only one or two out of the
three CH3 groups were hydrolysed and hence there was still potential for bonding into the cross
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linked network. Of course, the non-hydrolysed groups would then become ’defects’ (stemming
from the colloquial use of the phrase ’monolayer defects’ for breaks in single the chemical
bonds within an organic monolayer formed on a substrate). The underlying importance of these
two scenarios resides in the fact that these unreacted groups could undergo hydrolysis at a letter
stage with the byproduct, methanol CH3OH, potentially being toxic to cells. The approach to
minimising or completely removing these groups from the bulk material depends on which of
the two scenarios is most prevalent. MPTS molecules where no hydrolysis has taken place
could be removed all together by more extensive washing. Meanwhile, partial hydrolysis of a
population of molecules could only be resolved by increasing the hydrolysis time prior to the
condensation step to form the matrix. Interestingly, the Raman data showed more evidence
of incomplete hydrolysis at pH 4 and 6 compared to pH 10 through the detection of Si-OC
peaks only in the first two cases. Generally, hydrolysis of silanes is the most dominant process
under acidic conditions [179]. On this basis one would have expected that the ideal hydrolysis
conditions would have existed in the sample where the pH remained at 4 for both the hydrolysis
and condensation processes. However, other studies into the reaction dynamics of silanes have
revealed that hydrolysis still occurs under basic conditions [176, 179]. One report by Scott et al.
showed the highest hydrolysis rate actually occurred at pH 10, but the reaction is tempered by
the more favoured condensation processes at this pH [179]. This alone may explain why there
was a greater degree of hydrolysis occurring the HA-MPTS sample at pH 10. The authors go
on to conclude that hydrolysis and condensation occur at roughly the same rates at neutral pH
values, but that the rates are so low that it would take several days to observe any attachment
to their alloy substrates. This mirrors the findings from the Raman data presented in this work
where at pH 6, there was the least evidence of any attachment of MPTS.
There was evidence of some of additional cross linking via S-S bonds from the thiol groups
of the MPTS molecules by the existence of a peak at 508cm-1. Crosslinking via S-S bonds was
not anticipated as preliminary experiments related to this work found that the use of a strong
oxidising agent such as iodine was required. Furthermore, there was a realistic possibility that
















































Figure 7.7: Schematic diagram showing the chemical reactions involved in the hydrolysis
(blue product arrows) and subsequent onset of condensation of (red product arrows) of (3-
mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS). Hydrolysis entails the addition of water to reduce
the methoxy groups. Condensation then joins two or more MPTS molecules via the exposed
oxygens from the reduction processes to form silicon-oxygen-silicon bonds. In reality, the hy-
drolysis and condensation processes can occur at the same time in a reaction which explains the
presence of the Raman peaks representing hydrolysed, surface bound and polymerised func-
tional groups in the Raman spectroscopy data figure 7.3. For clarity, potential S-S cross linking
via the -SH groups from multiple MPTS molecules have been ignored in this diagram.
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hence prevented S-S formation between pairs of MPTS molecules. Experimentally, this poten-
tial source of interference with S-S cross linking did not appear to be a prevalent issue given
the identification of the SH stretching mode at 2568cm-1, which represented sulfhydryl groups
in a reduced state available for cross linking. Figure 7.8 shows a diagram proposing the na-
ture of the cross linking that may exist within the HA-MPTS matrix given the findings from
Raman spectroscopy. Crosslinking through Si-O-Si and S-S occur at different intermolecu-
lar geometries and it could be hypothesised that this facilitates linking between discrete MPTS
oligomers/polymer chains to form the 3D gel structure or strengthens any pre-existing 3D struc-
ture provided by the Si-O-Si bonding alone. This is consistent with the considerable propyl
chain disorder inferred from the relative S-C Raman peak intensities.
At pH 4 and 6, the product from the reactions resembles the loose powder originally placed
in the reaction and showed no sign of linking or gelling of the powder on the bulk scale. This
was reflected in the Raman spectroscopy data by the lack of any peaks corresponding to Si-
O-Si or S-S bonds between multiple MPTS molecules. Traces of MPTS which has formed
oligomers at pH 6 were indicated by the C-C trans mode, but the lack of any of the CH2 and CH3
rocking modes specific to the gelled form indicated that none of these oligomers had condensed
sufficiently to form a gel. No peaks corresponding to pure MPTS were observed, which led
to the proposal that the majority of the MPTS (pure or in oligomer form) had been washed
away. Similar observations were made for the product from the condensation reaction at pH
4, except for an additional weak SH peak. In principle, condensation of hydrolysed MPTS to
form oligomers and/or MPTS gel at pH 4 would be less favoured over pH 6 and hence one
would expect almost no sign of MPTS in the Raman spectrum at pH 4. However, the hydrolysis
process was carried out at pH 4 for all three samples and so this sample underwent a significantly
longer hydrolysis process compared to the samples at pH 6 and 10 albeit ultimately without any
condensation to follow. In this case it would be reasonable to suggest that the more extensive
hydrolysis period may have increased the likelyhood of complete hydrolysis of the vast majority
of MPTS molecules.


































































Figure 7.8: Schematic diagram of the proposed mechanisms of polymerisation and cross link-
ing involved in the formation of the pliable HA-MPTS matrix. Two cross linking modes for
the MPTS are available: i) partial condensation of the hydrolysed Si-O groups to form Si-O-Si
oligomers (a) or, ii) oxidisation of SH groups to form S-S bridges across two molecules. Poten-
tially, cross linking can occur via both modes (b). Hydrolysis is incomplete if one or two of the
three CH3 groups remain on the MPTS molecule(s) and would prevent additional monomers
from bonding to the chain at that terminal. Increasing to pH to 10, causes condensation reac-
tions to dominate to form polymer chains. Hence, under varying degrees of hydrolysis, polymer
chains of varying length are produced (c). Condensation of the polymer chains encapsulates the
solid phase (HA particles) to form a hybrid HA-MPTS matrix (d).
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HA as the Si-O-P Raman peak was not detected. A subtle decrease in the intensity of theOH–
Raman band of HA at condensation pH 10 compared to HA control was observed, but with-
out any measurable shift in the peak position to conclusively indicate a change in the binding
chemistry of the OH– group. However, a shift from 330cm-1 to 333cm-1 in this peak was identi-
fied in samples undergoing condensation at pH 6 and 4. In the absence of any other conclusive
reports relating MPTS-HA chemisorption to changes in the OH– Raman translational peak, the
nature behind any potential bonding between the MPTS polymerised network and the surface
of the HA powder particles cannot be confirmed. It can be speculated that there is a chemical
interaction between the MPTS Si-O groups and the OH– surface groups via weak hydrogen
bonding to an extent defined by the availability of both the OH– groups on the HA surface and
the Si-O groups of MPTS not already involved in the cross linking of the MPTS gel. This is
supported by the observations of OH– peak shifting at pH 4 and 6 where cross linking of MPTS
was not favoured and therefore increasing the probability of MPTS interacting with the HA
surface. Additionally, the work of Liu et al. on hexamethylene diisocyanate functionalisation
of HA reported that OH– do have reactivity towards towards the silane [142]. MPTS-HA inter-
actions may well have occurred during the initial stages of condensation at pH 10, but stopped
upon saturation of the available OH– groups and/or favouring of MPTS self interaction through
Si-O-Si bonding. From this point in the reaction onwards, the powder particles would have pro-
gressively surrounded by cross linked MPTS and possibly mask the detection of any chemical
bonding with the particle surfaces.
7.5.3 Novel antimicrobial coating of calcium phosphate surfaces through
thiol modification
The potential of this surface modification method in biomedical application was demonstrated
by exploiting the exposed thiol groups as a binding site for the engraftment of a novel an-
timicrobial peptide. Successful attachment of the antimicrobial peptide was confirmed through
fluorescence imaging of the GFP-tagged petted, which revealed bright green fluorescence over
the entire field of view on the thiol modified HA surface compared to deposition on unmodified
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HA. The slight variation in fluorescence intensity between regions of the image shown in fig-
ure 7.5 may have been due to some thiols presenting in an oxidised state, which would prevent
further attachment of the peptide unless an intermediate ’reduction’ step was introduced, or that
some thiols were involved in disulphide crosslinking.
Although the peptide alone was found to be more potent in solution than the gold stan-
dard penicillin-streptomycin, it’s potency while immobilised on a HA surface was improved
in the thiol functionalised treatment group. This correlated with the earlier observations from
the epi-fluorescence images implying increased presence of the peptide on thiol modified HA
and supports the suggestion that this improved potency was due to greater peptide coverage.
Conversely, the peptide on unmodified HA surfaces exhibited a drop in potency shown by the
increase in biofilm formation and the lack of fluorescence in the corresponding image in fig-
ure 7.6 suggested that this reduced potency was due to decreased peptide coverage. In this case
it is likely that the peptide could only bind through weak adsorption and easily washed off of
the surface.
7.5.4 Concluding statement
The surface modification method described in Chapter 6 has been developed to enable the mod-
ification of HA. The ability of these modified materials to bind an antimicrobial agent has been
demonstrated and shown to provide a robust and more effective platform for drug attachment
than non-specific adsorption. As a result, this technology provides an alternative strategy to
localised drug delivery on and around implant sites with a view to minimising infection and




8.1 Thiol modification of silicon-substituted hydroxyapatite
nanocrystals
8.1.1 Chemical modification enabling tracking in live cells
• Nano crystalline SiHA was prepared using a wet chemical precipitation technique at room
temperature without additional thermal treatment. Presentation of thiol functional groups
on the surface of SiHA via silane functionalisation was achieved without perceptible
change in the bulk composition of the HA or SiHA itself as determined by XRF. Zeta
potential measurements showed a change in the surface chemistry of the SiHA particle
surface, but not to that of HA subjected to the functionalisation process.
• The presence of MPTS could not be confirmed by FTIR alone as the Si-O-C stretching
mode could not be reliably resolved from the phosphate peaks. However, thiols were
detected using Ellman’s reagent and showed that using the functionalisation method on
SiHA produced approximately 10−5 moles of thiols per milligram of solid material above
the base line measurements for HA and HA-MPTS alone.
• Thiol group modification was visually demonstrated by the detection of fluorescence from
fluorescein-5-maleimide specifically bound to the thiol groups of the modified SiHA sur-
face despite extensive washing of the samples, suggesting that the thiol groups were co-
valently bonded to the SiHA surface via a Si-O-Si surface network.
• This was further demonstrated in the confocal fluorescence and bright field images of
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SiHA-MPTS-F5M internalised by MC3T3, where the bright fluorescence allowed the
particles to be discriminated from other cellular material with similar morphology. Fur-
thermore, the fluorescent labels remained attached to the particle and photoactive for 24
hours after internalisation and intact and photoactive after 3 months storage at 4 ◦C. This
method of functionalisation could allow time course tracking of internalisation of calcium
phosphates by various bone cells in order to understand their localisation and fate during
bone formation and resorption.
8.1.2 Cellular processing and fate of internalised material: An initial semi-
quantitative investigation
• Computational processing of the particle/aggregate fluorescence images showed that struc-
tures up to 1µm were most prevalent by number within the cells, but sizes of the order of
several microns up to 3-4 µm were observed. Of those, only particles of up to 2-3µm were
found inside the lysosomes where the material would normally undergo dissolution with
the rest remaining in the cytoplasm of the cell. This correlated with the general 2-3µm
maximum size of lysosomes.
• An initial study into quantifying material internalised by cells suggested that the fate of
the cell upon exposure to SiHA was not solely dependent on the volume/mass of material
internalised by the cell and that the size distribution of the internalised material also plays
a role. The only observation of pure volume/mass dependence was that none of the lyso-
somes in any of the cells analysed contained more than 20µm3 of material, which may
represent a ’maximum capacity’ for this cell line.
• Particulates measuring more than 1µm (regardless of total internalised volume of mate-
rial) appeared to be implicated most in determining cell fate. Particulates ranging from
a few hundred nm to 3µm, with the majority of all particulates engulfed by lysosomes,
appeared to result in ’rounding’ of the cells. Any particles larger than 2µm left exposed
in the cytoplasm results in a dramatic increase in lysosome recruitment in terms of both
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number and convergence around these structures and nucleus. Particles larger than 1µm
left exposed inside the cell were found to result in the onset of cellular detachment from
the culture dish.
8.2 Formation of calcium phosphate-based matrices through
silane crosslinking
8.2.1 HA-MPTS matrix formation, cross linking chemistry and basic han-
dling properties
• A pliable CaP-based material can be formed by adding HA powder particles to a 3%
(v/v) solution of hydrolysed MPTS at pH 4-5 and condensing the MPTS to form polymer
chains around the particles by increasing the reaction pH to 10. The resulting monolith
then referred to as a HA-MPTS or HA-silane Matrix.
• Adjustment of the pH post-hydrolysis is critical to the formation of the material. Leaving
the pH at 4 results in powdered product with some attachment of the MPTS to the surface
rather than a single body of material.
• The cross linking of the MPTS primarily occurred through covalent Si-O-Si bonding,
while in principle the -SH functional groups are made available for the potential further at-
tachment of biomolecules e.g. thiol-reactive fluorescent dye or homo/hetero-bifunctional
cross linking agent. A proportion of at the -SH groups were found to have formed S-S
bridges between polymer chains to serve as a secondary mode of cross linking. This is
supported by the Raman analysis which suggested high disorder in the orientation and
bending of the propyl chains of the MPTS molecules.
• The ability to form S-S cross linking within this matrix provides an interesting alternative
direction for the development of the HA-MPTS matrix. S-S bonds are proteolytically
cleaved in vivo which opens the possibility of producing a material which degrades under
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very specific physiological conditions i.e in the presence of particular enzymes or chemi-
cal compounds in addition to a particular pH or pH range. Such a mechanism could also
be exploited for drug release.
• Defects in the cross linked MPTS network arose from incomplete hydrolysis of MPTS
molecules. This could have occurred either in the form of residual pure MPTS (with all
three methoxy groups intact) or partially hydrolysed MPTS (where only one or two out of
the three methoxy groups were hydrolysed). These defects prevented further attachment
of MPTS monomers to the MPTS polymer chain, hence chain length is modulated by the
hydrolysis process. The need to develop the hydrolysis step in order to remove or process
pure and/or partially hydrolysed MPTS remaining in the matrix was highlighted.
• The exact nature of the chemical binding or interaction between the cross linked MPTS
and the HA particles could not be fully determined. Shifting of the OH– Raman peak
together with other studies of silane-hydroxyl interactions suggest the interaction at least
involved hydrogen bonding. P-O-Si (P-OH of the HA reacting with the OH-Si from
the silane) is an alternative bonding mechanism, but may have been masked by the 3D
optically opaque nature of the sample preventing confocal Raman spectroscopy below the
surface.
• The HA-MPTS matrix deformed plastically and could be cut under compression by hand
with a spatula. No mass loss or fragments from the HA-MPTS matrix were observed from
a degradation study in water over two weeks. However, a full degradation study under
different solvent conditions along with mechanical testing would be required to provide
a more comprehensive characterisation of the material before assessing its potential as a
bone defect filler.
• The ability to form this organic-inorganic matrix with exposed thiol groups opens the
possibility of drug attachment and release through volume rather than restriction to a
surface. Using either of the cross linking modes described, this finding is important as a
potential degradation mechanism of drug-loaded capsules within the body.
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8.2.2 Attachment of novel antimicrobial peptides to CaP surfaces modi-
fied by MPTS cross linking
• The potential of this surface modification method in biomedical application was demon-
strated by exploiting the exposed thiol groups as a binding site for the engraftment of a
novel antimicrobial peptide. The application proposed to remove the reliance on adsorp-
tion of such drugs on to implant surfaces using methods such as dip coating or electro-
spraying.
• Qualitative analysis of the surface coverage of the antimicrobial peptide through GFP-
tagging showed that thiol modification enabled a higher amount of the peptide to bind to
the surface over the entire field of view. The attachment was robust through persistent
washing steps. In contrast, little of the GFP-tagged antimicrobial peptide was seen on the
non-functionalised surface which relied upon adsorption.
• The variation in the intensity in parts of the epi-fluorescence image of HA-Thiol-Peptide
may have reflected variations in the availability of free thiol groups on the surface. Pos-
sible explanations include: i) S-S bonding had occurred between pairs of thiol groups,
which prevented them from forming a complex with the peptide, ii) The thiol group(s)
were in an oxidised state due to prolonged exposure in air, which would also render them
unable to bind with the peptide or, iii) there some variation in the coverage of the MPTS
network on the pellet surface. Premature and unwanted reactions of the thiol groups could
be prevented by the addition of a washing step with a reducing agent, e.g. Dithiolthreitol
(DTT), immediately prior to attachment of the peptide.
• The potency of the antimicrobial agent against G1 Pseudomomas Aeruginosa bacte-
rial strain was improved while attached to the thiol modified pellets compared to non-
functionalised pellets. Most notably the ability of the peptide to completely prevent
biofilm formation was maintained upon attachment on thiol-functionalised pellets com-




9.1 Thiol modification of silicon-substituted hydroxyapatite
nanocrystals
9.1.1 Developing our understanding of cellular interactions with CaP nano-
and micro- particles
• Live/dead assay cannot be used to determine the method of cell death or stage of apop-
tosis. The assay does not allow for the discrimination between cells at various stages of
apoptosis, which would ultimately lead to obvious cell death. Furthermore, the ingres-
sion of the red dye may well result from physical injury of the cell membrane. Alternative
methods include Annexin V conjugates that bind to phopsphatidyserines which have un-
dergone translocation from the inner to the outer membrane during the intermediate stages
of apoptosis. Measurement of Caspase activity may also report early stages of cellular
apoptosis.
• The mechanism of cellular uptake of any functionalised CaP could be determined by pro-
cess of elimination between the various internalisation pathways. For example, the com-
mercially available inhibitor ’Dynasore’ inhibits the endocytic pathway. Also, early and
late endosome markers would allow tracking from a much earlier stage of internalisation.
• Attempts should be made to detect (or imply the presence of) Ca2+ and PO3–4 ions released
from the degrading CaP material either completely engulfed or partially covered by lyso-
somes. The Ca2+ ion concentration can be spatially resolved around cells through the
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use of Fura2, which preferentially binds to free Ca2+ ions with the fluorescence intensity
proportional to the ion concentration. Ca2+ is ubiquitous in animal cells and implicated
in cell signalling pathways including those responsible for apoptosis. Colocalisation of
Ca2+ intensity spikes with the remnants of the internalised material within the lysosomes
would enable quantification and tracking of the degradation products that were not de-
tectable within the confocal imaging work carried out within this thesis. This would have
been particularly useful during the cases within this work where lysosomes appeared to
burst out in to the cytoplasm. If future work were to prove that release of Ca2+ ions into
the cytoplasm occurred, then one could speculate that the degradation products from the
internalised material interferes with (or triggers) the apoptosis signalling pathway given
that cellular detachment has been observed.
9.1.2 Exploring the potential of HA-Silane matrices as an implant
material/coating
• The mechanical properties of any CaP-silane combination matrix needs to be quantified
so that proper comparisons can be drawn to similar properties of human tissues and their
current biomaterial replacements. Although the CaP and silane concentrations used for
the matrix in this thesis do not appear to make the material a good load bearing material,
other concentrations and types of CaP be could tested. It would also be of interest to
test the shear properties of this material as there is great interest in the development of
cartilage replacement biomaterials.
• The degradation rate of any bone replacement or defect filler is of great importance in
order to allow the body to replace the material with natural tissue. To that end, tuning of
the degradation profile in response to its chemical environment or enzymatic/cellular in-
teractions could be controlled through the inclusion of carbonates in apatites. The apatite
component would potentially offer the best load bearing capability upon implantation,
while the carbonate would increase its solubility (given that HA is generally considered
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to take too long to degrade in vivo).
• In order to pursue potential bone replacement (both load and non-load bearing) applica-
tions, the formulation of the CaP-silane matrix could perhaps include additional polymers
already established in bone replacement products such as polyglycolic acid and semi-
crystalline thermoplastics.
• The crosslinking of the silane needs to occur in a controlled an repeatable manner to in
scaling this process to produce grams, or even kilogram, quantities of the material. A
robust method of estimating the number of functional groups available on the silane poly-
mer network is required. As discussed in the results, some of the thiol groups intended for
use as a coupling agent for biomolecules (such as antimicrobial peptides) were involved
in S-S crosslinking. Ellman’s reagent involves measuring the absorbance of its reaction
products and therefore would not be suitable in a 3D optically opaque sample such as a
HA-silane matrix. Such a method will be important in verifying that correct modes of
cross linking are present throughout the material and that the functional groups are in a
reduced state ready for further biomolecule attachment. Raman spectroscopy may still be
suitable provided the material was compressed to a thin layer.
• Production of CaP-silane matrices could be expanded to included variations of the func-
tional besides thiols - e.g. amines, carboxylic acids etc or even a combination of sev-
eral different dilates with different functional groups. These alternative functional groups
equally suitable for the selective attachment of peptides and fluorescent dyes, but may not
provide a secondary unwanted source of crosslinking while forming the matrix. However,
the choice of functionalisation should consider the practical aspects behind handling and
processing the particular silane. Some silanes are very sensitive to ambient air environ-
ments and require processing under vacuum for the duration of the modification process.
Such specialist requirements for the synthesis of the matrix may not be viable for scale
up.
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9.1.3 Understanding the precise role of silicon/silicates in Si-substituted
apatite-biomolecule/cell interactions
• The role of silicon in osteogenesis, bone matrix formation and osteoblast differentiation
has been widely reported and has led to extensive work on incorporating silicon into
or on CaP-based implants to promote fast tissue regeneration. However, it was clear
whilst undertaking the work described within this thesis on SiHA, that there is no gen-
eral understanding of the precise role of silicon in the biochemical processes involved in
tissue regeneration. Does silicon directly enhance cellular attachment to Si-substituted
CaPs through chemical interaction with cells? Or does Si influence the surface topogra-
phy/chemistry of CaP material which in turn modulates cellular attachment? (and there-
fore plays an indirect role). While investigating this issue is perhaps beyond the immedi-
ate scope of future work from this thesis, attention should be paid to other future works
presenting new insights on the importance and role of ion substitutes in CaPs with respect
to tissue regeneration. These findings may then highlight what CaPs or ion substituted
CaPs would be most beneficial as the solid phase in the CaP-silane matrix. Furthermore,
efforts to optimise ion concentration for bulk material strength along with ’ideal’ degra-
dation and tissue regenerative properties can be focused accordingly.
9.2 Formation of calcium phosphate-based matrices through
silane crosslinking
• The effect of the CaP powder particle size and morphology on the bulk mechanical prop-
erties of the CaP-silane matrices should be investigated. Similar to cements, the particle
size and morphology will dictate the volume of the intercies between the particles and
the ease in which the silane polymer chains can infiltrate these areas and form the gel
phase. Knowledge of the accessibility of these inter-particle volumes would be useful in
developing the protocol for washing out unreacted and hydrolysing partially cross linking
silanes. One approach could include measurements of specific surface area of the matrix.
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Binding of the silane gel across a number of particles in close proximity would prevent
access to the space between particles and hence a decrease in the specific surface area
would be observed.
• Studies of silane coating of metal surfaces revealed that surface roughness had no effect
on the chemical attachment of the silanes [176]. However, silanes have been shown to
exhibit preferential binding to edge defect sites of clay minerals [149] and do not coat
the particle surface itself. This suggests that surface chemistry may influence silane at-
tachment and crosslinking more than macroscopic surface properties such as roughness.
Future studies into the precise nature of silane-CaP bonding could be obtained through
NMR experiments, which have already been used to understand silane hydrolysis.
• Fundamentally there is a need to improve the understanding of, and control over, the
hydrolysis process. Although numerous studies have been carried out on the hydrolysis
and condensation dynamics of silane monolayers, there is no literature exploring this
dynamic at relatively high silane concentrations (>2% v/v) while in a 3D conformation
such as a gel or gel-particle system. In such a system, future studies will need to monitor
the hydrolysis and condensation state of the silane in correlation with particle size and
morphology which would dictate the accessibility of the material to liquid. An optimum
hydrolysis pH should then be determined that maximises conversion of silane from pure
to hydrolysed form within a period of a few hours, in order to reduce the reliance on a
washing step to remove unwanted unreacted silane.
• The issues surrounding characterising and processing unreacted silanes located deep within
the volume of the bulk material could be circumvented by forming CaP-silane ’sheets’ as
a building block for forming 3D structures. ’Ladder’ and ’Cube’ silanes with long range
order in the x,y plane are reported to have good thermal stability and physiological inert-
ness [181, 182]. A material in sheet form should in principle yield much higher accessi-
bility to the crosslinked silane molecules and thus reduce the need for extensive washing
of unreacted material. In addition, the thin form of the material avoids the previously de-
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scribed difficulty in acquiring depth resolved composition and bonding information with
optical opaque materials. Multiple CaP-silane sheets could then be stacked to form 3D
structures.
• There is potential for the S-S cross-linking detected in the matrices formed in this work
to be used as the main mode of cross-linking of CaP-silane matrices. S-S bonds can be
degraded within the reducing intracellular environment or through enzyme assisted cleav-
age and therefore act as a drug release mechanism. The principle has been demonstrated
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Thiol modiﬁcation of silicon-substituted hydroxyapatite
nanocrystals facilitates ﬂuorescent labelling and
visualisation of cellular internalisation†
Richard L. Williams,ab Martin J. Hadley,b Peih Jeng Jiang,b Neil A. Rowson,b
Paula M. Mendes,b Joshua Z. Rappoportc and Liam M. Grover*b
Calcium phosphates are used widely as orthopaedic implants and in nanocrystalline form to enable the
transfer of genetic material into cells. Despite widespread use, little is known about their fate after they
have crossed the cell membrane. Here we present a method of surface modiﬁcation of silicon-
substituted hydroxyapatite (SiHA) through a silane group, which enables the engraftment of a
ﬂuorescent dye to facilitate real-time biological tracking. Surface modiﬁcation of the nanocrystal surface
was undertaken using (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS), which presented a thiol for the
further attachment of a ﬂuorophore. Successful modiﬁcation of the surface was demonstrated using
zeta potential measurements and ﬂuorescence microscopy and the number of thiol groups at the
surface was quantiﬁed using Ellman's reagent. In vitro experiments using the ﬂuorescently modiﬁed
particles enabled the discrimination of the calcium phosphate particulate from other biological debris
following internalisation by a population of MC3T3 (pre-osteoblast) cells and the particles were shown
to maintain ﬂuorescence for 24 hours without quenching. The successful modiﬁcation of the surface of
SiHA with thiol groups oﬀers the tantalising possibility of the intracellular growth factor delivery.
1 Introduction
Calcium phosphate ceramics such as hydroxyapatite (HA) have
been used widely for the restoration of function in diseased and
damaged hard tissue. In addition, they have found application
in a diverse selection of sectors as food additives, adsorbents in
chromatography columns and even as substrates to enable
absorption of pollutants from wastewater.1,2 Within the
biomedical sector, calcium phosphate salts have been used
principally because of their similarity to the mineral component
of bone and also since their dissolution products are non-toxic.
Relatively recent work has seen calcium phosphate salts used
for the delivery of biological materials into cells in the form of
peptides, polymers and DNA sequences.3–8 Calcium phosphate
salts have a critical safety advantage over other vectors such as
viruses in that they pose no risk of pathogenicity due to muta-
tion. Although it is known that calcium phosphate–DNA
complexes cause no apparent cytotoxicity, the fate of the
particles upon internalisation is not yet known. The diﬃculty in
tracking the particles can be related to the visual similarity to
granulation within the cells.
The large crystal lattice of the apatites means that their
structure may incorporate numerous substitutions, which
can be used to tailor material chemistry to induce a particular
biological reaction.9–12 One main focus of research into the
development of new calcium phosphate based materials has
been the substitution of silicon into the hydroxyapatite lattice
(SiHA) to enable additional biomolecule attachment and
controlled release in vivo. Silicon substitution is of particular
interest since silicon is well established to be an important
factor in the production of new bone matrix and functions to
assist in the production of collagen by osteoblasts.12–15 Calcium
phosphate composites have been used widely as implant
materials due to the low toxicity of their ionic components and
the intimate bond that they are able to form with a wide range of
hard and so tissues. There have been proposed to be two sites
in crystalline HA that may be exploited for functionalisation; a
hydroxyl group and the phosphate group.16–18 Previous studies
have shown that the surface hydroxyl (OH) groups of HA may
react with organic isocyanate groups and this has been exploi-
ted for the attachment of polymers such as poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(n-butyl meth-
acrylate) (PBMA), poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (poly-
(HEMA)) to the crystal surfaces.19,20 In addition, it has been
found that substitution by alkylphosphonates causes calcium
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phosphate monolith structures to become mesoporous
with high specic surface area,21 which is of course crucial for
biological applications where cell attachment, proliferation,
bioresorbability, and tissue/interface regeneration rely on
materials with specic surface areas approaching that of native
biomineral. Of these reagents containing hydroxyl groups,
phosphoric acid based reactants are favoured because the P–OH
groups facilitate the adsorption of proteins, as demonstrated
for the model protein, bovine serum albumin.22 However, the
limited availability and reactivity of OH groups can result in low
numbers of biomolecules being graed on to the HA surface.7,23
The Ca2+ ions in calcium phosphates, including HA, have been
exploited for the ionic bonding of various functional groups.
For example, Lee et al.7 have reported the thiol modication of
HA using 3-mercaptopropionic acid and Ganesan et al.8
attached porphyrins to the HA surface as a potential drug
carrier. Silicon substitution has drawn much attention as a
route to surface modication24 with organosilanes, particularly
those containing amino or thiol terminal groups. For example,
previous work has demonstrated that osteoblast adhesion
to HA is increased when functionalised with 3-amino-
propyltriethoxysilane.25 Although much attention has been
given to the use of (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS)
for the surfacemodication of silicon oxide,26–28 there is scarcely
any research on the surface modication of calcium phosphates
with MPTS.
Here we report a new method for the surface modication of
SiHA nanoparticles that enables the engrament of uorescent
markers onto the surface of the nano particulate. The method
involves the functionalisation of SiHA nano particles with the
silane MPTS via covalent bonding, which in turn presents a
thiol functional group from the particle surface. The inuence
of the modication method on the physicochemical properties
of the material were determined using X-ray diﬀraction (XRD),
X-ray uorescence (XRF), Zeta potential (ZP) measurement, and
Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectroscopy (FTIR). The surface
modication of the SiHA particles was evaluated by the
attachment of the commercially available thiol reactive probe
uorescein-5-maleimide (Fig. 1) and demonstrated by live cell
confocal uorescence imaging of the particles aer internal-
isation by MC3T3 cells.
2 Experimental
2.1 HA/SiHA synthesis, functionalisation and dye labelling
HA and SiHA synthesis: HA was synthesised by a wet chemical
precipitation method. A 250 mL solution of (NH4)2HPO4
(239 mM) and a 350 mL solution of (CaNO3)2$4H2O (264 mM)
were prepared with Millipore water, which was pre-boiled under
reux for 2 hours to remove CO2 and cooled to room tempera-
ture. The (CaNO3)2$4H2O was transferred to a closed glass
reaction vessel during magnetic stirring at 200 rpm and
nitrogen bubbling. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 10 by
the addition of NH4OH. The (NH4)2HPO4 solution was added to
the reaction vessel drop wise by burette, while maintaining the
pH of the reaction at 10 by addition of NH4OH, then le to age
overnight. The resulting HA precipitate was washed 5 times with
Millipore water by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes
and resuspended in water for later use at a concentration of
approximately 10 mg mL1. SiHA was synthesised using the
method outlined above, but with a 250 mL aqueous solution of
Si(OCOCH3)4 (41 mM) and (NH4)2HPO4 (203 mM) added drop
wise to a 350 mL aqueous solution of (CaNO3)2$4H2O (290 mM).
Attachment of thiol functional groups via MPTS: 230 mg of HA/
SiHA in double distilled water was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for
10 min and the supernatant removed. The particles were then
resuspended in 16.4 mL of absolute ethanol ltered with a 0.22
mm pore size syringe lter before adding 100 mL of 3-mercap-
topropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS). The samples were mixed
using a ThermoMixer (ThermoMixer Comfort, Eppendorf UK
Ltd., UK) at 37 C for 3 hours at a mixing speed of 1000 rpm and
then washed 5 times with double distilled water by centrifuging
at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes. Dye labelling with Fluorescein-
5-Maleimide (F5M): A stock solution of 5.2 mg Fluorescein-
5-Maleimide (Life Technologies Ltd, UK) in 1 mL PBS (without
Mg2+ and Ca2+). 1 mL of MPTS functionalised SiHA/HA (SIHA/
HA-MPTS) (approximately 6 mg solid material in water) was
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was
removed and the pellet resuspended in 500 mL of PBS before
adding 470 mL of the uorescein-5-maleimide stock solution
and mixed on a ThermoMixer for 2 h at 37 C. Finally, the SiHA-
MPTS-F5M particles were washed twice with absolute ethanol
and ve times with double distilled water (both ltered
beforehand using a 0.2 mm pore size lter). As a control, SiHA
particles, without thiol modication, were mixed with uores-
cein-5-maleimide using the above method.
2.2 XRD
X-ray diﬀraction was used to determine the crystalline compo-
sition of the samples. HA/SiHA in solution was centrifuged at
4000 rpm for 10 min. The pellet was removed, dried in an oven
at 65 C overnight and ground into a ne powder. XRD patterns
of the powder samples were obtained with a X-ray diﬀractom-
eter (D5000, Bruker Corp. USA.) using the Cu Ka line. Data were
collected from 2q ¼ 5 to 60 with a 0.02 step-size and a step
time of 0.5 s/. These as-precipitated samples are referred to
as HA and SiHA herein. To allow a better comparison between
HA/SiHA and the ICDD reference patterns, a proportion of the
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the thiol functionalisation process of SiHA using
MTPS and the subsequent labelling with ﬂuorescein-5-maleimide (F5M).
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precipitated materials were sintered at 650 C prior to XRD
analysis. Sintered samples are referred to as HA-650 and SiHA-
650 herein.
2.3 TEM
HA and SiHA samples were diluted from 10 mg mL1 to 400 mg
mL1 and a 5 mL drop placed on mesh-400 copper TEM grid
(Agar Scientic). Samples for TEM were imaged using a JEOL
JEM 1200EX microscope with a beam energy of 80 kV.
2.4 XRF
HA and SiHA solution was dried in an incubator set to 85 C.
The elemental composition of each sample was also determined
using an X-ray uorescence spectrometer (S8 TIGER, Bruker
Corp., U.S.A). Powder forms of the samples were prepared as
described above. 500 mg of the sample powder was mixed with
2.5 grams of wax and pressed into a pellet.
2.5 FTIR
HA, SiHA, HA-MPTS and SiHA-MPTS powders were prepared as
previously described and heated overnight at 85 C to remove
moisture prior to analysis. 2 mg of sample powder was mixed
with 198 mg of KBr (1%w/w), milled and then pressed into a
pellet. FTIR spectra were acquired using a ThermoScientic
Nicolette 380 FTIR instrument (ThermoScientic, UK) and
represent an average of 64 runs corrected with a background
measurement of a 200 mg pure KBr pellet.
2.6 Zeta-potential measurements
HA, SiHA, HA-MPTS and SiHA-MPTS particle dispersions were
mixed with 10 mM KCl solution at a concentration of 0.05 mg
mL1. The pH of the sample solutions was adjusted by the
addition of 100 mM HCl and 100 mM KOH at 25 C and le
overnight to equilibrate. Zeta potential proles as a function of
cell z-position were collected using a Beckman Coulter Delsa
Nano C. At each of the 9 z-positions 10 accumulations were
performed repeated over three runs before repeating the whole
process with a fresh sample three times. The pH of each sample
was checked and recorded immediately before analysis, cor-
rected (if necessary) and recorded again aer analysis.
2.7 Quantitating thiol groups of the silane functionalised
HA/SiHA
Thiol presentation on the particle surface was quantied based
on an assay using 5,50-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB),
also known as Ellman's Reagent, that binds to free –SH groups
to form the yellow-coloured product 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid
(TNB). The absorbance of the assay solution is proportional to
the concentration of free –SH groups in the sample. First, a
‘Reaction Buﬀer’ was made consisting of 100 mMNa(PO)4 and 1
mM EDTA in deionised water set to pH 8.0 by drop wise addi-
tion of Na(OH). 50 mL of Ellman's reagent solution (4 mg Ell-
man's reagent in 1 mL Reaction Buﬀer) was added to 2.50 mL of
Reaction Buﬀer in a centrifuge tube with a separate tube for
each sample plus an additional tube for a control sample. 250
mL of the functionalised HA/SiHA particle dispersion was then
added to the tube, mixed using vortex mixer and incubated at
room temperature for 15 minutes to form an ‘assay solution’.
For the control, an addition 250 mL of reaction buﬀer was added
to the tube instead of HA/SiHA particle solution. Aer incuba-
tion, 1 mL of the assay solution was transferred to a clean
cuvette and the absorbance measured at 412 nm using a spec-
trophotometer (Cecil CE7500, Buck Scientic, US) zeroed on the
control sample. The relationship between molar absorptivity, E
(M1 cm1), and concentration of TNB, c (moles per litre), can




where A ¼ measured absorbance and b ¼ path length of the
cuvette in centimetres. The concentration of TNB (and hence
concentration of free –SH groups) in the solution in the cuvette
was then calculated by solving eqn (1) for c and substituting
b ¼ 1 cm and E ¼ 14 150 M1 cm1. The number of moles of
–SH groups in the assay solution, massay, was then calculated
using eqn (2):
massayðmolesÞ ¼ 2:80 mL





where the factor ‘2.80 mL’ represents the total volume of the
assay solution when 250 mL of sample and 50 mL of Ellman's
reagent is added to the 2.5 mL of reaction buﬀer. Given that
the –SH groups were contributed solely by the 250 mL fraction of
the assay solution from the addition of the particle solution, the
nal molar concentration of free –SH groups in the original
particle solutions, Csample was determined to be:





2.8 DNA binding to HA, SiHA and SiHA-MPTS
100 mg of particles in solution was mixed with 10, 20, 50, 80 and
100 mg of DNA (31149, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) and incubated
for 15 minutes at 37 C. The particle-DNA solutions were then
centrifuged and the absorption of the supernatant at 260 nmwas
measured using a Varian Cary 5000 Spectrophotometer (Agilent
Technologies UK Limited, Stockport, UK). The absorbance of the
sample was proportional to the amount of DNA not bound to the
particle as determined through a calibration curve.
2.9 Live/dead assay
MC3T3 cells seeded on to glass coverslips with 2 mL of sup-
plemented media containing 0.6 mg mL1 of SiHA-MPTS-F5M
particles. Aer 24 hours, 7 mL of Calcein AM and 25 mL of Pro-
pidium Iodide solutions in supplemented media to a total
volume of 2mL was added to the cells and incubated at 37 C for
15 minutes prior to imaging with an epi-uorescence
microscope.
2.10 Uptake of HA/SiHA by MC3T3 osteoblast precursor cells
MC3T3 (passage 10) osteoblast precursor cells were cultured in
DMEM (D6545, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) supplemented with
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(v/v) 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (A15-105 Mycoplex, PAA, Yeovil,
UK), 2.4% Hepes Buﬀer (H0887, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK),
2.4% L-Glutamine (G7513, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) and 1%
Penicillin/Streptomycin (P4333, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK).
The cells were seeded at a density of 3  104 cells per quadrant
in a 4-segmented live cell imaging dish (code: 627870, Greiner-
Bio One Ltd., Gloucester, UK) and incubated overnight at 37 C
in the supplemented media. HA and SiHA in supplemented
media was prepared at concentrations of 0 mg mL1 and 300 mg
mL1, mixed using a vortex mixer and sonicated for 5 min
before being kept in a water bath at 37 C until required. Aer
24 h, the media was removed from each well and replaced with
1 mL of supplemented media before adding 1 mL HA or SiHA-
media solutions to each quadrant while gently agitating the
dish to ensure even distribution of the particles across the
surface. The media was removed 24 hours aer exposure to the
particles, the cells in each quadrant washed three times with
1 mL PBS and replaced with 1 mL per quadrant of cell imaging
media.
Fluorescein stained samples were imaged with a Zeiss LSM
710 ConfoCor 3 confocal system (Carl Zeiss Ltd, U.K.) attached
to a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 inverted microscope and equipped
with a Zeiss EC Plan-Neouar 63 NA ¼ 1.40 oil objective lens,
488 nm laser diode, a 458 nm/488 nm beam splitter and a 34-
channel spectral detector, which was used to divert uorescence
between 500 nm and 650 nm to a photomultiplier tube detector.
Bright eld images were obtained simultaneously with the
uorescence images by detecting the transmitted excitation
laser light with a second photomultiplier tube detector.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Structure and composition analysis
X-ray diﬀraction patterns of as-precipitated HA and SiHA along
with HA and SiHA sintered at 650 C (HA-650 and SiHA-650
respectively) were obtained and are shown in Fig. 2. The broad
diﬀraction peaks of the as-precipitated HA and SiHA samples
suggested that they were of low crystallinity and composed of
sub-micron sized crystals, which was expected from a room
temperature precipitation method without thermal treat-
ment.17,29,30 Peaks were identied at around 26, 32, 40 and
between 47 and 53 and appeared to align well with the most
intense peaks from reference data for HA (ICDD PDF card no.
00-009-0432). However, it was evident that the broad HA peak at
32 in Fig. 2 was an envelope of the three most intense peaks in
the reference pattern data and thus imposing a limit on quality
of the match between the measured data and the HA reference.
Two shoulder peaks were identied within the main peak of
SiHA, but were still poorly resolved. Furthermore, it is known
that the XRD patterns of various apatites could resemble those
of as-precipitated HA and therefore an assessment of the
chemical/structural changes in sintered samples is required in
order to conrm the phase composition and structure of the
original as-precipitated samples. Fig. 2 shows the XRD pattern
of HA sintered at 650 C for 2 hours. Dominant peaks were
identied at 25.83, 31.81, 32.20, 32.88 and were attributed to
the (002), (211), (112) and (300) planes of HA respectively.
Sharper and more intense peaks were observed in sintered HA
(HA 650) compared to as-prepared HA, indicating an increase in
the crystallinity of the sample. In contrast, sintering did not
increase the crystallinity of SiHA since no change in the
sharpness of the diﬀraction peaks and little or no change in the
peak intensity was observed when compared to as-precipitated
SiHA. These observations are consistent with other works that
have explored the eﬀect of sintering temperature on Si doped
HA where the lack of change (or decrease in cases of Si doping
above 2–3%wt) in crystallinity has been attributed to Si incor-
poration into the HA crystal lattice.13,31,32 Silicon substitution
did not appear to change the angular position or relative
intensity of the peaks when compared to HA and HA-650.
Secondary phases consisting of a-TCP and b-TCP were not
observed in the diﬀraction patterns of the HA or SiHA samples
when compared to ICDD reference patterns 00-009-0348 and
00-009-0169 respectively. TCP phases were not detected in HA
even aer sintering at 900 C, but SiHA decomposed into a
mixture of HA and a-TCP (data not shown). The TEM images of
HA and SiHA shown in Fig. 3 displayed the needle like
morphology commonly reported with wet chemical precipita-
tion methods.7,33,34 Additional phases such as a-TCP, b-TCP and
CaCO3, which normally have a plate-like morphology, were not
observed in either the HA or SiHA samples. The SiHA crystals
appeared smaller and their edges were not as clearly dened
Fig. 2 XRD patterns of as precipitated HA/SiHA and HA/SiHA sintered at 650
degrees (HA 650/SiHA 650) and JCPDS card number 00-009-0432 (Hydroxyap-
atite). Intensity values of all samples were normalised to the most intense
diﬀraction peak of the HA sample. The broad diﬀraction peaks suggested the
samples were made of nanosized crystals and no other phases of calcium phos-
phate were detected.
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compared with HA which may indicate that the SiHA sample
was of lower crystallinity compared to HA. This observation
corresponds well with the broad peaks observed for SiHA in the
XRD patterns.
XRF was used to determine the %wt of Ca and P oxides and
corresponding mole ratios of the elements are presented in
Table 1. The Ca : P ratio of the HA sample was 1.64 and
compares well with the theoretical Ca : P ratio of HA of 1.67 to
within experimental error using this technique. Ca : P ratio of
HA-MPTS (1.95) was higher than expected and may have been
due to CO3
2 ions substituting the PO4
3 ions in the crystal
structure, thus reducing the phosphorous content of the sample
and hence increasing the Ca : P ratio.
Fig. 4 shows the FTIR spectra of HA, SiHA along with thiol-
terminated silane functionalised HA and SiHA (HA-MPTS and
SiHA-MPTS respectively). A summary of the peaks identied
from the spectra, along with the chemical bond and mode the
peak was assigned to, is presented in Table 2. The characteristic
peaks of hydroxyapatite were identied in all of the samples
including the OH modes (3569 cm1 and 632 cm1), the P–O
stretching modes (1091, 1044–1032 and 962 cm1), the O–P–O
bending modes (602, 575–561 cm1) and the O–P–O stretching
modes (473, 463–460 cm1) from the PO4
3 groups. The OH
stretching mode at 3569 cm1 was partially obscured by the
water band between 2500 and 3800 cm1 as the samples were
not sintered prior to FTIR analysis. Evidence of some B-type
carbonate substitution was found in both HA and SiHA by
the presence of peaks located at 1454 cm1, 1423 cm1 and
873 cm1. A peak assigned to the Si–O vibrational mode of the
SiO4
4 ions was detected in the SiHA-MPTS sample at around
875 cm1. Although the corresponding peak in the SiHA sample
was not as well resolved, another SiO4
4 vibrational mode at 470
cm1 SiO4
4 was identied. An additional source of Si–O–Si
bonds could have come from the binding of MPTS via its O
atom to the SiHA surface. This may explain why the peak was
most prominent in SiHA-MPTS compared to HA-MPTS as the
presence of SiO4
4 on the surface increased the number of
Fig. 3 TEM images of as-precipitated (a) HA and (b) SiHA. Both samples showed
the well reported needle-like morphology, but the crystal edges are not as well
deﬁned compared to those of HA, indicating reduced crystallinity.
Table 1 Ca : P ratios determined from XRF data and zeta potential data for HA,










Fig. 4 FTIR spectra of as-precipitated HA and SiHA along with thiol functional-
ised HA and SiHA (HA-MPTS and SiHA-MPTS respectively).
Table 2 FTIR absorption peaks identiﬁed in HA, HA-MPTS, SiHA and SiHA-MPTS
along with references to other works which support the peak assignments
Peak (cm1) Assignment
Absorption peaks for hydroxyapatite:
3569 Stretching mode of OH group 17, 31, 36
and 37
1454 n4 or n3 bending mode of CO3
2





2 stretching mode 36
1091, 1044–1032 Triply degenerated asymmetric
stretching mode of P–O bond
of the PO4 groups
17, 31,
36, 39 and 40
962 Symmetric stretching mode
of the P–O bonds
17, 31,
36, 39 and 40
873 n4 or n3 bending mode of CO3
2
groups in carbonated HA
36
632 Vibrational mode of OH group 31 and 36
602, 575–561 Triply degenerated O–P–O
bending modes
36
473, 463–460 Double degenerated O–P–O
bending modes of the PO4 groups
31 and 36
Absorption peaks for silicates in SiHA:
880 Si–O vibrational mode of SiO4
4 39
875 Si–O vibrational mode of SiO4
4 31 and 38
470 Si–O–Si vibrational mode of SiO4
4 38
Absorption peaks for MPTS:
1100 Si–O–C stretching from MPTS 41
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potential binding sites for MPTS. The diﬃculty in detected all
peaks relating to silicon substitution in both the SiHA and
SiHA-MPTS sample could have been due these vibrational
modes overlapping with the phosphate modes, which been
noted to happen in the following cases: (i) 470 cm1 (Si–O–Si
band) and 472 cm1 (the O–P–O bending modes of the phos-
phate groups) and (ii) 945 cm1 (Si–O symmetric stretching
mode) and the weak 962 cm1 (P–O symmetric stretching
mode). The translational mode of water associated to HA
generally exists between 300 cm1 and 600 cm1, which would
also obscure the peaks within this range related to the presence
of SiO4
4.
Evidence of surface modication was obtained from zeta
potential measurements of HA, SiHA, HA-MPTS and SiHA-
MPTS at pH 7.4, shown in Table 1. The zeta potential of HA
and SiHA was measured to be 1.97 mV and 1.66 mV
respectively. Most notably, the zeta potential of SiHA SiHA-
MPTS was measured to be 11.66 mV and the change in the
zeta potential suggested that this sample exhibited a diﬀerent
surface chemistry to both SiHA and HA. The result compares
well with the work of Shyue et al. which also reported a
decrease in the seat potential due to the presence of thiols.35
HA-MPTS did not show the same change in zeta-potential as
SiHA-MPTS, which may further suggests that either none or
signicantly less thiol groups were attached to the HA surface
in comparison to SiHA-MPTS. The presence of thiol groups was
conrmed and quantied using an Ellman's reagent assay. For
SiHA-MPTS, the thiol content was estimated to be 1.60  105
moles per mg of solid material. DNA binding eﬃciency
experiments showed that 100 mg of SiHA-MPTS particles could
completely bind up to 10 mg DNA whereas only 85% and 65%
of this DNA mass was bound to 100 mg of unfunctionalised
SiHA and HA respectively. At higher DNA masses of 50–100 mg,
20% of the DNA was bound to SiHA-MPTS while only 1–10% of
the DNA was bound to SiHA and HA.
3.2 Demonstration of application: live cell imaging of SiHA
internalisation by MC3T3 cells using a thiol reactive
uorescent probe
Using confocal uorescence microscopy, unmodied SiHA
treated with uorescein-5-maleimide showed very weak uo-
rescence (Fig. 5b) in the regions of the image where particles
could be seen in bright eld (Fig. 5a and c), which demonstrated
the eﬀectiveness of the washing procedure in removing non-
specically bound dye molecules. The uorescence from SiHA
modied with MPTS (SiHA-MPTS) shown in Fig. 5e was brighter
than the uorescence from unmodied SiHA. Furthermore, the
intensity of the uorescence was even across the vast majority of
the structures shown in Fig. 5d and f. The increased uores-
cence intensity was attributed to the proportion of dye mole-
cules bound to the thiols of the SiHA-MPTS since unbound
molecules were expected to be removed during the washing
procedure.
The images in Fig. 6 are combined confocal uorescence and
brighteld images of MC3T3 cells aer a 24 hour exposure to
thiol-terminated silane functionalised SiHA particles
conjugated to uorescein-5-maleimide dye (SiHA-MPTS-F5M).
Fluorescence could not be clearly seen in the low magnication
image (Fig. 6a), which would most likely have been due to the
low particle concentration and low numerical aperture of the
objective lens used to acquire the image. However, some uo-
rescence was detected in multiple cells at a higher magnica-
tion (Fig. 6b). SiHA-MPTS-F5Mwas not found to be cytotoxic at a
concentration of 0.6 mg mL1 over 24 hours aer performing a
live-dead assay (Fig. S1†). In Fig. 6(c–e), the SiHA-MPTS-F5M
particles appeared to form small aggregates, approximately
500–1000 nm in diameter, which aligned along the cell
membrane. These structures could not be removed from the cell
membrane despite repeated washing in PBS, indicating a strong
aﬃnity for the cell membrane. When focusing on an image
plane through the middle of the cell (Fig. 6f–j), bright uores-
cence was detected in new locations within the boundary of the
cell as shown in the composite image. Furthermore, uores-
cence from the few particles on the coverslip could no longer be
detected at this new focal plane, demonstrating that any
detected uorescence was not an integration of uorescence
from particles at the bottom of or underneath the cell. Fluo-
rescence spectroscopy of the sample during imaging revealed
an emission prole matching that of the dye with an emission
peak between 519 and 529 nm (Fig. S2†). The internalised
structures measured approximately 400–500 nm in diameter
and appeared to localise at various points within the cytoplasm
of the MC3T3 cell, but could not determine whether this was the
result of either (i) individual particles being internalised and
then concentrated within the cell, or (ii) the aggregates being
internalised as a whole. However, the localisation and strong
intensity of the uorescence did indicate that the uorescent
labels were still attached to the particle surface and photoactive
aer 24 hours in culture media and post internalisation.
Internalised particles were observed again while focusing up
towards the top of the cell.
Fig. 5 Bright ﬁeld, confocal ﬂuorescence and composite images of SiHA
exposed to ﬂuorescein-5-maleimide (SiHA-F5M) (a–c) and MPTS functionalised
SiHA particles conjugated to ﬂuorescein-5-maleimide dye (SiHA-MPTS-F5M) (d–f);
speciﬁc binding of ﬂuorescein-5-maleimide to the thiol group of SiHA-MPTS was
demonstrated by the even ﬂuorescence across the particulates (d–f) and very
weak non-speciﬁc ﬂuorescence in the samples not treated with MPTS (a–c).
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Fig. 6 Combined bright ﬁeld and ﬂuorescence images of MC3T3 cells exposed to 0.6 mg mL1 SiHA-MPTS-F5M particles. (a) is a low magniﬁcation image showing a
population of cells and (b) is a higher magniﬁcation image where ﬂuorescence was just visible. Images (c)–(n) are slices from a confocal z-stack taken at: the coverslip/
bottom of the cell plane (c–e), through the middle of the cell (f–j) and at the top of the cell (k–n). Bright localised ﬂuorescence was observed within the cell and enabled
internalised SiHA to be visually discriminated from the other cellular material of similar morphology and optical contrast as shown in the bright ﬁeld images. The entire
z-stack is presented as a movie in Multimedia ESI with the ﬁlename: ESI SiHA uptake Fig. 6. Movie.†
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In this study, we have prepared nano crystalline SiHA using a
wet chemical precipitation technique at room temperature
without additional thermal treatment. Presentation of thiol
functional groups on the surface of SiHA via silane functional-
isation was achieved without perceptible change in the chem-
ical composition of the HA or SiHA itself as determined by XRF.
Zeta potential measurements showed a signicant change in
the surface chemistry of the SiHA particle surface, but not that
of HA subjected to the functionalisation process. The presence
of SiO4
4 in SiHA and SiHA-MPTS was identied by two
diﬀerent Si–O vibrational modes together with the character-
istic reduction in the intensity of the OH peak in the FTIR
spectra. The presence of MPTS could not be conrmed by FTIR
alone as the Si–O–C stretching mode could not be reliably
resolved from the phosphate peaks. However, thiols were
detected using Ellman's reagent and showed that the using the
functionalisation method on SiHA produced approximately
105 moles of thiols per milligram of solid material above the
base line measurements for HA and HA-MPTS alone. Thiol
group modication was visually demonstrated by the detection
of uorescence from uorescein-5-maleimide specically
bound to the thiol groups of the modied SiHA surface despite
extensive washing of the samples, suggesting that the thiol
groups were covalently bonded to the SiHA surface via a Si–O–Si
surface network. This was further demonstrated in the confocal
uorescence and bright eld images of SiHA-MPTS-F5M
internalised by MC3T3, where the bright uorescence allowed
the particles to be discriminated from other cellular material
with similar morphology. Furthermore, the uorescent labels
remained attached to the particle and photoactive at for least 24
hours aer internalisation. This method of functionalisation
could allow time course tracking of internalisation of calcium
phosphates by various bone cells in order to understand their
localisation and fate during bone formation and resorption.
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